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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with the concept of multivariable phase, and in 
particular with the construction of a transfer matrix from its 'phase' matrix. 
A 'phase' matrix is considered to be an all- pass matrix satisfying a certain 
factorization property. The characterization of such all-pass matrices, the properties 
of the factorization and the construction of the factors using state space formulae 
are of primary interest. This provides a generalization of the well know 
construction of gain from phase via the Bode relations. 
Also of interest are the robustness, or continuity, properties of the proposed 
phase/gain relations, and of the underlying Wiener-Hop! factorizations. 
The factorization approach to multivariable phase is developed in relation to 
two separate problems: dynamic errors-in-variables identification and spectrum 
approximation by phase matching. 
The scalar (SIS0) dynamic errors - in - variables identification depends for its 
solution on the identification of the system phase and the construction of gain from 
phase via the Bode relations. The techniques of Wiener - Hopf factorization allow 
the solution to be given, even in the multivariable case , by-passing the direct 
consideration of multivariable phase and phase/gain relations. 
The phase matching application requires a direct consideration of multivariable 
phase/gain relations, and motivates the more detailed investigation of multivariable 
phase which forms the bulk of this thesis . 
The phase matching application also has close connections with the analysis of 
stochastic processes by canonical correlation. In fact (he canonical correlation 
operator is precisely the Hankel operator associated with the phase matrix. The 
results of this thesis provide many interconections between the properties of spectra 
and spectral factors, factorization properties of the phase matrices, extension 
properties of all-pass matrices, balanced stochastic realization5 dnd canonical 
correlation analysis . 
The phase matching paradigm for spectrum approximation is shown to include 
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a number of choices, the specification of which lead to specific algorithms for 
spectrum approximation, including balanced stochastic truncation and relative error 
approximation. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Preamble: Concepts of Multivariable Phase 
The notion of the phase, or phase delay, of a linear system has a long 
association with control systems and networks, both in theory and in practice. The 
use of phase in the design and evaluation of control systems is exemplified by the 
classical Bode gain/phase plots, Nyquist diagrams, the phase margin and so on. 
Large parts of the classical texts on network theory [Bod, Gui, New, Bel] are 
devoted to discussion and use of phase. By contrast the modem (state space based) 
approaches to control system synthesis, such as LQG, and the synthesis of passive 
networks, appear almost devoid of the notion of phase. To be sure, the classical 
Bode gain/phase plots, Nyquist diagrams and phase margins are used to evaluate 
design performance, the 'tuning' of LQG design parameters and so on, but the 
phase as an underlying concept in the design procedure is absent. Typical is 
perhaps the modem approach to network analysis and synthesis, developed in 
[AndIl], the index of which contains no reference to phase. By contrast the entries 
under phase in the index of [Bod] occupy the best part of a page . 
The major reason for the absence of phase in the modem approach stems from 
the very nature of the modem approach. Phase is a frequency domain concept, and 
has no clear generalization to multivariable systems. The modem approach is state 
space oriented, and handles multivariable systems comparatively easily. Multivariable 
systems appear as the nemesis of frequency domain design tools like the phase. 
Considerable progress has however been made in extending many of the 
classical design techniques to multivariable systems, with the Nyquist array methods 
for control design being the prime example. The notions of gain and phase have 
their multivariable generalizations in the work of Postlethwaite and MacFarlane, 
[Posl,2] and references therein, where the concepts of characteristic and principal 
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gains and phases are developed. Thus, at least in the area of control system 
design, there are multi variable notions of phase and corresponding generalized 
classical control synthesis techniques such as the Nyquist array. 
A well known property of a scalar, stable , minimum phase system is that its 
gain can be calculated from its phase, and vice versa , through what are known as 
the Bode gain/phase relations [Bod]. Such constructions form an integral part of 
certain network synthesis procedures [Bod, Gui, New, Bel], the design of phase 
equalizers, linear phase filters [Cha] and spectral factorization. It is with this 
property of systems, gains and phases that this thesis is primarily concerned. 
Although certain multivariable notions of phase exist, as described above, they in no 
way enable a multivariable, stable, minimum phase system to be calculated from, 
say, its principal phases. 
Consider the inverse construction, that of constructing a transfer function from 
its gain. The gain function of a system is the square root of its (power) spectrum, 
and thus spectral factorization can be viewed as a construction of a system from its 
gain . The uniqueness properties of spectral factorization are identical to those of 
the Bode relations, multivariable spectral factorization is well known [Wiel, Wei2, 
Goh3, You] in the contexts of operator theory, systems engineering, and stochastic 
processes. In addition, it is well known how to construct the spectral factors using 
state space formulae via the Riccati and positive real equations [Andl,2,3,11]. 
What we are concerned with in this thesis is an approach to the construction 
of a transfer function from its phase analogous to the spectral factorization approach 
to the construction of a transfer function from its gain described above. 
1.2 Problems Involving Multivariable Phase 
In addressing the question of multivariable phase and the construction of a 
tranfer matrix from a phase matrix, we are motivated by two problems. 
Errors - in - variables identification has a long history in statistics and 
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econometrics [Gin, Fri, Mad, Mor]. The problem is the identification of linear 
relations amongst random signals subject to noise from the statistics of the signal 
plus noise . In contrast to the familiar engineering assumptions, all variables are 
subject to noise, not just the output, and the noise is stationary, but with unknown 
statistics . Indeed a major problem in errors - in - variables identification is the 
determination of independent (input) and dependent (output) variables [Kal, DeM] . 
In general, a unique set of linear relations (system) cannot be identified from second 
order statistics alone, nor is a unique solution sought. A solution to the 
errors - in - variables problem consists of a parametrization of the linear relations 
(systems) which are compatable with the given data . A solution was however only 
obtained in the two variate (called here the scalar or one input one output), 
non-dynamic, or static (the variates and noise are white), case and forms part of 
classical statistics [Ken] . The scalar , dynamic, discrete time case was considered in 
[And5, And7], with a solution analogous to the static solution given in [AndS] as 
follows: 
The given data are the input and output spectra and the input/output cross 
spectrum. Since the cross spectrum is the product of an input spectrum (unknown) 
and a system transfer function (unknown), the phase of the cross spectrum 
determines the phase of the system. If we assume the data are generated by a 
stable system, we can therefore determine the number of non-mimimum phase zeros 
of the system via the principle of the argument. Suppose there are no 
non - minimum phase zeros, so that the system is minimum phase. We can then 
determine the system transfer function from the phase via the Bode phase/gain 
relation modulo a multiplicative constant gain. This defines a solution set 
parametrized by a constant gain. An application of this procedure to an 
econometric identification problem is considered in [Hin]. 
A multivariable version of this dynamic problem can easily be considered. The 
input and output process are now vectors, with the various spectra now matrices. 
Clearly the scalar solution technique of [AndS] can no longer be applied - what is 
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multivariable phase, can it be determined from the cross spectrum, what is the 
multivariable phase/gain relation? An alternative approach based on factorization can 
however be given. Consider again the scalar case. With the system, call it w(z), 
stable we determine the number of non - minimum phase zeros of w( z) from the as 
the change in the phase of the cross spectrum CT yu around the unit circle. Suppose 
this is zero, so w(z) is minimum phase . We can then factorize CTyu (by separating 
poles and zeros inside and outside the unit circle) as CTyu = CT +CT _ with CT + stable, 
minimum phase and CT _ unstable, anti-minimum phase. Since CTyu must equal 
WCTuu' with w stable, minimum phase and CTuu a spectrum, we must have 
w = kCT+[CT= I]., CTuu = [CT_].CT_k- l , with k a constant gain. This factorization 
approach to dynamic errors-in-variables thus completely by-passes the phase and 
the phase/gain construction. Using Wiener - Hopf factorization, we can treat the 
multivariable case almost exactly as described above for the scalar situation, thus 
avoiding the issue of multivariable phase and phase/gain relations. 
The phase matching approach to spectrum approximation was developed by 
10nckheere et aI., first in discrete time [Jonl] and then in continuous time [Harl], 
for scalar spectra. The approximation scheme is based on the application of 
deterministic model reduction techniques, such as balanced truncation [Moo] or 
Hankel norm methods [Glol], to a function known as the phase function. 
Consider the spectrum If' and suppose v is a stable, minimum phase spectral 
factor, so If' = vv •. The phase function f is given by f = v;' IV 
= exp(2j x phase(v)) and is all-pass. The concept of the phase function is due to 
Belevitch [Bel] where its relation to the smooth phase and the phase of v is 
discussed. 
The motivation for considering a spectrum approximation method based on the 
phase function stems largely from the connection the phase function has with the 
analysis of stochastic processes by canonical correlation. The associated canonical 
correlation coefficients can be interpreted as a measure of the amount of 
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information, in the sense of [Gel], contained in the past inputs about the future 
outputs [Gel, Han2, Pavl]. A basis vector for the past input space with a small 
canonical correlation coefficient contains little information about the future output. 
The canonical correlation coefficients therefore provide a rational basis on which to 
base the decision to fit an approximation to the spectrum cp. 
The significant result of [Jonl , Harl] is that the canonical correlation operator 
of cp = vv* is precisely the Hankel operator associated with the phase function 
f = v;-, v, and thus the canonical correlation coefficients are the Hankel singular 
values of the phase function f. A model reduction scheme based on the phase 
function therefore has good statistical and information theoretic justification. 
The algorithm proposed by [J onl, Harl], which we discuss in the continuous 
time setting, is as follows: Form the phase function f = v;;, v from cp = VV*, with 
v stable and minimum phase. Since the phase function is not stable, we cannot 
directly approximate it using the techniques of [Moo, GIol] . Provided however that 
v is strictly proper, f is the unique Nehari extension of its strictly proper stable part 
f +. Thus we approximate f + by f + using [Moo, Glol] and calculate our 
approximate phase function f as the unique Nehari extension of f +. Finally, we 
factorize f as f = y;-'y to obtain our approximate spectrum <p = vv*. 
In terms of seeking an approach to phase and the construction of a transfer 
function from its phase analogous to the interpretation of spectral factorization as an 
approach to the construction of a transfer function from its gain, Belevitch IS phase 
function, and the factorization problem f = v;-' v appear to fit the bill . 
A multivariable generalization of Belevitch's phase function is developed in 
[Opd], at least partially motivated by the canonical correlation connection, where a 
multivariable phase matching algorithm is envisioned. Suppose cfJ is a spectrum 
matrix with left and right spectral factorizations cfJ = vv * = W * W, with V, W 
stable and minimum phase. It is shown in [Opd] that the Hankel operator 
associated with F = W;' V is the canonical correlation operator. Moreover F is 
all-pass and can in fact be connected with other approaches to multivariable phase 
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such as [Pos2]. We therefore take F = W"; l V with W*W = VV* as our 
multivariable phase matrix. The construction of a transfer matrix from its phase is 
then the factorization problem: Given F all-pass, find stable , minimum phase V, W 
such that F = W';'1 V. 
A major part of this thesis is concerned with charaterizing the all-pass 
matrices which are phase matrices , determining the properties of V, Wand deriving 
state space formulae for calculating V, W from F . Our basic intention is to 
provide the necessary support for a multivariable phase matching algorithm. 
1 .3 Approach and Contribution of this Thesis 
Chapter two consists largely of review material. Section 2.2 discusses the 
classical approach to relations between phase and gain such as are found in [Bod, 
Bel], the basic spectral factorization theorem [You] and Belevitch's concepts of the 
smooth phase and the phase function [Bel]. The phase matrix [Opd] is introduced 
and is related to other approaches to multivariable phase [Posl ,2]. The construction 
'of a transfer matrix from its phase is posed as a factorization problem. Section 2.3 
reviews the basic properties of Wiener - Hopf factorization as developed in [Goh3 , 
Gohl , CIa] which will be used to tackle both the errors - in - variables problem and 
the multivariable phase to transfer function construction. 
Chapter 3 discusses the multivariable errors - in - variables problem, extending the 
factorization approach outlined in § 1.2 to the multivariable case using Weiner- Hopf 
factorization. The solution set is shown to be finite dimensional, parametrized with 
respect to the Wiener- Hopf factors . 
Chapter 4 considers the problem of factorizing an all- pass matrix E as 
E = W';'1 V, with V, W stable. In § 4.2 this factorization problem is related to 
the Wiener - Hopf factorization problem. It is shown that a factorization exists if 
and only if the all-pass matrix E has no negative Wiener-Hopf factorization partial 
indices. The uniqueness . and other properties of the factorization are also 
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considered. Section 4.3 is a summary of the state space characterization of all- pass 
matrices developed by Glover [Glol] . A thorough knowledge of the results of 
[Glol] and their application to Nehari extension and model reduction problems is 
essential for a detailed understanding of this thesis. Section 4.4 applies the state 
space Wiener- Hopf factorization techniques of [BGKl ,2] to the ail-pass 
characterization theorem of § 4.3 to derive properties of the partial indices. It is 
shown, for instance, that the positive parial indices are related to the number of 
unit Hankel singular values of E, and moreover that the negative partial indices of 
E are the observability indices of K(s) in the linear fractional map representation of 
ail-pass matrices given by Glover (Corollary 8.6 of [Gloll) . An ali-pass matrix 
with no negative parial indices, i.e . such that E = W;: l V , therefore has K(s) 
constant. Such ali- pass matrices will be called minimal ail-pass matrices, since 
they constitute minimal degree Nehari extensions of their stable parts. In § 4.5 the 
results of Chapter 4 as they apply to minimal all- pass matrices are summarized, 
producing the 'minimal all- pass theorem'. 
multivariable phase matching procedure. 
This theorem is essential to the 
The results derived in Chapter 4 bear a very close relationship to those of 
Dym and Gohberg [Dyml ,2], although they were developed independently. The 
work of [Dyml ,2] considers the Weiner - Hopf factorization of unitary extensions 
from an operator theoretic viewpoint. Chapter 4 can thus be seen as a state space 
parrallel to the work of [Dyml ,2], in much the same way as [Glol] is a state space 
parallel to [AAKI ,2]. These connections are being further tightened with the work 
of [Sch], where [Dyml ,2] are being 'translated' into state space form . 
Chapter 5 considers balanced stochastic realization. This is a form of balanced 
realization which is based on balancing the solutions of Riccati equations, rather than 
the internally balanced realization of [Moo], which balances Lyapunov equations. 
The transformation approach to balanced stochastic realization we follow was 
introduced by Desai and Pal [Des2] as a suitable structure for stochastic model 
reduction, although a very closely related realization is given by Akaike [Akal] . 
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Suppose given a spectrum <P, with ¢(<Xl) > O. Left and right stable, minimum 
phase spectral factors V, W such that <P = VV* = W*W can be calculated via the 
mininimal solutions to two algebraic Ricatti equations [And2, FCG], and we denote 
the respective solutions Pmin' Qmin' The positive definite symmetric matrices P 
and Q can be balanced (Le. a state space transformation is used to make P, Q 
equal and diagonal). Naturally there is an associated model reduction scheme, which 
we call balanced stochastic truncation, and several papers have appeared on this 
topic [Desl ,2, Har2]. Generally, all previous work has concentrated exclusively on 
minimal solutions to the Riccati equations (W, V minimum phase), under the 
assumption that ¢( <Xl) > O. In addition some results are proved under the 
assumption that Pmin Qmin' > 0, or equivalently ¢(jw) > 0 W E R u <Xl . 
Chapter 5 is not concerned with balanaced stochastic truncation, but with the 
structure of balanced stochastic realization in the most general case yet considered. 
In particular the spectrum is not assumed non -singular at infinity (¢( <Xl) is not 
assumed positive definite), so the balanced stochastic realization is introduced as a 
balancing of the positive real equations, rather than the Riccati equations. In 
addition no assumptions about V, W being minimum phase (P , Q do not have to be 
minimal solutions) are made, and <P is permitted imaginary axis zeros at all times. 
The essential result is that the spectral factors admit a cascade or product 
decomposition V = V, V 2' where V 2 is analytic and non-singular in n+ :: {s: 
Re(s) ~ O} U <Xl , and V, contains the zeros of V in n+. This allows a direct proof 
of a result on the zeros of spectral factors to be given, where hitherto a direct 
proof was only available for the case ¢( <Xl) > 0 [FCG] . The product decomposition 
plays an important role in many of the results on model reduction considered later , 
and is undoubtedly connected with the cascade approach to singular filtering and 
control problems developed in [Wil , Kit], although this connection has not been 
seriously explored. 
Cha pter 6 develops state space formulae for the factoriza tion of all- pass 
matrices. Both Weiner- Hopf factorizations and W;;' V factorizations are considered. 
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The essential connection is that if the realizations for V, Ware stochastically 
balanced, then the realization of F = W; 1 V obtained by direct calculation is 
precisely the realization described by Glover and summarized in § 4.3. To those 
who ask where did the realization of Glover come from, one answer is that it 
comes from a balanced stochastic realization via the phase matrix W; 1 V. To obtain 
state space formulae for our factorization problem, and therefore for the construction 
of a transfer matrix from its phase, we see that we simply have to use the positive 
real equations 'backwards' . This leaves a number of parameters to be chosen 
however, and the detailed discussion of the choices ov.erlaps considerably with the 
multivariable phase matching algorithm. 
Chapter 8. 
Such discussion is therefore postponed to 
Chapter 7 considers the connection between the canonical correlation analysis of 
a stochastic processes and the phase matrix. These connections have been developed 
in discrete time, largely for the minimum phase case [Akal,2, Des2, Jonl, Harl, 
Opd, Han3, Jewl,2, Pavl,2]. The recognition that the canonical correlation 
operator is the Hankel operator of a certain matrix (W$1 V) was around in [Jewl,2, 
Pavl,2] but the recognition that this matrix is non other than Belevitch's phase 
matrix is certainly due to Jonckheere [Jon, Harl, Opd] . Our modest contribution is 
for the continuous case, with non -minimum phase systems, and is little more than 
a translation of [Pavl,2] into continuous time. 
Chapter 8 considers the phase matching algorithm for the approximation of 
spectra. By comparison with Chapter 8, prevous understanding of the phase 
matching algorithm is very limited. The only case at all well understood is that 
described in § 1.2, also described in greater detail in § 8.2 and [Jonl I Harl , Opd]. 
This is the case of scalar spectra which are zero at infinity and have no imaginary 
axis zeros. Futhermore the spectral factor v is assumed minimum phase. A pretty 
clear understanding of the easiest multivariable case (cf:(jw) > 0, w E R U 00 and V, 
W stable, minimum phase) was at hand in [Gre3]. The tools and techniques 
developed in this thesis now enable all of these assumptions to be removed. The 
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spectra are allowed imaginary axis zeros, the spectral factors can be non - minimum 
phase and so on. The general result is that phase matching is not so much an 
algorithm as a paradigm for spectrum approximation. The paradigm contains a 
number of 'free' parameters, the specification of which leads to specific algorithms. 
Two algorithms in particular are considered in detail balanced stochastic 
truncation [Des2] and and Glover's relative error method [Gl02 ,3] . The connection 
between phase matching and these two algorithms has been considered before [Opd , 
Gl03]. but these we only partial connections in special cases. The complete and 
precise connections are given in § 8.4 for balanced stochastic truncation, and in § 
8.7 for the relative error method. Both these algorithms emerge as algorithms 
which preserve the non - minimum phase zeros of the spectral factors . Moreover the 
relative method criterion not only satisfies the relative error bounds derived by 
Glover [Gl02], but inherits the statistical motivation of a phase matching algorithm. 
Other contributions of this Chapter are too detailed to go into here. Finally, § 8.8 
considers three examples of phase matching : two academic examples to illustrate the 
theory, and a more practical example considering the approximation of a 14th order 
low-pass digital filter . 
Chapter 9 considers the continuity, or robustness , properties of the relations 
between phase and gain and of the underlying Wiener- Hopf factorizations. The 
phase/gain relations and spectral factorization are known to be continuous with 
respect to the L 2 norm [And6,7]. and more generally Wiener-Hopf factorization is 
continuous with respect to Lp norms , 1 < P < a:> [Cia] . It is also the case 
however that they are not continuous with respect to the La:> norm [And6]. which is 
the norm of most interest. The Hilbert transform, phase to transfer function and 
gain to transfer function constructions are all shown to be continous in La:> norm in 
the rational case. In fact error bounds are given which depend linearly (affine in 
fact) on the McMillan degree . The bounds therefore become infinite for 
non-rational systems. For the Wiener-Hopf factorization, a differentiability 
condition is imposed which restores La:> continuity, following the approach of [And6] . 
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1.4 Point SummarY of Contributions 
Solution of a certain multi variable errors - in - variables identification problem. 
Existence , uniqueness and other properties of the factorization problem 
F = W;: l Y . 
Relationship between the Wiener - Hopf partial indices and the Glover realization 
of all-pass matrices. 
Connection between the uniqueness and other properties of all- pass extensions 
and their Wiener - Hopf partial indices. 
Non - minimum phase balanced stochastic realization. 
The product decomposition of minimal degree spectral factors. 
Direct proof of a certain result on the zeros of minimal degree spectral factors 
in the singular at infinity case . 
State space formulae for W;:1 Y and Wiener- Hopf factorizations of all-pass 
matrices, constituting a multivariable phase/gain construction . 
Canonical correlation analysis of past and future for continuous time , 
non - minim urn phase stochastic realizations. 
Multivariable phase matching paradigm. 
Non - minimum phase balanced stochastic truncation, showing that BST preserves 
non - minimum phase zeros. 
Phase error bound for balanced stochastic truncation. 
Detailed connection between phase matching and the Glover's relative error 
method, showing that the relative error method preserves non - minimum phase 
zeros. 
McMillan degree dependent Loo error bounds for the Hilbert transform of 
rational matrices. 
McMillan degree dependent Loo relative error bounds for the multivariable phase 
to gain and gain to phase constructions for rational matrices. 
Loo continuity properties of Wiener- Hopf factorizations. 
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CHAPTER TWO: FACTORIZATION 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the factorization approach to relations between gain 
and phase, and review the basic facts of Wiener-Hopf factorization. Section 2.2 
describes Belevitch's notion of the smooth phase of a transfer function and the 
generalization to multivariable systems [Opd] . The factorization approach to the 
gain/ phase relation (i.e. spectral factorization) is described and the phase/gain relation 
is posed as a factorization problem. Section 2.3 describes Wiener - Hopf 
factorizations and presents their existence and uniqueness properties. The 
presentation is quite abstract in order to include both the discrete time 
(errors-in-variables) and continuous time (phase/gain relations and phase matching) 
uses we have in mind. 
2.2 Factorization Approach to Relations Between Phase and Gain 
Let f(s) be analytic inside and on a contour D. Cauchy's theorem gives , for 
any point So interior to D, 
f ( s ) ~ ~ f f ( s) ds (2.1) 
o 27rJ D s-s o 
Suppose f(s) is analytic in fl+ and let So = jwo' Considering the contour D to be 
the imaginary axis (except for small semi - circular indentations of radius € avoiding 
the pole at jwo)' together with a large semi -circle of radius R (with R ~ 00) 
enclosing the right half plane, we obtain from the Cauchy integral formula (2.1) 
~ foo f ( jw) dw + ~ f(jwo) - ~f(oo) ~ 0 
27rJ -00 W - Wo 
Separating into real and imaginary parts, with f(jw) = r(jw) + ji(jw), we obtain 
r ( jwo ) ~ r (oo) 1 roo 
i ( jw) dw (2.2a) 
- 7r w - Wo 
i (00) 1 
roo 
r ( jw) dw (2.2b) i ( jwo) ~ + 7r W - Wo 
I 
_ ........ I~ 
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The integrals appearing in (2.2) are called Hilbert transforms of the functions i 
and r. They show that the real (imaginary) part of a function analytic in n+ 
determines the imaginary (real) part to within an additive constant. If the function 
f is real, so [f(jUJ)]* = f( - jUJ) (which implies i( (0) = 0), the interval of integration 
can be changed to [0,00] by symmetry and alternate formulae written [Bod, Gui , 
Bel] . It is also possible to relax the condition f analytic in n + to include 
logarithmic discontinuities on the imaginary axis [Bel] . 
Now let v = rd 8 and consider the function 
f = loge v) (2.3a) 
= log(r) + j 8 (2 .3b) 
r is the modulus, or gain, of v whilst 8 is the argument, or phase, of v. Note 
that f is multi valued, since 8 is determined by v only to within 2k;r. Provided one 
does not encircle poles or zeros of v we can uniquely define the phase by taking 
- 71' ~ 8 ~ 71' and f is single valued. Note that (for rational v), each anticlockwise 
turn around a zero (pole) of order n increases (decreases) log(v) by 2n;rj. 
Suppose v(s) and its inverse are analytic in Re(s) > 0 (minimum phase 
condition) . Then f(s) = log v(s) is single valued and analytic in Re(s) > O. The 
phase is continuous, except at the singularities (poles and zeros) of v, on the 
imaginary axis. For rational v, a zero (pole) of v on the imaginary axis of order n 
produces a phase increase (decrease) of n;r , i.e. 
8(UJo+) - 8(UJ o-) = n;r (zeros) 
= -n;r (poles) 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
A zero of order n at infinity produces a discontinuity (of opposite sign , due to the 
direction of integration) of -n;r. 
Using the Hilbert transform relations (2.2) on f in (2.3), we have: 
Theorem 2.1 : If v(s) is scalar and analytic, together with its inverse, in Re(s) > 0, 
its gain on the imaginary axis determines the function to within a constant phase, 
and its phase on the imaginary axis determines the function to within a real 
constant gain. o 
J 
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It is this theorem which we aim to generalize to the multivariable case using 
the factorization approach. We also aim to be able to actually construct the gain 
(phase) from the given phase (gain). 
Poles or zeros of v on the imaginary axis produce jumps of n7l" in the phase as 
discussed above . We can however break the phase on the imaginary axis up into 
its continuous parts and join them together to form a continuous function. This is 
called the smooth phase of v [Bel], for which we use the symbol 8 o. In general, 
the true phase can only be recovered from the smooth phase if we know the 
location, order and type (pole or zero) of the discontinuities on the imaginary axis . 
(For positive real v, which have - 71"/ 2 ~ 8 ~ 71"/2, the smooth phase determines the 
phase when the smooth phase climbs through 71"/2, there must be a pole 
discontinuity to bring it down again.) 
The smooth phase and the gain can also be obtained as follows: Let v(jUJ) = 
r( UJ)ej 8( UJ) as before. Then 
(2. 5a) 
(2.5b) 
Note that (2 .5b) only determines 8 to within k7l" at any frequency, and since clearly 
(2 .5b) has neither poles nor zeros on the imaginary axis, it actually defines the 
smooth phase 8 0 of v. Thus we can only ever hope to recover the true phase 8 
from (2.5b) if we are given the discontinuities (poles and zeros of v) on the 
imaginary axis. 
Denote by v*(s) the function v(-S)* and note that v*(jUJ) = v(jUJ)*, so vv* 
and vv;' are equal to (2.5a,b) on the imaginary axis. The function vv* is called 
the s pictrum (or power spectrum) of v and the function v;, v is called the phase 
function of v. 
Now suppose v is rational, and write 
yes ) ~ kn(s)a(s) d ( s ) b ( s ) (2.6) 
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where n(s), des) are monic, coprime, Hurwitz (all zeros in Re(s) < 0) polynomials, 
k is a constant and a(s), b(s) are monic, coprime polynomial with all roots on the 
imaginary axis. Then 
e(2jarg(k» nd* 
dn* 
(2.7a) 
(2.7b) 
the double sign resulting from an even or odd number of imaginary axis poles and 
zeros. The point now is whether v can be recovered from (2.7a) alone (gain ~ 
phase) or from (2.7b) alone (phase ~ gain). 
We firstly consider (2.7a). Clearly, since nand d are coprime Hurwitz, and a, 
b are coprime with only imaginary axis roots, no cancellations occur in (2.7a). 
Thus, simply by separating zeros into Re(s) < 0, Re(s) = 0 and Re(s) > 0 in the 
numerator and denominator of (2.7a), we can completely recover v from vv* to 
within an arbitrary constant 'phase' (ejarg(k)). This approach to obtaining a 
minimum phase function from its gain is known as spectral factorization. Its 
generalization to the multivariable case is old, very well known [Wiel,2, Goh3, You] 
and extensively used in time series analysis, control system synthesis, signal 
processing and network theory. The generalization of the above result is as follows: 
Theorem 2.2: Let C«:s) be a rational, pxp , spectrum matrix, i.e . ct(jw) is 
non-negative definite and <P = ~, and suppose C«:s) has rank r almost everywhere 
in [. Then 
a) There exists pxr rational matrix function V(s) , analytic and rank r in Re(s) > 0 
such that 
C«:s) = V(s)V( -5)* (2.8) 
Moreover V(s) is unique to within post multiplication by an arbitrary constant unitary 
matrix. If C«:s) is analytic on the imaginary axis then so is V(s) , and if C«:s) is 
rank r on the imaginary axis, then so is V(s) . 
b) Any other rational pxk matrix V(s) satisfying (2.8) is given by 
V(s) = V(s)U(s) (2.9a) 
t 
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where U(s) is an rxk rational matrix such that 
U(s)U( -S-)* = I (2. 9b) 
and any matrix function satisfying (2.9) satisfies (2 .8). 
Furthermore , V in (2.9a) is analytic in Re(s) > 0 if and only if U(s) is 
analytic in Re(s) > O. 0 
Part a) of the theorem deals with stable, minimum phase solutions to (2.8) , the 
case we considered above for scalar spectra. The arbitrary unitary matrix is the 
generalization of the arbitrary constant phase in the scalar case . Note also that <f:(s) 
can be deduced from <f:(jw) by analytic continuation. The result is that, with V 
stable and minimum phase, the gain VV* on the imaginary axis determines V to 
within an arbitrary constant phase. For the rational case , this generalizes the gain 
~ function part of Theorem 2.1 . 
Matrix functions satisfying (2 .9b) are called ail-pass , and play an important 
part in this thesis. 
Any Yes) satisfying (2.8) is called a left spectral factor of q, (the unstarred 
quantity is on the left) . We obtain a right spectral factor by applying Theorem 
2.2 to <f:(S)* . This gives 
q, = W* W (2.10) 
and the obvious restatements of parts a) and b) hold . 
Note also that if we have a state -space realization of q" then a state -space 
realization of the stable minimum phase spectral factor V of q, can be obtained 
[Andl ,2,3,11, FCG] (see Chapter 5). 
Now consider (2.7b). We see immediately that the factors a and b containing 
the information about imaginary axis poles and zeros have disappeared. There is no 
way for this information to be recovered (this, naturally , duplicates the result we 
discussed with regard to the smooth phase) . Again, since nand d are coprime and 
Hurwitz, no cancellations occur in (2.7b) and we can clearly recover nand d by 
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separating the numerator and denominator zeros into Re(s) > 0 and Re(s) < O. 
The argument of k is of course also clear from (2.7b). Thus provided there are no 
poles or zeros of v on the imaginary axis, or alternatively we are given them, we 
can determine v from v*' v to within an arbitrary constant gain (I k I). 
The aim now is to generalize the above factorization approach to the 
construction of v from its phase function, or smooth phase, to the matrix case. 
In order to dispose of it, we firstly consider whether an entry by entry 
approach to multivariable phase is possible. Given V, pxp and non -singular almost 
everywhere, we could define a matrix arg(V) , where [arg(V)lij :: arg(Vij) ' The 
problem with this is that no useful phase gain relation is possible. Recall that we 
can only reconstruct v from its phase if v is analytic, together with its inverse, in 
Re(s) > O. Thus we can only reconstruct V from arg(V) if every entry of V is 
analytic, together with its inverse in Re(s) > O. This is too restrictive a condition 
to be of any use, as not even matrices which are analytic and full rank in 
Re(s) > 0 satisfy it (the individual elements in this case must be analytic, but not 
necessarily non -zero, in Re(s) > 0). Since there are other approaches, we move 
on to them. 
For a scalar function v, we wrote v = rej e and called r the gain and e the 
phase. The polar form of a complex number has an analogue for complex 
matrices: Let T be a complex matrix, then 
T = UGr = GQU 
where U is unitary and G p GQ are non-negative definite Hermitian matrices (G r 
= (T*T)!, G Q = (TT*) ! ). Following [Pos!] we decompose our matrix function V 
on the imaginary axis as 
V(jw) = U(jw)GrCjw) = GQ(jw)U(jw) (2.11) 
Intuitively, U is the phase of V, whilst Gr and GQ are gains. Postlethwaite et al. 
then go on to define principal gains and principal phases of V as the eigenvalues of 
G
r 
(or GQ) and the phases (arguments) of the eigenvalues of U [Posl]. Applying 
the polar decomposition (2.11) on C, we get 
--~ •. ~--------------------............................ .. 
I 
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(2.12) 
where UU* = I = U*U (U is all-pass) and Gf>GQ are spectra (G = G* and 
G ~ 0) . Considering the scalar case for example , a polar decomposition of v is 
v = (v;-'v) ! (vv*) ! = ug (2.13) 
Note however that u and v cannot both be rational. Comparing (2.13) with 
Belevitch's phase function v;-' v = u 2, suggests we should consider U 2 as our phase 
matrix. 
More straightforwardly , by direct analogy with (2.7b), we could consider V; ' V 
(or VV;') . The most important property of a phase function however should be 
that it contain no gain information (at least not directly), which is to say it has the 
identity matrix, I, as its spectrum. Notice that for the scalar case v;- ' v has 1 as its 
spectrum. Thus our 'phase matrix' should be all-pass. However V; ' V(V; ' V)* ~ 
I in general , since VV * ~ V * V, so this is not a good choice . 
Following Opdenacker and 10nckheere [Opd], we introduce a right spectral 
factor W, which sa tisfies VV * = W * W. Thus let our phase matrix be W; ' V 
(equivalently WY;-', since VV* = W*W) , and note that 
(W;-'V)(W;-'V)* = W;-'VV*W- ' = W;-'W*WW- ' = I 
Our main motivation for this spectral factor approach to phase is that the 
scalar results described in this section generalize to the multivariable case, and the 
canonical correlation interpretation of Belevitch's phase function (see § 7.4) also 
generalizes, making it the natural choice for the multivariable phase matching 
paradigm we consider in Chapter 8. We therefore make the following definition : 
Definition 2.1 : An all-pass matrix E is a phase matrix if there exist V, W analytic 
in 11+ such that E = W;'V. 
I. 
__ ... 1-
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For comparison with the polar decomposition approach, let V = GU. Then 
VV* = GG . 
W;'V = U2. 
Let W = UG, observe that VV* = W*W and we have 
Thus the spectral factor approach to multivariable phase just 
outlined includes the phase matrix U 2 suggested by the polar decomposition 
approach. The spectral factor approach is however more general, since we do not 
have to take W = UG, but could take W = UG where U is any all-pass matrix 
since, by Theorem 2.2, W is determined by VV * only up to an arbitrary all- pass 
matrix. This non -uniqueness arising from the involvement of W thus causes some 
problems , since the phase matrix is not uniquely defined from V by the spectral 
factorization W*W = VV* . 
Fortunately, when V is analytic , together with its inverse in Re(s) > ° (which 
is the only case we considered in the scalar discussion), the situation is 
comparatively simple. We take W stable and minimum phase, hence unique up to 
premultiplication by a constant unitary matrix (by Theorem 2.2). The phase matrix 
W;' V is thus defined to within premultiplication by a constant unitary matrix, which 
we can choose so that the phase matrix is the identity matrix at cc. 
When V-' is not analytic in Re(s) > 0, the situation is more complicated : 
Let V have inner-outer factorization (see e.g. [Hof)) 
V = VmU 
with Vm analytic in fI+ and non-singular in Re(s) > 0 , and U inner (analytic in 
fI+ and all-pass) . Note that Vm and U are unique up to multiplication by a 
constant unitary matrix , so U and Vm are uniquely defined from V and the 
normaliza tion U( cc) = 1. Intuitively, U gives the phase 'excess' of V over the 
minimum phase spectral factor Vm of VV*. Now let Wm' analytic in fI+ and 
non-singular in Re(s) > ° satisfy VmVm* = Wm*Wm · Note W m is uniquely 
determined from V m and the requirement [W m;-' V ml( cc) = I (Theorem 2.2). 
Define W, analytic in fI+, by W = UWm, and we see that W*W = vv*. 
Consider the phase matrix F defined by E - W;'V = UWm*'VmU. It is 
uniquely determined from V via the above construction and for the scalar case we 
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have f = vm*'vmu2 = v*'v, which is Belevitch's phase function. We therefore 
make the following definition of the phase matrix of v: 
Definition 2.2: Let V be pxp and analytic in IT+, with inner-outer factorization 
V = VmU, U inner and U(co) = I, Vm analytic in IT+ and non-singular in 
Re(s) > O. Let W m' analytic in IT+ and non -singular in Re(s) > 0, satisfy 
Wm*Wm = VmVm* with [Wm*'Vm](co) = 1. Then the phase matrix of V is the 
all- pass matrix F given by 
(2.14) 
Having settled on F = W;:'V, with W*W = VV* as our phase matrices, we 
would like to generalize to the matrix case the phase ~ transfer function part of 
Theorem 2.1 as far as possible (Le. we already know from the scalar discussion that 
poles and zeros on the imaginary axis cannot be recovered). 
concerned therefore with the following problems : 
We are primarily 
1. Given an all-pass matrix E , when can we factorize it as W;-'V, where V, W 
have certain properties (e.g. they are analytic in IT+ and, possibly, invertible in 
Re(s) > 0) ? 
2. What are the uniqueness properties of such factorizations ? 
3. How can we calculate V, W given E ? 
For the case of rational all-pass matrices E , problems 1 and 2 will be 
addressed in Chapter 4 and problem 3 in Chapter 6. We then use the results for 
the multivariable phase matching algorithm in Chapter 8. 
2.3 Wiener- Hopf Factorization 
Let 11 be a rectifiable contour which forms the positively oriented (Le. 
anticlockwise) boundary of a connected domain F +(11) on the Riemann sphere [ e = 
[ u co. For our applications 11 is either the unit circle (discrete time) or the 
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imaginary axis (continuous time), with F +(D) being respectively the interior of the 
unit circle and the right half plane . Let F _(D) denote the complement of 
F +(D) u D in ICe. 
Let ceD) denote the algebra of pxp complex matrix functions whose entries are 
continuous on D, with norm given by 
IIMIID - maxIA ( s) I (2.15) 
seD 
where I · I denotes a norm on a:PxP . In particular we take 
IAI = max (A( A*A))~ (2.16) 
A 
The group of invertible elements of ceO), denoted GceO) , consists of those elements 
A e ceO) satisfying 
det A(s) ;z! 0 s e 0 (2 .17) 
Now denote by C ±(D) the closed subalgebras of ceO) consisting of ceD) matrix 
functions that are restrictions to 0 of matrix functions analytic in F ±(O) . The group 
GC ±(O) of invertible elements in C ±(O) consists of matrix functions A e C ±(O) 
satisfying 
det A(s) ;z! 0 (2.18) 
Let s± be fixed points in F ±(D), with s± ;z! 00. The matrix function 
A e GceO) is said [Gohl,3, CIa] to admit a right Wiener-Hopf f actorization 
relative to the contour 0 in case 
(2 .19a) 
where A± e GC±(D) and D is a diagonal matrix function of the form 
[ [ Ss - ss+_ ] k i D( s ) = diag - i ~ 1, ... , p (2 .19b) 
with ki integers called the right partial indices of the factorization. The integer 
k = Dq is called the total index of the factorization. In the case ki = 0 for all 
i, so that 
then A is said to admit a right canonical factorization relative to O. 
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An analogous definition of left Wiener-Hopf factorization of A relative to 0 
is obtained by reversing the positions of A± in (2.19a). In this case the integers k i 
will be called the left partial i:zdices of the factorization. In general the left and 
right partial indices are not equal. 
Suppose s:l: are two other points in F ±CO) . If A admits the factorization 
(2 .19), then A also admits a factorization with D replaced by D' , i.e. St replacing 
s± in (2.19b) . Clearly this can be done without changing the integers ki. 
Theorem 2 .3 [Gohl-,3, CIa] : Suppose A € GqO) admits two factorizations 
A = A_DA+ and B_DB+ relative to 0, where D and D are diagonal matrix 
functions of the form (2.19b) (with the same s±). Then D = D (i. e . the partial 
indices of A are unique). 
Furthermore 
where the elements qij of Q + € GqO) satisfy 
1. qi/S) = 0 if kj < ki 
2. qij(S) is a constant if kj = ki 
3. qij(S) is a polynomial in (s 
(2.20a) 
(2.20b) 
Conversely, if A admits the factorization A = A_DA+ and Q + € GqO) 
satisfies 1 to 3, then with B± given by (2.20), the matrix function A admits the 
factorization A = B_DB +. o 
Since by Theorem 2.3 the partial indices of a factorization of A are uniquely 
determined by A, we will call them the partial indices of A, denoted ki( A). 
Note also that by properties 1 to 3 of Theorem 2.3 and the ordering 
k· " k we see that Q + is block lower triangular, with constant matrices along I ? i + l' 
the (block) diagonal. Thus detQ + is a constant, which must be non -zero since 
Q + € GqO). Of course if A admits a canonical factorization (i.e. D = I, or 
..J 
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ki = 0 for all i) then Q + is just a non -singular constant matrix. 
Suppose n is a simple contour (eg. the unit circle or the imaginary axis u <Xl), 
and for any scalar function a(s) , continuous and non-zero on n, let [arg aln denote 
the total variation of the argument function arg a(s) when s varies around n (in the 
positive, i.e. = anticlockwise, direction). The number (211") - l[arg aln is called the 
index of the function a on n and will be denoted by indn(a) . 
Suppose A E GC(n) admits a factorization A = A_DA+. Then detA admits 
the factorization 
det A(s) = det(A_(s))(s - s+)k(s - s_) - kctet(A+(s)) 
with k = Dq. It follows from the argument principle that indddet(A:0) is zero, 
and consequently the total index of factorization, k, satisfies 
k = indn(det(A)) (2.2Ia) 
So far, we have characterized the properties of the factorization (2.19) but have 
not given conditions under which the factorization exists. To do this we first 
consider the case of rational matrix functions . 
Let R(n) denote rational matrix functions with poles off n, so R(n) c qn) . 
Similarly let R:t(!1) c R(n) denote the rational functions which are restrictions to n 
of rational functions analytic in F :tcn) . Denote by GR(n) , GR:t(n) the groups of 
invertible elements in R(n) , R:t(n). 
Theorem 2.4 [Gohl, Clal: Let R E GR(n). Then R admits a factorization R = 
R_DR+ relative to n, where R:t E GR:t(n) and D is a matrix function of the form 
(2.19b). 0 
Let R E GR(n) and let R have P:t' z:t poles . and zeros in F ±Cn). counted with 
their multiplicities. Then by the argument principle the total index is given by 
(2.21 b) 
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Theorem 2.4 extends to many classes of non-rational matrix functions [CIa]. 
Such a class is the Weiner algebra on the circle, i.e. Fourier transforms of Q 1 
sequences. This algebra, described in § 3.3 and used to solve the errors-in-
variables problem, is an example of what is known as a decomposing Banach 
algebra, and contains rational matrices on the circle as a dense subset. Such 
algebras are called R-algebras [Gohl, Cia). and Theorem 2.4 generalizes in the 
obvious way to any R-algebra [Gohl , CIa] . A precise theorem statement in the 
case if the Wiener algebra is given in § 3.3. 
J 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE IDENTIFICATION OF ERRORS-IN-VARIABLES 
MODELS WITH DYNAMICS 
3.1 Introduction 
Consider the problem of identifying a linear, time - invariant, dynamic, 
multivariable system given noisy measurements of it. In contrast to the common 
situation, the input as well as the output is contaminated with an unknown amount 
of noise, as depicted in Figure 3.1 . 
A 
X 
u 
--.cL: 
X 
W(z) 
, A 
I--__ --.
y 
v 
y 
Figure 3 .1 : The Errors-in-variables System 
Specifically, we postulate the existence of three random vector sequences {x0, 
{Uk}, {v0 of the same dimension p, mutually independent and stationary, together 
with a time-invariant, linear, multivariable, system defined by a bounded, linear, 
causal, convolution operator {Wk, k ~ O} mapping {x0 into a vector sequence {y0 
also of dimension n according to 
Yk (3 .1) 
-co 
The processes {x0, {y0 are not available for measurement, but rather we can 
/measure, for k € (co, co) 
Yk = Yk + vk 
(3 .2a) 
(3 .2b) 
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Our concern is not to identify a particular {W0, nor to give conditions for a 
unique solution to exist, but to characterize the class of {W0 which fit the data . 
For scalar systems (p = 1), this approach in the non-dynamic case goes back to 
[Gin, Fri, Kal]. The scalar dynamic case has been treated in [AndS], and the 
matrix case is considered in [Gre6, Pic]. Although 'we state the problem for square 
systems, the non -square rational case can be reduced to the square case by pre or 
post multiplication by unimodular matrices (Le. row/column operations). This 
possibility is explored after the square problem is solved in § 3.S. 
Since it is the aim of this paper to extend the results of [AndS] to 
multivariable systems, we now briefly review the main results of [AndS] . 
Let us recall first the following static result (see e.g . [Mad, Mor, Ken]), 
Suppose (3.2) holds and 
Yk = wxk (3.3) 
with w a real scalar to be identified, and {x0, {u0, {v0 are discrete-time, zero 
mean, white noise, gaussian processes. We are given the matrix 
[~XX 
~Yx 
and we assume that 
~xY 
~xx 
o 
::: 1 -E [ r::l (Xk Yk J } 
E[xk 2] > O. The range of possible w 
~YY 
if ~xY > 0 ~xY 
~XY ] if ~xY < 0 ~xx 
if ~xY - 0 
is 
(3.4) 
(3 .Sa) 
(3.Sb) 
(3.Sc) 
For the dynamic case, let be the power spectrum matrix of 
matrix of [x y]', and w(z) the transfer function from x to y, with z denoting the 
..J 
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delay operator, as in [AndS] . Under certain reasonable assumptions , called the 
standing assumptions, a re:;ult similar to the static case is obtained in [AndS], namely 
[ 
CTxy (W) 
arg 
CTxx(W) 
(3.6a) 
(3 .6b) 
The remainder of [AndS] is devoted to constructing w(ejW) satisfying (3.6) and 
parametrizing the solution set of (3 .6) . The key idea is to construct the magnitude 
of w(ejW) from the phase , which is known from (3.6a), by using the Bode 
phase/gain formula as described in § 2.2. The principle of the argument allows one 
to determine the number, N say, of non-minimum phase zeros (i.e. zeros in 
IZI < 1) of w(z) . The solution set is then shown to be an N + 1 parameter 
family. Indeed N of the parameters are just the positions of the non - minimum 
phase zeros of w(z), and the remaining parameter is a scaling constant which must 
be chosen to satisfy (3.6b). (Note that this may not be possible for an arbitrary 
.choice of the zeros of w(z), but for at least one choice , a suitable scaling constant 
must exist). Thus in the minimum phase (N = 0) case, or if the non - minimum 
phase zeros are given, the solution is as for the static case, i.e. uniquely determined 
up to a scaling constant confined to a finite interval. 
In the ' multivariable case it is still possible to obtain formulae analogous to 
(3 .6) when LXX<W) > 0 for all w, namely 
W( e.i W) = Lyx( w)( LXX( w) - A{ w» - 1 
where A( (,0) is an arbitrary Hermitian matrix valued function of w satisfying 
and Lyy#(W) denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of Lyy [AndS]. 
(3.7a) 
(3.7b) 
This does 
not however ensure W is causal and there are major difficulties involved in applying 
the scalar solution technique just outlined to solving (3.7), as described in § 1.2. 
The factorization approach to the scalar problem outlined for the scalar minimum 
I 
... -.~. ---_. -~ - .-
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phase case in § 1 .2 can however be extended to the multivariable problem using 
Wiener- Hopf factorization. 
We firstly formally state the problem assumptions (the standing assumptions) in 
§ 3.2 and then describe factorization with respect to the Wiener algebra in § 3.3. 
The minimum phase case is considered in § 3.4. and the general case in § 3 .5. 
3.2 Formal Problem Statement 
We now introduce some basic assumptions on the errors-in -variables (E.!. V. ) 
system which will apply throughout this Chapter. 
The E .I.V. system consists of six random vector sequences {xjJ. {yjJ. {ujJ. {v0. 
{x0. {Yk} of dimension p related by (3.1) and (3 .2) . The causal impulse response 
{Wk. k > O} is assumed to satisfy the stability requirement 
00 
L 1Wkl < 00 
k-o 
(3.8) 
We furthermore assume that {xk}, {uk}. {vk} are mutually independent. stationary. 
zero mean processes and that their power spectrum matrices are bounded and 
respectively positive. non - negative. non - negative. 
For the factorization theory. and also to be consistent with [AndS], it is more 
convenient to use the mathematical literature notation where z denotes the backward 
shift operator. rather than z-, which is used in engineering literature . The 
transfer matrix associated with the sequence {Wk. k ~ O}. W(z), is defined by 
(3 .9) 
In order for the required factorization to exist. we also assume det W(z) ;:£ 0 for 
I z I = 1. We will discuss how this assumption can be removed later (see remark 6 
of § 3 .5). 
The assumptions in the preceding two paragraphs will be called the standing 
assumptions . 
..J 
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The standing assumptions ensure W(z) is analytic in I z I < 1. Note also that, 
by analyticity, det W(z) can have only a finite number of zeros in IZ I < 1, and 
no zeros on I z I = 1. 
A standard data matrix will be a 2px2p, bounded, non-negative, Hermitian 
matrix 
L(W) ~ [L1 1 (w) L21 ( w) 
L 2 1 (w) pxp and non - singular for all w 
(3.10a) 
(3.10b) 
If x, y come from an E.I. V. system satisfying the standing assumptions and 
L( w) is the power spectrum matrix of [x *, y *]*, then L( w) is a standard data matrix 
since 
[
LXX ( w) + ~u (w) 
W( ejW) LXX (w) 
~ (w)W(ejW)* ] 
W(ejW)Lxx (w) W(ejW)* + LVV(W) 
It is not however true that every standard data matrix comes from an E.I. V. system, 
as we shall see. 
Given a standard data matrix L{w), our problem is to determine the class of 
E .I .V. systems which satisfy the standing assumptions and are such that L{w) is the 
power spectrum matrix of Ix *, y*;* . 
The pair W( ejW), LXX< w) corresponding to an E.I. V. system which satisfies the 
standing assumptions and has L( w) as the power spectrum matrix of [x *, y*]* will be 
called a solution of the E.I.v . problem. 
3.3 The Wiener AJgebra 
In this section we choose a specific contour n and a specific algebra, the 
Wiener algebra, with which to perform our factorizations. 
Let n = {z: I Z I = I} be the unit circle in the complex plane. The Wiener 
algebra W consists of all functions A( ej 8) on the unit circle of the form 
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<Xl 
ACejO) - [ AieijO 
-<Xl 
(3.11 ) 
for which the norm 
<Xl 
IIAIIW - [ IAil 
-<Xl 
(3.12) 
is finite . That is, the matrix functions in the Wiener algebra are Fourier transforms 
of Q 1 sequences of matrices. Note that W is decomposing, since A c W can be 
written as 
where 
<Xl ~CejO) - [ AieijO A_ CejO) =-[ AieijO (3.13) 
a -<Xl 
A+ c W+ = W n C+(fl) and A_ c W n C_(fl), C!(fl) as in § 2.3. The 
algebra W contains rational matrices as a dense subset, so it is an R - algebra, since 
For this contour (the unit circle) we can [CIa] in fact take the diagonal matrix 
in a Wiener - Hopf factorization to be 
D(z) = diag( zki = 1, . . . ,p) (3.14) 
and, by Theorem 2.4 and following remarks, we have: 
Theorem 3.1: Every element A c GW admits a factorization A = A+DA_ relative 
to {z: IZI = I}, where A! c GW! and 0 is of the form (3 .14). 0 
Note that Theorem 3.1 is written in terms of a left factorization of A. This is 
because we use left factorization to solve the E.!. V problem at hand. (Right 
factorization would be appropriate if we used z - 1 instead of z as the backward 
shift.) Now translating the spectral factorization theorem (Theorem 2.2) into this 
context we have 
Theorem 3.2: Let A c GW. Then A admits a factorization 
A_ c GW_ (3 .15) 
if and only if A is positive definite and Hermitian. o 
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Note that in this context A*(z) = A(z- 1)*, and A_ € GW _ is equivalent to 
[A_]* € GW +. 
With the notation of this section , observe that the standing assumptions on W , 
LXX are equivaLent to W € W + and LXX has a spectraL factorization of the type 
in Theorem 3 .2. 
3.4 The Minimum Phase Solution 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the standard data 
to have been produced by a minimum phase plant. In that case, we determine 
from the standard data the class of W compatible with the data . The results are a 
special case of those in the next section, but are simpler to state and much more 
evidently linked to the corresponding scalar results of [AndS] . 
By minimum phase W we mean (in this context) that W is analytic and full 
rank in I z I ~ 1. That is, W is minimum phase if and only if W € GW +. 
Theorem 3 .3: Assume available the standard data and let L21 = A+DA_ be a 
(left) factorization of L2 1. The standard data matrix L is produced by a minimum 
phase W satisfying the standing assumptions if and only if all the (left) partial 
indices of L 21 are zero (D = I) and there exists a non -singular constant matrix H 
satisfying 
A _ L 1 ~ 1 [A_]* ~ HH* ~ A+ 1L22[A+ - 1]* 
In this case W, LXX is a solution of the E.!. V. problem if and only if 
W = A+HH*[A= 1]* 
LXX = [A_]*(HH*)- 1A_ 
where H is a non-singular constant matrix satisfying (3.16). 
(3.16) 
(3 .17a) 
(3 .17b) 
Proof : Note that since L is a standard data matrix, L2 1 € GW , and thus has a 
factorization by Theorem 3 .1 . 
Necessity: 
Suppose L arises from a minimum phase W, i.e. W E GW +. Then 
L21 == Lyx = WLXX = WIB-1*B-
= B+B_ 
(spectral factorization) 
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(3.18) 
where B+ = WIB-1* E GW + . Since this is a factorization of Lyx with aU partial 
indices zero, the necessity of zero indices follows from the uniqueness of the partial 
indices (Theorem 2.3). 
Now by Theorem 2.3 , for some non-singular constant matrix H, 
and we have 
W = B+[B= 11* = A+HH*[A= 1]* 
LXX = [B_]*B_ = [A_]~HH*)-1A_ 
verifying (3.17). Now 
i.e . 
so 
WLix W * + LVV = Lyy == L 2 2 
A+HH*[A+]* = L22 - Lvv 
HH* = A':;:: 1(L2 2 - vv)[A':;:: 1]* ~ A':;:: 1L22 [A':;:: 11* 
Furthermore 
LXX + LUU = LXX == L 1 1 
i.e. 
[A_]*(HH*)-1A_ = L11 - LUU 
so 
(HH*)-1 = [A= 1]*(L 22 - LuJA= 1 ~ [A= 1]*L 11 A= 1 
verifying (3.16). 
SUfficiency 
We have shown that any minimum phase solution must satisfy (3.16) and 
(3.17). We now show that with D = I, there can be no non-minimum phase 
solutions which satisfy the standing assumptions. Suppose W, LXX satisfy WLXX = 
L21 = A+A_. Then 
(3 .19) 
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where Lxx = [B_]*B_. The left hand side of (3 .19) is in W + but the right hand 
side is in GW _. Thus A:; 'W[S_]* is a non-singular constant C and W = 
A+C[B= ']* is in GW +, i.e. W is minimum phase. 
Thus we conclude all solutions must satisfy (3 .17) and (3.18). 
To show a solution exists , it is trivial to check that W, Lxx given by (3.17), 
with H satisfying (3.16), satisfy the standing assumptions, with W minimum phase, 
and are compatible with . the standard data. 0 
Let us compare this with the minimum phase , scalar results of [AndS] . In that 
case, a necessary condition for stable, minimum phase solutions to exist is that the 
index of (J"yx on I z I = 1 (see § 2.3 near (2.21a)) be zero . Since (J" yx is scalar it 
has only one partial index, which is of course equal to the total index. Thus, by 
(2.21), the necessary condition is that (J"yx have zero as its partial index . The 
multivariable generalization is that all the partial indices of Lyx be zero . The 
standing assumptions and the standard data are enough to enable us to decide 
whether the data were produced by a minimum phase system, and if a minimum 
phase solution exists, then all solutions are minimum phase . Again in line with the 
scalar case, if the standard data L is constant, Theorem 3.3 implies that all solutions 
W, Lxx of the E.I.V. problem are constant. 
from a static problem. 
Thus constant data can only arise 
In the scalar, stable, minimum phase case, the solution w is determined (by its 
phase and the gain/phase relation) up to a constant scale factor, which has to satisfy 
upper and lower bounds. Equations (3.16) and (3 .17) show that this is also true for 
the multivariable case, where HH* is the 'scaling constant'. With H pxp , we have 
p(p+l)12 parameters forming the lower triangular portion of HH* to adjust within 
the restrictions imposed by (3 .16). 
The most apparent difference between the solution described by Theorem 3.3 
and the scalar solution is that we have not used gain/phase relations, or the 
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multivariable generalization of them discussed in § 2.2 . This is because we actually 
have more information about W than just its phase. We are given Lyx = W Lxx' 
where we know Lxx must be positive Hermitian. In the scalar case this allows the 
phase of W to be determined, so we can proceed via the Bode gain/phase relations. 
The factorization approach given above in the multivariable case of course also 
works in the scalar case, as described in § 1 .2. 
3 .5 The General Solution 
In this section we characterize the solution set of the E.I. V problem in terms 
of the factors of the cross-spectrum matrix Lyx(W). This result extends the results 
of [And5] to the muitivariable case, and the results of § 3.4 to the non-minimum 
phase case. The approach taken in this section is also adopted in [Pic]. Before 
stating the main result, we define a set of H(D), and derive a few simple properties 
of it. 
Definition 3 .2: Let 0 be any diagonal matrix function of the form (3.14). Then 
H(D) = {H- E GW _ : DH_ E W +} (3.20) 
Lemma 3.1: Let A = A+DA_ be a factorization of A E GW . Then A E W + if 
and only if A_ E H(D) . 
Proof: Suppose A E W + . Then DA_ = A+'A E W +, since A+' e GW + . 
Conversely, if A_ e H(D), we have DA_ e W + and so A = A+DA_ e W + . 0 
Lemma 3.2: Let k" ... ,kn be the partial indices of D, where D is as in (3.14) . 
Then H(D) is non-empty if and only if k· 1 ~ 0 for alI i. In this case 
H_ E H(D) if and only if det H_(z) ;i£ 0 in IZ I ~ 1 U 00 and (H_(Z»ij is 
polynomial in z-, of degree ( ki · 
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Proof: If H_ is such that (H_)ij is a polynomial of degree , ki in Z-I , with det 
I Z I ~ 1 u "" and ki ) 0 for all i, then it is obvious that 
H_ € GW _ and DH_ € W +, so H_ € H(D) . 
Conversely, if H_ € H(D), then H_ € GW _ , so det H_(z) .,: 0, IZ I ) 1 u 
"". Let D be as in (3 .14). Then 
where Hij is analytic in I z I ~ 1. Write 
(H_)ij = z-ki Hij (3.21) 
Then ki < 0 for some i, implies (H_)ij, which is analytic in IZI ~ 1 U "", admits 
an analytic continuation into I z I ~ 1 (namely z - ki H .. 1J and hence must be 
constant. In view of the fact that (H_)ij = 0 for z = 0 by (3.21), we have 
(H_)ij :: O. However this implies H_ has a zero column, and so is not invertible, 
contradicting H_ € GW _ . Thus H(D) is empty if ki < 0 for any i. 
If ki ~ 0 for all i, then it follows from (3.21) that (H_)ij is analytic in IZ I ~ 
1 u "" and may be continued analytically into I z I ~ 1, with the exception of the 
point z = 0, at which it has a pole of order , ki ' Thus (H -)ij must be a 
'polynomial in z - 1 of degree ~ ki ' o 
Note that Lemma 3.2 shows that, for a given D , the set H(D) has a finite 
dimensional parametrization. 
Theorem 3.4: Suppose [ is a standard data matrix and let [21 = A+DA_ be a 
fixed but arbitrary factorization of [2 1 as in Theorem 3.1. For a solution to the 
E .I. V. problem to exist, it is necessary and sufficient that there there exists an 
H_ € H(D) such that 
(3 .22) 
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In this case W, LXX is a solution of the E.I.V. problem if and only if 
W = A+DH_[H_1*[A= 11* (3.23a) 
LXX = [A_l*(H_[H_1*)-1A_ (3.23b) 
where H_ E H(D) is a solution of (3.22). 
Proof : Note that since L is a standard data matrix, L21 E GW , and thus has a 
factorization by Theorem 3.1. 
Part 1 : We show that W, LXX satisfy the standing assumptions with 
L21 :: Lyx = WLXX if and only if (3.23) holds. 
Let W, Lxx satisfy (3 .23) for some H_ E H(D). Then 
WLxx = A+DH_[H_]*[A= 11*[A_1*(H_[H_1*) - 1A _ 
Clearly, as H_ E H(D) , we have DH_ E W + . 
E GW +, so W E W + . Since LXX has a spectral factorization , namely 
[H= 1A_1*[H= 1A_L it also satisfies the standing assumptions. 
Conversely, let W, LXX satisfy the standing assumptions, with L 21 ::Lyx= WLXX' 
That is 
A _B= 1 :: H_ E H(D) by Lemma 3.1. 
This gives B_ = H= 1 A_, and thus 
and 
W 
and we are done with part 1. 
Part 2: We show any W, LXX satisfying (3 .23) are compatible with the standard data 
if and only if (3.22) is satisfied. This proceeds completely analogously to the proof 
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of (3 .16), with H _ replacing H and the D appearing in the obvious places. Note 
tha t D* = D - 1 • 0 
Remarks: 
1 . If Lyx is rational, there exists a rational factorization, i.e. Lyx = F +DF _ , 
F +, F _ rational (Theorem 2.4), and since H(D) has only rational elements (Lemma 
3.2) , we see that a rational spectrum Lyx can only come from rational W, LXX' 
Indeed, it is possible to calculate the factorization F +DF _ only when Lyx is 
rational. 
2. Lemma 3.2 implies that the set H(D) can be parametrized finite dimensionally 
the coefficients of the polynomials being one set of parameters. Clearly then, 
the total number of parameters is not more than p(k+p) , where k = Dq is the 
total index of L 21 • 
3. For the scalar problem, the technique of [AndS] gives rise to solutions of the 
form 
where 
k 
IT (z-Qi ) 
1 
(3 .24) 
UA ( z) - k (3.25) 
IT(l- aiz) 
is an all-pass function and W A(z) is minimum phase, dependent on A = {Qi 
I Qi I < 1 , i= 1, .. ,k}. 
To connect this with Theorem 3.4, let A+DA_ be a factorization of Lyx. 
Now observe that an arbitrary H_ E H(D) has the form 
H_(z) - ----
zk 
with h an arbitrary scalar and k the total index. Observe also that 
(3 .26) 
* k ) [ H_ ( z)]* = h IT (l-a z) , IZI=l (3.27 
so that the ail-pass factor (3.25) may be written 
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u Cz) _ DCz)H_ Cz) , IZI-l 
A H_*Cz) 
(3 .28) 
Now from (3.23a) W is A+D[A= 1]_ IH_ I 2, and this can be written in the form of 
(3.26) with the scaling constant Jl = I h I 2, and 
(3.29) 
4. Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.2 imply that the solution set of the E ./.v . problem 
is empty if Lyx has a negative left partial index. If Lyx does have a negative 
partial index, we can find W e W compatible with the standard data matrix, but 
such a W cannot be causal and hence does not satisfy the standing assumptions. Of 
course even if all the left partial indices of Lyx are non - negative, non - causal W 
compatible with the standard data matrix can exist (simply relax the condition 
H_ e H(D) to H_ e GW _ in Theorem 3.4). Inverse-causal W (Le. W- 1 
causal) which satisfy the standard data matrix will exist only when all the left partial 
indices of L21 are non-positive (to see this, interchange x and y and observe that 
the left partial indices of Lxy are the negative of the left partial indices of Lyx). 
Although not surprising, since multivariable transfer matrices can have both causal 
and inverse causal channels, this situation is in contrast to the scalar case , where we 
can always find w compatible with the standard data and either w or w - 1 satisfying 
the standing assumptions [AndS]. To recover a corresponding property for the 
multivariable case , one should perhaps interchange some of the input and output 
components , rather than the . entire vectors . 
5. The proof of Theorem 3.4, in particular part 2, shows that if anyone of the 
four unknowns W, LXX' LUU' Lvv is available , the identification problem is uniquely 
solvable. Indeed, any information about these four quantities, in particular upper 
bounds on LUU ' Lvv' will reduce the solution set. 
6. One of the assumptions on the standard data was that ciet L 21 (W) ;:£ ° for 
W e [0, 2'1Il If det L 21 (W) = ° at Wi, = 1, ... ,N < 00 and is non-zero 
otherwise, the problem can be solved similarly to the scalar case (see [AndS]) as 
follows: 
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Form a contour C e by perturbing the unit circle towards the origin by circular 
arcs of radius e centred at the points Wj, i , = 1, ... ,N . Choose e such that det 
L 2 ,(Z) ~ 0, z C E and such that L,,(Z) is positive on C c- Then perform all 
factorizations relative to C E instead of the unit circle and proceed as before . 
7 . It is natural to ask whether the procedure developed in this Chapter can be 
extended to non - sq~are systems, where W, Lyx are pxq and LXX is qxq. If L yx is 
rational with p > q (q < p), we can reduce it by pre multiplication by a 
unimodular polynomial matrix in z (post multiplication by a unimodular polynomial 
rna trix in 1/ z} to a matrix where the last p - q rows (q - P columns) are zero . 
This reduces the problem to a square one which can be solved using Theorem 3.4. 
There is however an important distinction between the cases q ~ p and q > p. 
The first case is the same in its essentials as the square case, with a finite 
dimensional parametrization of the solution set. In the second case (more inputs 
than outputs) the solution set is no longer finite dimensional. This is because the 
set {H_ E G(W_] : (D O]H_ is analytic in IZI < 1, with D nxn as in (3.4)) is 
not finite dimensional. In the non - rational case , the reduction by unimodular 
polynomial matrices is not possible, and identifying the solution set remains an open 
problem. 
8. Theorem 3.4 provides necessary and sufficient conditions for a power spectrum 
matrix to arise from a pxp (or pxq as in previous remark) E .!. V. system. However 
we assume that p (or p and q) are known a priori. Theorem 3.4 does not provide 
any procedure for finding p (p and q) such that a solution must exist , apart from 
trial and error. In other words , it will tell when one has chosen the wrong set of 
inputs and outputs, but will not (as yet) help decide which inputs/outputs should be 
chosen . See also remark 4. This is currently under investigation for the static case 
in (DeM], and for the dynamic three variables case in (Dei] . 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE FACTORIZATION OF ALL-PASS MATRICES 
4 .1 Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with answering the questions posed in § 2.2. That 
is, given an all- pass matrix E, when can it be factorized as 
(4 .1 ) 
where Y, W have certain properties (analytic in n+ and possibly non -singular in 
Re(s) > O)? What are the uniqueness properties of such factorizations? The 
question of how Y, W can be constructed from E is considered in Chapter 6. 
As described in § 2.2, the above factorization problem is a multivariable 
extension of the construction of a function v which is analytic, together with its 
inverse, in Re(s) > 0, from its phase . The solution thus constitutes a multi variable 
phase -+ gain relation. 
The results of this chapter will be used extensively in the phase matching 
approach to spectrum approximation discussed in Chapter 8, and in fact were 
developed in response to problems encountered in that application. Their 
presentation here means that we will already have the answers at our fingertips 
when we come to Chapter 8 and will therefore be free to discuss the various 
choices and their motivation which the overall paradigm of phase matching permits. 
In § 4 .2 we relate the factorization problem (4.1) to Wiener-Hopf factorization 
with respect to the imaginary axis, thus obtaining the basic existence and uniqueness 
properties of the factorization ( 4.1) . In particular an all- pass matrix E has a 
factorization (4 .1) with Y, W analytic in n + if and only if it has no negative 
(Wiener- Hopf) factorization partial indices. Thus a phase matrix as defined in § 
2.2 (Definition 2.1) is an all-pass with non-negative partial indices. Section 4.3 
gives a state-space characterization of an arbitrary all-pass matrix, no more than 
an aggregation of the results on all-pass matrices contained in [Glo1] . In § 4.4 we 
apply the state -space Wiener- Hopf factorization results of [BGK2] to obtain 
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state - space formulae for the partial indices of E. The partial indices of E turn out 
to be the controllability and observability indices of certain subsystems in the 
all-pass characterization of § 4.3. This gives us a state-space characterization of 
phase matrices, i.e. a state -space characterization of all- pass matrices with 
. non - negative indices. For reasons which will become apparent , such matrices will 
be called minimal all- pass matrices. Their properties are crucial to the phase 
matching scheme. Thus the results of § 4.2 , § 4.3 and § 4.4 are then summarized 
and specialized for the case of minimal all- pass matrices in § 4.5. 
4.2 Basic Factorization Theorems 
This section rela tes the factoriza tion pro blem ( 4.1) to Wiener - Hopf 
factorization with respect to the imaginary axis. We limit ourselves to rational 
matrix functions, since all the rest of the chapter is about rational matrices, but 
there is no particular difficulty in extending the theorems in this section to 
non - ra tional cases for which a Wiener - Hopf factoriza trion exists (the Wiener 
algebra on the line for example) . 
Specializing Theorem 2.4 to the case where !1 = jR u co , F + = n+ and 
taking s+ = 1 and s_ = -1 , we have 
Theorem 4.1 : Let H be rational without poles or zeros on jR u co. Then H has a 
factoriza tion 
(4. 2) 
where H t and H!' are analytic in nt , and D has the form 
[ [ 
5 - 1 ]k . D( 5 ) = diag ~ 1 ~ 1 , ... , p ] (4.3) 
o 
It is useful to remember that D is all-pass, so D* = D-' . 
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Theorem 4 .2: Let H be pxP. rational without poles or zeros' on jR u co. and H = 
H_DH+ be a Wiener-Hopf factorization of H with respect to jR u co as in 
Theorem 4.1 . Then 
a) There exist rational V. W. analytic in IT+ . such that 
H = W;;'V ( 4.4) 
if and only if H has no (strictly) negative factorization partial indices with respect to 
the imaginary axis . 
b) Suppose H has partial indices kj ~ 0 for 
in IT+ and satisfy (4.4) if and only if 
V = CH+ 
W = [H_]*,'DC* 
= l ..... p . Then V. Ware analytic 
(4.5a) 
(4. 5b) 
where C(s) is an arbitrary non -singular a .e. matrix function whose elements satisfy 
Cij is constant if kj = 0 
Cij is a polynomial in (s + 1) -, of degree \ kj 
(4.6a) 
(4. 6b) 
c) If H has no negative partial indices. then there exist rational V. W analytic in 
IT+ and non-singuLar in Re(s) > 0 such that (4.4) holds . In this case the matrix 
C in part b must be non -singular except on jR u co. with det C of degree 
k = Lkj (C is column reduced. with column degrees kj). 
If V. Ware required to be non - singular on j R. but not at co, then 
det C = c(s+1)-k. where k = Lkj' the total index of H . and c is a constant. 
d) There exist rational V, W analytic and non -singular in IT + such that (4.4) 
holds if and only if all the partial indices of H are zero. In this case C is a 
non - singular constant matrix. and all V. W analytic in IT + such that (4.4) holds 
are non - singular in IT + . 
Proof: Let H = H_DH+ be a Wiener-Hopf factorization of H W.r.t. the 
imaginary axis. 
a) Suppose (4.4) holds. with V, stable analytic in IT+ . Then W*H = V, so 
C_D = C+ where C+ = VH:;' and C_ = W*H_ (4.7a) 
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and observe that C:!: are analytic in n:!:. Now write (4 .7a) element by element to 
obtain 
(4.7b) 
The left hand side of (4.7b) is analytic in n+ . 
Suppose (to obtain a contradiction) that kj < 0 for some j . Then the right 
hand side of (4.7b) is analytic in n_, implying [C+(s)hj is a constant, which must 
be zero by considering s = -1 in (4.7b), for all i. Thus C + has a zero column, 
and we see from (4 .7a) that Y is singular for all s. This contradicts the 
non -singularity of H on jR U 00. 
Now suppose kj > 0 for all j . Define 
Y = diag[(s+I)-kj]H+ (4.8a) 
(4 .8b) 
Observe that Y, Ware analytic in n+, non-singular in Re(s) > 0, and satisfy 
( 4.4) . This proves the existence of Y, W for parts a and c. 
b) Suppose Y, Ware given by (4 .5), with C satisfying (4.6) . Clearly Y, W satisfy 
(4.4) and Y is analytic in n+ . We need to show W is analytic in n +. This will 
be the case provided DC* is analytic in n+. 
o bviousl y DC* and hence W given by (4 .5b), are analytic in n + . 
Conversely suppose Y, Ware analytic n+ and satisfy (4.4). Thus, by part a), 
kj ~ 0, and, with C:!: defined by (4.7a), the right hand side of (4 .7b) is analytic in 
n_ except for a pole of order ( kj at s = -1. Thus [C +(s)hj is a polynomial 
in (s+1)-1 of degree ~ kj' proving (4 .5) and (4.6) with C :: C+ . Note this 
implies det C is polynomial in (s+I)- 1 of degree ~ k. 
c) With Y, W non-singular in Re(s) > 0, then clearly by (4.7a) we have 
det C_ = (det C)(s+l)k(s-1)-k 
The left hand side is non - zero in Re( s) < 0 and the right hand side is non - zero 
in Re(s) > O. Thus det C_, and hence det C, has zeros only on jR U 00. Note 
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also that det C must have degree k (as a polynomial in (s+l) -') else det C _ will 
have a zero at -1 € Re(s) < O. If V, Ware non -singular on jR (but not at (0) , 
we see det C is non-zero throughout [ and thus must be c(s+l)-k for some 
non -zero constant c. 
It is trivial to verify that with C satisfying the conditions in c) then V, W 
given by (4.5) have the desired properties. 
d) Finally, H = W;'V, with V, W analytic and non-singular in IT+ is equivalent 
to a canonical factorization of H - i.e . D = I (see § 2 .2) . The uniqueness then 
follows from Theorem 2.3. That all V, W must in this case be non-singular in 
IT+ follows from (4.5). 0 
Remarks: 
1. H is not assumed to be all- pass, and so the theorem really just relates the 
factorization problem (4 .4) to Wiener- Hopf factorization . With E all- pass however 
the conditions of the theorem are always satisfied, since EE* = 1. Note also that 
as in Chapter 3, the stability constraint (V, W analytic in IT+) imposes a 
non - negativity constraint on the partial indices. If we consider the factorization 
problem 4.3 with no constraint on V, W, then of course we can always factor H as 
in (4.4) - take W anything and let V = W *H. Theorem 4.2 thus gives the basic 
existence condition for an all- pass matrix E to be a phase matrix in the sense of 
Definition 2.1. Note in particular that not aLL aLL-pass matrices are phase matrices. 
It is also to be observed from part c that given a phase matrix E i t is not possible 
to teLL whether it is the phase matrix of a minimum phase system, unless E has 
only zero partial indices. In the zero indices case, E is the phase matrix of a 
minimum phase system with no imaginary axis (or infinite) zeros. 
2. Part d of the theorem is most closely analogous to the scalar case discussed in 
§ 2.2 . A slight difference however is that V, Ware required to be non-singular 
at infinity, which was not so for the scalar case, where v was required to be 
non - zero on j R. This difference arises because scalar functions only have one 
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partial index. Specifying that v can have no zeros on jR is in fact specifying that 
it has a zero of order k, the total factorization index, at co. Note however that 
applying part b for this situation gives exactly that result. The problem with the 
multivariable case is that although the total order of the zero of V, W at co, k, is 
still specified from E , this no longer completely determines the zero structure of V, 
W at infinity. For example, even the rank of V, W at infinity is not uniquely 
specified (except for kj = 0, all j). Clearly by (4 .6) the rank is between p- l 
(assuming k > 0) and the number of zero partial indices. In fact any rank in this 
range is possible (take C to be (s+l)-kj on the diagonal, Cij = (s+l)-JLj for 
j = i + 1 , JLj ~ kj' and zero otherwise . The rank of V at co is then the number of 
zero JLj) ' 
3. The Wiener-Hopf factorization H = H_DH+ is not unique, as described by 
Theorem 2.3 . Any non-uniqueness in H± can however be absorbed into C (this is 
trivial to verify from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 2.3). Thus choosing different H ± 
for the factorization makes no difference. 
Theorem 4.2 gives a characterization of the solutions of (4.4) with respect to 
Wiener- Hopf factors. We are more interested however in how two different 
solutions to (4.4) are related. If there are no conditions on V, W , then KY, WK* 
satisfy (4.4) whenever V, W do. With the stability constraint on V, W, something 
more can be said. Suppose Vi, Wi. i = 1 ,2 are analytic in IT + and satisfy (4.4). 
Then by Theorem 4.2 part b we see that V 2 = C2C~1V,. W 2 = W 1C 1;1C 2*, 
where Ci satisfy (4 .6) . With constraints on the zeros as well , Ci must of course 
satisfy the extra conditions given in parts c and d of Theorem 4.2. In particular, if 
V, Ware non-singular on jR, C~1 is a left interactor matrix for V 1 [Wo12] (i.e. 
C~1 is polynomial, with C~1V 1 non-singular at infinity), and it is necessary that 
K = C C-1 be a unimodular polynomial matrix in s. 
2 1 
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4.3 State-Space Characterization of All-Pass Matrices 
As mentioned in § 4.1, this section is no more than a summary of the results 
on all-pass matrices described in [Glo1] . 
Theorem 4.3: Let E(s) be a pxp rational be all-pass with minimal realization 
E(s) = U + Ce(sI - Ae) - 1 Be ( 4 .9) 
Ae = [: ~] (4 .10a) 
Be ~ [:] Ce = [c -c] U = E ( oo ) (4.10b) 
A A 
where A is n 1 xn 1 and asymptotically stable; A is n 2xn 2 with - A asymptotically 
* A A* 
stable; Band Care n1xp; and Band Care n2xp . 
Further suppose A,B,C, is balanced in the sense of [Moo], with controllability/ 
observability gramrnian 
[= diag(Ir,Cir + 1,·· ·,Cin 1 
(note that r may be zero) satisfying 
A[ + LA* + BB* = 0 
A*[ + LA + C*C = 0 
Then: 
~ ... ~ Cir + 1 < 1 
1. (Generalized lossless bounded real identities) : There exist unique 
Oe=Oe* such that 
AePe + PeAe* 
* + BeBe = 0 
Ae*Oe + OeAe * + Ce Ce = 0 
PeOe = I 
u*u = I 
u*Ce + * Be Oe = 0 
UB * e + CePe = 0 
(4.l1a) 
(4.l1b) 
(4 .l1c) 
(4 .l1d) 
(4.12a) 
(4.12b) 
( 4.12c) 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
(4 .13c) 
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2. (Fine structure of Pe , Q~: Partition 
Pe - (
L M] 
M* R 
(4.14a ) 
where R,S are n 2XD 2 and M,N are n,X1l 2· We then have 
[-IQ 0] R ~ T T* 
° 
L 2r- 1 
(4.14b) 
[-IQ ° ] T-1 S ~ T-* 
° 
L 2r 
( 4.14c) 
[o:XQ 0] M = T* 
I -r n, 
(4 .14d) 
N [o:XQ 0]T_1 
-r 
(4.14e) 
where 
r = L22 - I (4.15) 
Q = n2 -en, -r) ) 0 (4 .16) 
and T is an n 2xn 2 non -singular matrix. (T is a similarity transformation on the 
realization (A,B,C) of E_(s) .) 
3. (Fine structure relations between stable and unstable parts of E): Partition A, B, 
C conformally with L as 
A12] , 8 = [8,] , 
A22 8 2 
* where A'1 is rxT, B l' C 1 are rxp. 
Define 
Then 
(4 .17) 
(4 .18a) 
(4.18b) 
(4 .18c) 
( 4.18d) 
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where 
~ * 0 B,B, = (4.19a) 
C, ~ * = -UB, (4 .19b) 
~ 
-r-'c *C A 2, = (4 .19c) 2 , 
~ ~ * 
A, 2 = -B,B2 (4.19d) 
~ ~ 
* 
~ ~ 
* A" + A" = B,B, ( 4.1ge) 
Proof : See [Glo1]: 
Part 1 is Theorem 5.1 of [Glo1]. 
Part 2 for r > 0 (Le. (J ,(E) = 1) is Lemma 8.2 of [Glo1] with k = O. For 
the case r = 0, the result follows via the same reasoning as in the proof of 
Lemma 8 .2 of [Glol]. 
Part 3 for the case r > 0 is Lemma 8.5 of [Glo1], and with r = 0, the 
result follows similarly. 0 
Remarks: 
1 . It is shown in the proof of Lemma 8.2 of [Glo!] that (4.16) holds, i.e . 
n 2 - (n, - r) ~ O. This can be shown independently as in [Lat] for the scalar 
case and [Gre4] for the matrix case. 
2 . The zero columns of M, N in (4.14) and the subscript 1 blocks of T - , AT, 
T-'B, CT occur if and only if Q = n 2-(n,-r) > O. The zero rows of M, N 
and the subscript 1 blocks of A, B, C occur if and only if r > O. 
3. The fact that (Ae,Be,Ce) is minimal implies (A,B ,C) and (A,B,C) are minimal. 
~ 
This implies A and A have no eigenvalue on the imaginary axis, since if 
x* A = AX* with A + ">: = 0 
then (A+">:)x*Dc + x*BB*x = 0 by (4.11c), and hence x*B = 0 , which implies 
(A,B) is not controllable by the Popov- Belevitch - Hautus test (see [Kai]). Similarly 
for A. Note that this result is part 4 of Theorem 3 .3 of [Glol]]. We will use this 
fact later. 
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4. Observe from (4 .9) and (4 .10) that the strictly proper, stable part of E, 
denoted E + is given by 
(4.20) 
and (A,B,C) is a balanced realization of E +(s) in the sense of [Moo]. Thus by 
(4.11) (Ji, i = I, ... ,n, are the Hankel singular values of E, r is the number of 
unit Hankel singular values of E, and r > 0 is equivalent to IIEIIH = 1. 
5. Given (A,B,C) and [ satisfying (4.11) with (Ji < 1, i = r+1, . . . ,n , Theorem 
4.3 allows us to construct an all-pass matrix E(s) with n 2 unstable poles, 
n 2 ~ n, - r, such that E +(s) = C(sI - A) - , B. This is done, along the lines of 
Theorem 6.3 of [GIol], as follows: 
Partition [, A, B, C as in (4.11), (4.17). By Lemma 3.5 of [GI01], there 
exist a U satisfying u*u = I and 
u*C, + B,* = 0 (4 .21) 
This does not uniquely define U in general (only when rank B, = p). Choose 
Q ~ 0 and let n 2 = Q+n,-r (if rank B2 = p, we must take Q = 0, otherwise Q 
can be an arbitrary non - negative integer) . Now pick an Qxp matrix B, to satisfy 
(4.19a) and an QxQ matrix A" to satisfy (4.1ge) . (Note that (4.19a,e) do not in 
~ 
general uniquely define B, or A". In § 4.4 we will see how the choice of B" 
~ ~ ~ 
A" can affect the factorization properties of E( s) .) Now determine C" A 2 " A, 2 
..... " " '" " by (4 .19b,c,d) and A 22 , B 2, C 2 by (4 .18a,b,c). Define A, B, C by (4.18d) with T 
arbitrary non-singular and finally Ae, Be' Ce ' U by (4 .10). Then E(s) = 
U + Ce(sI - Ae> - , Be is all-pass with n, stable and n 2 unstable poles and 
E+(s) = C(sI-A)-'B. Note that E(s) is independent of the choice of T. 
4.4 Factorization Indices of AII- Pass Matrices 
We now apply the state -space techniques of [BGK2] to the characterization of 
all- pass matrix functions in Theorem 4.3 to make statements about the partial 
indices. 
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Theorem 4.4 : Let E(s) be a rational all-pass matrix with realization Ae, Be' Ce, 
U as in Theorem 4.3. Let E have Wiener-Hopf factorization indices kj with 
Then, with r denoting the number of unit Hankel singular respect to jR U 00. 
values of E, 
1. a) r = [ kj 
kj >0 
(4 .22) 
b) The number of strictly positive partial indices is equal to rank B 1 (= rank 
c) The strictly positive kj are the (non - zero) controllability indices of (A 1 1 ,B) . 
2. a) n 2 - (n , -r) = - (4 .23) 
~ 
b) The number of strictly negative partial indices is equal to rank B 2 (= rank 
c) The strictly negative partial indices are the negative of the non-zero 
observability indices of (C 2,A 22) . That is, kj < ° if and only if -kj is a 
non-zero observability index of (C 2 ,A 22). 
Proof: Recall that since E(s) is all- pass, it has no poles or zeros on s = jUl, 
Ul E R U 00 and, without loss of generality, we take T = I in the realization of 
Theorem 4.3. Thus it has a factorization H_DH+ as in Theorem 4.1. Since 
(Ae,Be,Ce,U) is minimal, Ae has no eigenvalues on s = jUl. 
Define the subspace S c RD , n = n 1 + n 2 by 
S = largest Ae invariant subspace of Rn such 
that Ae I S is completely unstable 
{ nn = [0, x*]* = YEn--: y x ERn 2, arbitrary} (4 .24) 
Let Aex denote the state matrix of E(s) - " viz. 
Aex = Ae - BeU*Ce 
and define SX c RD by 
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SX = largest Aex invariant subspace of RO such 
that Aex I SX is completely stable. 
Since EE* = J, we have 
with Pe , Q e as in (4.12), (4.14). See proof of Theorem 5.1 of [Glol] for this. 
Hence 
by (4.12c) 
x eRIDz arbitrary} 
where M, R are given by (4 .14). 
Now, for any integer j ~ 0, define the subspaces 
Fj = S + Sx + ImBe + lmAeBe + .. + lmAej-'Be 
Gj = S n SX n kerCe n kerCeAe n n kerCeAej - , 
where for j = 0, we mean F a = S + SX , G a = S n SX. 
Consider the positive indices : 
( 4.25) 
(4.26a) 
(4.26b) 
Let w be the first integer such that F w = F w+ ,. Such an w exists since 
Fj C RO 'if j . In fact F w = Jill . This follows in this case from (4 .26a) and the 
minimality of (Ae,Be,Ce,). More generally, (i.e. if Ae,Be,C e were non-minimal) , it 
follows as in [BGK2] . 
Thus 
Now 
By equation (4.7) of [BGK2], for any Q > 0 
number of kj equal to Q = dim(FQ-FQ_ ,) -dim(F Q+ , -FQ) 
= 2dimFQ - dimF Q_ , - dimF Q+ , 
w 
[ (2dimFQ - dimFQ_, - dimFQ+ ,)Q 
1 
= dimFw dimF o since Fw+, = Fw 
= n, + n z - dim(S+SX). 
x,zeRillz arbitrary} ( 4.27) 
so 
Thus 
dim(S+SX) = n 2 + rank M 
[ k · = r J 
kj ~ O 
= n 2 + n, - r by (4.14d). 
proving (4.22). 
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Of course (4 .23) now follows from (4.22) and (2.21 b), since E has n, poles 
and n 2 zeros in 11_, or equivalently, n 2 poles and n , zeros in 11 +. 
According to equation (4.5) of [BGK2], the number of strictly positive partial 
indices equals dim(F, -F 0) . From (4.26a), (4.27) and (4.14d) we have 
F,-F o = {yeRO: y* = [w*B,* 0], weRP arbitrary} 
Thus part 1 b is proven. 
(4.28) 
For part 1c note that the (1,4) block of (4.12a) implies A, 2 ~ * = -B 1B 2 ' SO 
ImA'2 C 1mB,. It follows from (4.28), (4.26a) and (4.14d) that 
F j = S + SX 63 Im[B" A" B , , ... , A" j - , B , ] (4.29) 
By equation (4.6) of [BGK2], recalling the ordering kj ~ kj _ " the strictly positive 
partial indices are 
kj = #{i: dimFi - dimFi -, ~ j} = 1, ... ,rankB, 
It follows (see e.g. equation (13 - 48) of [Fuh]) that the strictly positive partial 
indices are the controllability indices of (A, ,.B,). 
Now consider the negative partial indices: 
The number of strictly negative indices equals (G 0 -G,) by equation (5.5) of 
[BGK2] . It follows from (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26b) that 
Go = S .... Sx 
- {yeRn: y* - [Om,' z* 
and 
G, ~ {yeRn : y* ~ [Om, ' z*, 
Thus 
, Om -r l, zeRID2-(m,-r), arbitrary} , 
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dim (G a - G ,) = rank C, 
and we have proved part 2b. 
~ 
Now for part 2c. Note that by (4 .19c) C,z = o implies A 2 ,z = O. It 
follows that 
where 
~ . ~ * ~ * ~ * ~ . * ~ j* O,J = [C, .A" C, .. ..• (A"J-')C, 
Thus dim(Gj-Gj_,) = dimker0 2 j - dimkere,j-, 
= rankO, j - rankO, j - , 
Now the non -positive indices exist onJy when rankB, < P. in which case 
(4 .. 30b) 
(4.31) 
they are kj. j = rankB, +l •. ..• p. by part 1 b and the assumed ordering of the kj 
By part 2b the strictly negative indices are 
j = p-rankB, +l •...• p (note that by (4.19a) 'rankB, +rankB, ~ p) and by equation 
(5.6) of [BGK2] are given by 
= O, ... ,rankB 1 -1 ( 4.32) 
Now using (4.30) and (4 .31) it is easy to see that these are just the non-zero 
observability indices of (C, .A, ,). and part 2c is proved. 0 
Remarks: 
1. There is a consistency question about the statement of Theorem 4.4. since there 
are two conditions for E(s) to have no strictly positive indices. 
These are r = [ kj = 0 and rank B, = O. Now B, is an rxp 
kj ~O 
matrix. so r = 0 certainJy implies rank B, = O. What about the converse? If 
rank B, = 0 but r> O. then B, is a matrix of zeros. It follows from (4.l1c) 
and (4.11a) that A" +A" * = 0 and hence A has imaginary axis eigenvalues . 
This contradicts remark 3 following Theorem 4.3. It can similarly be shown that 
rank C, = 0 is equivalent to n 2 - (n, -r) = - [ kj = O. 
kj ~O 
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2. Formula (4 .22) makes an important connection between the Hankel singular 
values of an all- pass matrix function and its factorization partial indices. Since r is 
the number of unit Hankel singular values of E, the sum of the positive partial 
indices of an' all-pass E is the number of unit Hankel singular values of E . 
Similarly the sum of the negative partial indices of an all-pass matrix E is 
the negative of the number of unit Hankel singular values of E*. 
It thus follows from (4.23) that an all-pass matrix E has non-negative partial 
indices, and hence a factorization E = W; ' V with V, W analytic in n + if and 
only if Q = n 2 - (n, - r) = 0 in Theorem 4.3. Such matrices and their 
properties are discussed in the next section . 
Corollary 4 .1 : Let A be n , xn, and asymptotically stable , B, C* n , xp and satisfying 
(4 .11c,d) with [ as in (4 .11a,b), 0 < [2 < I. Let A, B, C and [ be partitioned 
as in (4 .17), (4 .11b) and q = rankB, . 
Then 
1. Every all-pass matrix E(s) such that E +(s) = C(sI - A) - , B has q = rankB , 
strictly positive partial indices ; they are determined by A, B and satisfy (4.22) . 
2 . For any set of p-q non-positive integers ~, ... , ~p_q there exists an all-pass 
matrix E(s) such that E+(s) = C(sI-A)-'B and the non-positive partial indices of 
E(s) are ~, , ... ,~p-q' 
Note : Obviously when q = p there are no ~i to choose . 
Proof : Part 1 follows immediately from Theorem 4.4 . 
For part 2 , by Theorem 4.4 , all we need to do is show that when constructing 
an E(s) from A, B, C as in remark 5 following Theorem 4.3 we can choose c " 
A" to satisfy (4 .19a,b,e) and to have observability indices - ~,. ... , - ~p_q' O , ... ,O 
~ 
(q extra zeros, which must be added because C" A" has p observability indices. 
Of course some of the ~i may also be zero). This can be done as follows : 
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i) Find a non -singular pxp matrix X such that B, X = [B,. 0], with B, rxq 
and rank q. 
ii) Define Q = - ({3 , + ... + (3p - q) 
ill) Choose a (p-q)xQ matrix G and an QxQ matrix A" such that A,, · is 
completely unstable (- A" aSJ'?lptotically stable) and the observability indices of 
(G.A,,) are -(3, •...• -{3p-q. 
forms - see e .g. [Gev]. 
This is easily done using observability canonical 
iv) Pick a pxp matrix U such that u*C, 
v) Define pxQ matrix C, = UX{O. G*]* 
+ B * = 0 and U*U = I , 
Note the set of observability indices of C, .A" is {-{3, •... • {3p_q.O •...• O}. 
vi) Let Q, = Q,* satisfy - - *-Q,A" + C, C, = 0 A *Q + 
" , 
and let 
Q = - K*K with K non -singular (note Q, < 0 since A" is completely unstable 
and C, ,A" is observable) 
vii) Define 
A 
A" = KA"K-' 
C, = C,K-' 
B * = -U*C , , 
It is easily seen that (4.19a,b,e) are satisfied and that the set of observability indices 
A A 
of (C"A,,) is {-{3" .. . ,-{3p-q'O, ... ,O}. o 
Remark: Observe from equation (8.79) of [Glol] that the observability indices of 
'" " ,... A ..... 
C"A" are the observability indices of K(s) = U - C ,(sI-A,,)-'B, in the 
characterizati.on of E_Cs) in Corollary 8.6 of [Glol] . Thus the non-positive 
factorization indices of £(s) are the negative of the p-q largest observability 
indices of K(s) in the linear fractional map charaterization of all-pass matrices 
described in Corollary 8.6 of [Glol] (the remaining q observability indices are zero). 
By the symmetry of E with respect to the imaginary axis, we can also construct a 
linear fractional map which 'pulls out' L(s) = U + C,(sI-A, ,)- 'B, from E. 
The positive partial indices of E are the controllability indices of L. This structure 
is shown in Figure 4.1 . 
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I L(s) I 
H(s) 
K(s) 
Figure 4.1: Linear Fractional Map Decomposition of AlI- Pass Matrix 
4.5 Minimal AlI- Pass Matrices 
This section is concerned with specializing and summarising the results described 
in § 4.2, 4.3, 4.5 to the case where the all-pass matrix E has only non-negative 
partial indices. Such matrices, for reasons we will outline, will be called minimal 
all-pass matrices. 
Suppose E is all-pass, with n, stable and n 2 unstable poles. By Theorem 4.3 
we have 
n 2 = n, - r + Q 
or, since r, Q ~ o. 
with equality if and only if Q = O. 
Definition 4.1: Let E be all-pass with n, stable, n 2 unstable poles and r unit 
Hankel singular values. Then n 2 ) n, r, and E will be called a minimal 
all-pass matrix if n 2 = n, - r . 
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By Theorem 4.4, we see that Q = n 2 - (n 1 -r) = 0 is equivalent to E 
having no negative partial indices. Thus Theorem 4.2 implies that E is a minimal 
all-pass matrix if and only if there exist V , W , analytic in fl+ such that E = 
W.-1V. 
Also observe from Theorem 4.3 and remark 5 following it , that an all- pass 
matrix E can be determined from its strictly proper stable part E + , up to choosing 
a U to satisfy (4.21). Bl Qxp to satisfy (4.19a), and All QxQ to satisfy (4.19c). 
However for minimal all- pass matrices Q = 0, so an all-pass matrix is minimal 
if and only if it is completely specified by E+ and E(oo) . 
Pursuing this extension connection a bit further, suppose Em is a minimal 
all- pass, and [Em] + its strictly proper stable part, of degree n 1 with r unit Hankel 
singular values. Using remark 5 in § 4.3 , we can construct all-pass matrices E 
with n 2 unstable poles for any n 2 ~ n 1 - r (except when rank B 1 = p, when we 
must take n
2 
= n 1 - r) . Thus an all-pass matrix is minimal if and only if it 
has least degree amongst the set of all-pass matrices with given strictly proper 
stable part. 
Summarising the above , we have 
Theorem 4.5: Let E be a pxp rational all-pass matrix. Then 
1. The following are equivalent : 
a) E is minimal. 
b) E is completely specified by E+ and E(oo) . 
c) E has only non - negative partial indices. 
d) E has a factorization such that E = W. -IV with V, W analytic in fl+ . 
e) There is no all-pass matrix with stable part E + of degree lower than the 
degree of E. 
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2. Let E have realization as in Theorem 4.3. The following are equivalent: 
a) E is uniquely determined by E + (Le. no other all- pass has stable part 
b) C l + UB l * = 0, U*U = I has a unique solution for U . 
c) rank Bl = p. 
d) E has only strictly positive partial indices. 
e) E has a factorization E = W* - lV with V, W strictly proper , analytic in 
IT + and non - singular in Re( s) ~ O. 
f) E+ has a unique Nehari extension (which is E) . 
3. The following are equivalent : 
a) E is minimal and IIEIIH < 1 (Le. r = 0). 
b) E has a canonical factorization (all partial indices zero). 
c) E has a factorization E = W* - lV with V, W analytic and non-singular in 
Proof: 
1. E minimal means n 2 = n 1 - r by Definition 4.1. That is Q = 0 in Theorem 
4.3 . This is equivalent to E having only non -negative partial indices by Theorem 
4.4 part 2a, which in tum is equivalent to E having factorization W;lV, with V, W 
analytic in IT+ by Theorem 4.2. That no all-pass matrix with stable part E+ has 
degree lower than E follows from Theorem 4.3 part 3 (or Lemma 2.1 of [Gre4]) . 
By Theorem 4.3, any all-pass is specified by E+ = CCsI-A)-lB, E( oo) = U, and 
'" '" "''' B l , All' where All' Bl have Q = n 2 - (n l -r) rows. For E to be completely 
specified by E + and E( (0), All' B 1 must therefore not have to be specified. That 
is Q = 0, so E is minimal. 
2. The equivalence of a, b, c, follows from Theorem 4.3 and is covered in [Glo1], 
and the equivalence of c and f is part of Theorem 8.7 of [GIol]. That rankB 1 = 
p implies E has only strictly positive indices follows from Theorem 4.4 part 1 b, and 
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that this is equivalent to E having factorization W;lV with W, V analytic in n+ 
and strictly proper follows from Theorem 4.2 part b. 
3. Parts a and b are equivalent by Theorem 4.4 parts 1 a and 2a. Parts band c 
are equivalent by Theorem 4.2 part d. 0 
The equivalences described in this theorem will be crucial for the multi variable 
phase matching procedure discussed in Chapter 8. 
All that remains in fact is to give state-space formulae for V and W in (4.1). 
A continuation of the 'top down' approach of this section would be to pursue 
further the techniques of [BGK2]. However with the exception of the easy case 
when E has only zero partial indices, [BGK2] is quite opaque. In any case, the 
Wiener- Hopf factors obtainable in this way are only indirectly related to V and W. 
We finally prove a degree result on the factors V, W of a minimal all- pass 
matrix: 
Theorem 4.6: Let E be a minimal all- pass matrix, with n stable poles, r unit 
Hankel singular values and let E = W;' V with V, W analytic in n + . With o(V) 
denoting the McMillan degree of V, we have 
n - r ~ 1i(V), 1i(W) ~ n ( 4.32) 
If W (resp. V) is non -singular in Re(s) > 0, we have 1i(V) = n (resp. 
o(W) = n) . 
Proof : By hypothesis (see Definition 4.1), E has n - r unstable poles and 
consequently n - r stable zeros. Since W is analytic in n+, the n - r zeros of 
E in Re(s) < 0 must be zeros of V. The n - r poles of E in Re(s) > 0 must 
be zeros of W*, since V is analytic in n+. Since V, Ware proper, we must have 
o(V), o(W) ~ n - r. 
Since V, Ware analytic in n +, no poles of V can be cancelled by zeros of 
W;' . Thus V has at most n poles, since E has n poles in n _ and W has at 
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most n poles, since E has n zeros in £1 + 
Suppose W (resp. Y) is non-singular in Re(s) > O. Then all n poles (resp. 
zeros) of E in £1_ (resp. £1+) must be poles of V (resp. W) . Thus V (resp. W) 
has degree n. 
Conjecture : Let E, V, W be as in Theorem 4.7 . Then 
6(Y) = n - i, 6(W) = n - r + i. 
o ~ i ~ r 
o 
(4.33a) 
(4.33b) 
and for any i satisfying (4 .33b), there exist V, W, analytic in £1+ with E = W;lV 
such that (4 .33a) holds. 0 
Notes : A number of the results in this chapter appear in, or are very closely related 
to, the results of Oym & Gohberg [Oym1 , Dyrn2] . 
connections: 
We now examine these 
Firstly note that the numbers ni in [Dym2] are dimFi' with Fi as in (4 .26a). 
According to Theorem 1.1 of [Oyrn2], the number of strictly positive indices is 
110 -n,. This is in the proof of Theorem 4.4 just above (4 .28). We, however , 
identify n o - n 1 as the mysterious rankB, of [Glo1] (this was in fact called B 2 in 
[Glo1]]) in (4.28). Thus Theorem 1.1 of [Dym2] is Corollary 4.1. The proof of 
Corollary 4.5, however , actually constructs an all- pass matrix with the tJi as its 
non - positive indices. 
Theorem 1.2 of [Dym2] is Theorem 4.5 part 2 a),c),d) . 
Theorem 1.3 of [Oym2] is Theorem 4.5 part 3. Theorem 1.3 also says that 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between all-pass matrices with zero partial 
indices and given stable part and the set of unitary matrices. This is seen from 
Theorem 4.3 by the observation that an all-pass matrix E(s) with n 2 = n 1 - r 
(i.e. all partial indices non-negative) is completely specified by E+(s) and E(oo) 
(E(oo) being the unitary matrix) (Theorem 4.5 part 1b). Thus, given E+(s), there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between E(s) and E(oo) when E(s) n 2 = n , - r. 
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When, in addition, r = 0 (the zero indices case) the one - to - one correspondence 
* is also onto, since B 1 , C 1 have no rows, implying we can pick U (=E( cc)) to be 
any unitary matrix in Remark 5 following Theorem 4.3. 
Equations (4.22) and (4 .23) do not appear in [Dym2], although (4.22) can be 
deduced from Theorem 2.5 of [Dym1] . 
This chapter can be seen as paralleling [Dym1,2], giving state -space conditions 
for the factoriza tion properties of all- pass rna trices. This provides, for example , 
the link between the uniqueness conditions of Nehari extensions given in [Glol] and 
[Dym2] via the identification n o - n 1 as rankE 1 • Additionally, the proof of 
Corollary 4.1 provides a procedure for constructing all-pass extensions with specified 
non -positive indices and shows that these indices are directly related to the choice 
of K(s) in Corollary 8.6 of [Glo1], whilst Theorem 1.1 of [Dym2] gives existence 
only. Of course our results, specifically Theorem 4.5, are also tailored for the 
application multivariable phase to gain relations we have in mind . 
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CHAPTER FIVE: BALANCED STOCHASTIC REALIZATION 
5.1 Introduction 
The concept of an internally balanced realization of a linear time invariant 
system is one which was first introduced in the signal processing literature by Mullis 
and Roberts [Mul] in the context of fixed point implementation of digital filters . In 
this context it was shown that a balanced structure leads to state quantization errors 
having minimal impact on the output errors. Later a similar concept was assessed 
by Moore [Moo] as a good structure for the problem of system approximation, or 
what is known as model reduction . Since then balanced structures have been 
associated with model reduction, specifically the balanced truncation method of [Moo] 
and the optimal Hankel norm method developed by Glover [Glo1] . Other 
embellishments include the input weighted and output weighted balanced structures of 
Enns [Enn] . 
The essential idea of internal balancing, indeed its defining property, is to 
balance a Lyapunov equation against its dual Lyapunov equation - i. e . to perform a 
state transformation so that the solutions to the two Lyapunov equations are equal 
and diagonal. 
The balanced stochastic realization (BSR) of a stationary rational process was 
introduced by Desai and Pal [Des2] as a good structure for stochastic model 
reduction . This stochastic model reduction philosophy is closely related to the 
canonical correlation analysis of stationary processes [Aka1]. 
algorithm in detail in § 8.4. 
We will consider this 
The idea of stochastic balancing is to balance the minimal positive definite 
solution to an algebraic Riccati equation against the minimal positive definite solution 
to the dual Riccati equation - i.e. to perform a state transformation so that the 
solutions to the two Riccati equations are equal and diagonal. 
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Since Desai and Pal introduced the BSR several papers have appeared on BSR's 
[Opd, Desl, Har2, Grel] and these have all, with the exception of [Grel]. focused 
on the balancing of algebraic Riccati equations. Note that a ~ifferent balancing of 
Riccati equations to that considered here is used in the analysis of pole - zero 
cancellations in Hoo optimal control problems [Liml,2]. The literature has thus dealt 
only with regular stochastic processes those with power spectra , and hence 
innovations representations which, in the continuous time setting, are non -singular at 
infinity. The construction of the innovations representation of a stationary rational 
process proceeds, however, via the positive real equations, which can only be 
reduced to an algebraic Riccati equation if the process is regular [Andl ,2,3 ,ll, 
FCG]. Thus the BSR is more properly considered as a balancing of the positive 
real and dual positive real equations, rather than a balancing of Riccati and dual 
Riccati equations. The literature [Desl,2, Opd, Har2] has also focused exclusively 
on balancing the minimal solution P min to the algebraic Riccati equation and 
minimal solution Qroin to the dual Riccati equation, often under the additional 
assumption that Qmin - 1 - Pmin > 0, or equivalently that the process power 
spectrum has no imaginary axis zeros. There is however no need to assume the 
minimal solutions are balanced, which allows certain non -minimum phase models to 
be considered, and the new tool of a product decomposition of the spectral factors 
developed here allows the technical condition Qmin - 1 - P min > 0 to be removed. 
In § 5.2 the necessary definitions and background material on the positive real 
equations and spectral factorization are reviewed [You , Andl,2 ,3, ll, FCG] . In § 5.3 
the balanced stochastic realization is considered : a state transformation which brings 
the positive real and dual positive real equations to balanced form is described. 
The form of the BSR leads naturally to a partitioning of the balanced equations, the 
structure of which is considered. This structure is seen to lead to a product 
decomposition of the BSR of the spectral factors, which is one of the main tools for 
the results in Chapter 6 on all- pass factorization and Chapter 8 on spectrum 
a pproxima tion. As far as finding state space formulae for V, W such that 
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E = ~1 V is concerned, we are aiming to find a realization for spectral factors V, 
W such that ~lV has realization as in Theorem 4.3. The BSR is in fact such a 
realization, proved in Chapter 6. We therefore , for ease of later reference, use the 
same notation as in Theorem 4.3 in this chapter. It should at all times be 
remembered therefore that one of the major contributions of this chapter is in fact 
that the BSR is equivalent to the realization provided by Theorem 4.3. Section 5.4 
applies the product decomposition to prove a result relating a solution P to the PR 
equations to the number of left half plane, right half plane and imaginary axis zeros 
of a spectral factor associated with P . This provides a unified proof for the regular 
and singular cases of a result that has been hitherto only proved directly only for 
the regular case [FCG]. 
5.2 Spectral Factorization via the Positive Real Lemma 
In this section the properties of the positive real equations, generalized to 
include complex matrices, and spectral factorization are reviewed [And1 ,2,3 ,11 , FCG] . 
Definition 5.1 : A pxp complex rational matrix function Z(s) of degree n, with 
minimal realization 
Z(s) = J + H(sI - A)- lG (5.1) 
will be called positive complex if there exists an nxn matrix P = P* > 0, an nxq 
matrix B and a pxq matrix V co such that 
AP + PA* + BB* = 0 (5 .2a) 
PH* = G - BVco* (5 .2b) 
VcoVco * J + J* (5 .2c) 
We have thus taken as our definition the characterization of positive real 
matrices given by the positive real lemma [And1], generalized to include complex 
rational matrices. Equations (5.2) are called the positive real (PR) equations. 
Notice that Z(s) must be analytic in Re(s) > 0, but can have imaginary axis poles, 
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in which case (A,B) is not controllable . Mostly in this chapter we will assume Z(s) 
analytic in rI+, or equivalently (A,B) is controllable. 
Note that when V 00 is square and non -singular (for which a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition is J + J* > 0), then (5.2b) can be solved for Band 
substituted into (5.2a), which becomes an algebraic Riccati equation: 
AP + PA* + (G-PH*)(J+J*)-l(G-PW)* = 0 
This is the regular case referred to in the § 5.1. 
Pre and post multiply (5.2a) by P- 1 and pre multiply (5.2b) by P- 1. Define 
Q = P-l (5 .3a) 
C = - UB*P- 1 (5.3b) 
where U is an arbitrary qxq matrix such that u*u = 1. It follows that 
A*Q + QA + C*C = 0 (5.4a) 
QG = W - C*Woo (5.4b) 
These are the dual positive real (DPR) equations [And4], and they show that 
Z(S'I* J* + G*(sI - A*) - 1 H* ' . . I " J = IS pOSltIve comp ex. Equations (5.3) show that 
(P,B,Voo) solve (5.2) only if (P-l,-UB*P-l,UVoo*) solve (5.4) for some matrix U 
such that U*U = I. There are however many solutions (P ,B,Y (0) to (5.2) 
[And1 ,2,3,11, FCG] and thus of course many solutions (Q,C,W cJ to (5.4) . 
Consequently given a solution (P,B,VcJ to (5.2) and a solution (Q,C,W~ to (5.4) it 
is not necessary that they be related by (5.3) . The family of solutions to (5.2) can 
however be characterized by the associated P matrix - given P , B and V 00 are 
determined up to a qxq' matrix such that uu* = I, where q = rank(Z + Z*) . 
Definition 5.2: Solutions (P,B,VcJ and (Q,C,Woo) to the PR and DPR equations 
(5 .2), (5.4) will be called dual if Q = P- 1 . 
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Lemma S.l : Let (P,B,VcJ and (Q,C,WcJ be dual solutions to the PR and DPR 
equations (S .2), (S.4) with B, C* having q, q columns respectively. 
exists a qxq matrix U such that 
and 
with 
C* + QBu* = 0 
Weo* - Veou* = 0 
B + pc*U = 0 
Veo - Weo*U = 0 
uu*=Iifq ~ q 
u*u = if q ~ q 
Then there 
(S.Sa) 
(S .Sb) 
(S.Sc) 
(S .Sd) 
(S.6a) 
(S.6b) 
Proof: Pre and post multiply (S .2a) by Q = P -, and subtract from (S.4a) to 
obtain 
QBB*Q = C*C 
Premultiply (S .2b) by Q and add to (S.4b) to obtain 
QBVeo + C*Weo = 0 
combining this with (S .2c) and (S.4c) gives 
[~:]IB*Q Vm*l_ [:::]I-C Wml (S.7) 
Consider q ~ q. From standard linear algebra - see e.g. Lemma 3 .S of [Gl01] -
there exists qxq matrix U such that u*u = I and 
(S.8) 
The result for q ~ q follows. For q ~ q similarly use Lemma 3.S of [Glol]. 0 
Equations (S.3) imply that given any solution (P ,B,Veo) to the PR equations it is 
always possible to construct a solution (Q,C,WcJ to the DPR equations such that 
(P ,B,Veo) and (Q,C,Weo) are dual. Lemma S.l means that all dual solutions are 
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related by (S.3) and (S.6) . It follows that if V is pxq, with q = rank(Z + Z.) 
and V, Ware dual, then the set of all spectral factors dual to W is {VU , where U 
is qxq', constant and uu* = I}. 
Definition S.3 (see [And2,l1]): Let (P,B,VaJ be any solution to the PR equations 
(S .2) and (Q,C,WaJ any solution to- the DPR equations (S.4) (not necessarily dual). 
The left spectral factor Yes) associated with (P ,B,Voo) is 
Yes) = Voo + H(sI - A)-'B 
The right spectral factor associated with (Q,C.Woo) is 
Woo(s) = Woo + C(sI - A)-'G 
The left and right spectral factors satisfy 
) • * * Z(s + Z( -S) = V(s)V( -S) = W( -S) W(s) 
(S.9a) 
(S .9b) 
(S.1 0) 
A spectral factor will be called full rank when it has normal rank equal to the 
number of its rows or the number of its columns. 
Note that, properly speaking, Definition S.3 defines minimal degree spectral 
factors - i.e. solutions of (S.10) with least degree [And2 .3] . When Z(s) is analytic 
in fl+ . minimal degree spectral factors have the same degree as Z(s). Any 
non - minimal degree (left) spectral factor is obtained from a minimal degree (left) 
spectral factor by post multiplication by an all- pass matrix fuction of appropriate 
size (see Theorem 2.2 or [And2. You]) . 
Definition S.4 : Let (P ,B,Voo) and (Q ,C,Woo) be dual solutions to the PR and DPR 
equations respectively. The associated spectral factors Yes) and W(s) defined by 
(S.6) will be called dual spectral factors. 
Note that given a left spectral factor Yes) associated with (P ,B,v (0) we can 
always constuct a right spectral factor Wd(s) such that Wd(s) and Yes) are dual. 
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All spectral factors given by Defmition 5.3 have the same poles, since they 
have the same state matrix A. The zeros of the spectral factors are however 
affected by the particular solutions (P,B,VcJ and (Q,C,WcJ to the PR and DPR 
equations. The zeros of any left (right) spectral factor are however closely related 
to the zeros of the associated dual right (dual left) spectral factor . Following [Ros] 
we define the zeros of a transfer matrix by the associated system matrix: 
Definition 5 .5 [Ros]: Let T(s) be a pxq proper rational matrix with realization 
T(s) = J + H(sI - F)-'G , with F nxn (5.11) 
a) So E [ is called a zero of the realization (5.11) of T(s) if the system matrix 
[
5 0 1 - F G] 
-H J 
(5 .12) 
has less than normal rank (= n + normal rank T (s)). The amount by which the 
rank drops is the order of the zero. 
b) So E [ is called a (finite) zero of T(s) if it is the zero of a minimal realization 
of T(s) . 
c) The zero structure of T(s) at So = 00 is given by the zero structure of T( A) = 
T((a ).. +b)(cA+d)-') at Ao = -dlc, c ;c 0 and Ao not a pole of T( A) . 
Remark 5.1: It is easy to see that the zeros of T(s) are precisely the points at 
which T(s) loses normal rank. The zeros of a realization of T(s) are the zeros of 
T(s) together with the uncontrollable and the unobservable modes of the realization, 
(see [Ros, KaiD. 
Lemma 5.2 (Zeros of Dual Spectral Factors): Let (P,B,Voo) and (Q,C,Woo) be dual 
solutions to the PR and DPR equations and let V(s) , W(s) be the associated dual 
spectral factors given by (5.9) . Then the realizations (5.9) of Yes) and W( -5)* 
have the same finite and infinite zeros. When (H,A,B) and (C,A,G) are minimal 
(Z(s), Yes), W(s) analytic in n+). Yes) and W( -5)* have the same finite and 
infinite zeros. 
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Proof: Let U be a qxq matrix satisfing (5.5) and (5.6). Using (S.4a,b) and (S.Sc ,d) 
we obtain 
(-P 0] (-SI-A* 
o I -c* 
C:](Q 0] _ (SI-A B] 
Woo -C U -H Voo (S .13a) 
Using (S.2a,b) and (S .Sa,b) we obtain 
[-Q 0] [SI-A B] [P 0] = [-SI-A* C*] 
o I -H Voo -B* U* -c* Woo* 
(S.13b) 
Consider q ~ q. Then u*u = I, so U has full column rank q. Hence 
has full row rank n +q. It follows from (S.13b) and Sylvester's inequality that the 
* system matrices of V(s) and W( -5) have the same rank, and therefore the 
realizations (S .9) of V(s) and W( -5)* have the same finite zeros. For q ~ q, use 
(S .13a) instead of (S.13b) . 
For infinite zeros, see Chapter Appendix S.A. 
When (H,A,B) and (C,A,G) are minimal the zeros of the realization are the 
zeros, so the result follows. o 
Theorem S.l [And2] : Let Z(s) be positive complex with minimal realization (5.1). 
Then there exists a minimal solution P min and a maximal solution P max to the PR 
equations (S .2) such that for any other solution P 
(5.1 4) 
Furthermore any left spectral factor V(s) associated with P min is non -singular in 
Re(s) > O. Any left spectral factor associated with Pmax is non-singular in 
Re(s) < O. A full rank left spectral factor V min(s) (V maX<s» associated with P min 
(P
max
) has no more columns than rows, so has full normal column rank . 
• 
There also exists Qmin and Qmax' minimal and maximal solutions to the DPR 
equations and by (2.3) we have 
Qmin = Pmax - 1 
Qmax = P . -1 mm 
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(S .lSa) 
(S.lSb) 
Also, Wmin(s) and WmaxCs) are respectively non-singular in Re(s) < 0, 
Re(s) > O. Algorithms for computing Pmax , Pmin are discussed in [Fau, FCGj . 
5.3 Balanced Stochastic Realization and the Product Decomposition 
Consider two solutions (P,B,V cJ and (Q,C,Woo) to the PR and DPR equations 
and the associated left and right spectral factors Yes) and W(s) . The balanced 
stochastic realization is obtained by performing a state transformation on the 
realizations (5.9) of V(s) , W(s) and the realization (5 .1) of Z{s), such that the 
controllability gramian P of Yes) is equal to the observability gramian Q of W(s) . 
Since (S.2a) and (5.4a) are dual Lyapunov equations, they can be balanced using the 
same transformation as is used in internal balancing (see [Glo1 D. Thus let (P ,B, V J 
be any solution to (5 .2) and (Q,C,Woo) any solution to (5.4). We seek a state 
transformation T of the realization (5.1) of Z{s) such that 
P = Q = I: = diag( <Ti ' i= 1 , . . . ,n) O"i ) O"i + 1 (5.16) 
Let Q have Cholesky factorization 
and RPR* have singular value decomposition 
RPR* = UI: 2u* with uu* = I 
(5 .17) 
Define 
Now apply state transformation T to the realization (5 .1) of Z(s) , and the 
realizations (5.9) of Yes) and W(s). This gives 
Z(s) = J + R(sI-A) -1(} 
Yes) = Voo + R(sI-A)-1B 
W(s) = Woo + C(sI-A) - 1(} 
where 
H = HT-1 
C = CT-1 
G = TG 
B = TB 
and A = TAT-1 
It is easily verified, writing from now on A = A, G = G etc., that 
AL + LA * + BB* = 0 
LH* = G - BVco* 
V co V co * = J + J* 
A * L + LA + C* C = 0 
LG = H* C*W co 
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(S.18a) 
(S.18b) 
(S.18c) 
(5 .19a) 
(S.19b) 
(S.19c) 
This is a now a balanced stochastic realization, and equations (5.18), (5.19) will be 
called the L balanced positive real equations. The above calculation is in no way 
meant to suggest, however, that one would calculate a BSR in this way. It is 
merely to prove the existence of a BSR. 
'Remark S .2 : 
Instead of considering the balancing operation as one of balancing a solution P 
to the PR equations against a solution Q to the DPR equations we could 
equivalently consider "balancing" two (different) solutions P and P to the PR 
equations so that P is transformed to Land P is transformed to L - 1. By duality , 
this is equivalent to balancing P against Q :: P- 1 in the above described manner. 
Thus the effect of balancing can be thought of as normalizing the set P of solutions 
to the PR equations. For example when P = Pmin, the minimal solution, and 
P = Pmax' the maximal solution, the normalization is such that 
Pmax = (Pmin) - 1. In addition of course P min = L = diag( (1j). 
We now investigate the structure of the L balanced PR and DPR equations. 
The structure will be seen to lead to a product decomposition of the associated left 
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and right spectral factors. This product decomposition decouples the zeros of the 
associated left and right sp'!ctral factors in useful ways. 
The literature on balanced stochastic realization has, up until now, always 
balanced Pmin against Qmin. Since Qmin - 1 = Pmax ~ Pmin, the <Tj in (3.2) are 
all less than (or equal to) 1 for this case . Equivalently [ satisfies 
[ ( I (5.20) 
Although we no longer restrict ourselves to balancing P min against Q min, we will 
still assume that (5.20) holds, or equivalently that P and Q are ordered by 
Assumption AI : From now on, we assume that P and Q satisfy 
(5 .21) 
Note that by considering dual spectral factors and corresponding solutions 
P = Q- 1, Q = P-" we can treat the case P ) Q - 1 as well. By Lemma 5.2, 
the effect on the results is to change statements about right half plane zeros into 
statements about left half plane zeros (see proof of Theorem 5.4 for example) . All 
that really matters therefore is that P - Q - 1 is not indefinite (i .e . we need 
P - Q - 1 ~ 0 or ~ 0). Assumption Al can in fact be interpreted in terms of an 
ordering of the spectral factors V, W associated with P , Q [And3] . Left and right 
minimal degree spectral factors V, W associated with solutions P, Q to the PR and 
DPR equations (5.2), (5.4) statisfying Assumption A.1 will therefore be called 
ordered spectraL factors. 
With Assumtion Al satisfied, (5 .20) is satisfied, so we partition [ as 
(5.22a) 
(5.22b) 
Thus r is the number of <Ti in (5.17) which are 1. 
Partition A, B, H , B, C conformally with [; 
A _ (A" A'2] , 
A2, A22 
B - [::1 
where A" is ncr, G" H,* are rxp, B, is rxq and C ,* is rxq. 
Writing (S .18) and (S .19) block by block gives 
* * * A" + A" = - B , B , = - C, C, 
* * G, = H, C, Woo 
Remark S.3: 
Consider now (S.24a), (S .26), (S.18c) and (S.19c). It follows that 
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(S.23a) 
(S .23b) 
(S.24a) 
(S.24b) 
(S .24c) 
(S.25a) 
(S.25b) 
(S.26a) 
(S.26b) 
(S.27a) 
(S.27b) 
Z,(s) = J + H ,(sl - A,,)-'G, (S.28) 
is positive complex and (I ,B" V 00> and (I,C, , Woo) are dual. The rational matrices 
defined by 
V, (s) = V 00 + H, (sl - A,,) - , B, (S.29a) 
(S.29b) 
are dual spectral factors. They satisfy 
Z,(s) + Z,(-s)* = V,(s)V,(-s)* = W,(-S)*W(s) (S .30) 
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Lemma 5.3: Let (A,G ,H,D), (L,B,VaJ and (L,C,Woo) satisfy (5 .18) and (5.19) with 
B, C* having q and q columns respectively. Let L, A, G, H, B, C be partitioned 
as in (5 .22), (5 .23) . Then there exists a qxq matrix U such that 
and 
with 
* * C, + B,U = 0 
C,*u + B , = 0 
uu*= Iifq ~ q 
u*u = I if q ~ q 
(5.31a) 
(5.31 b) 
(5.32a) 
(5.32b) 
(5.33a) 
(5.33b) 
Furthermore if So is a zero of the realization (5 .29a) of V ,(s) then s a is a zero of 
the realization (5 .29b) of W, (-S)* . 
Proof : Follows from equations (5.24a), (5 .26), (5 .18c) , (5 .19c) , Definition 5.1, 
Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2. o 
Using (5.31) we can eliminate C, and Woo from (5.24) to (5.27) and solve 
(5 .25) and (5.27) for A' 2' A 2" G 2, H2 (in terms of B,C,L,U,voo'Woo) ' to give 
Lemma 5.4 . This then leads to a product decomposition of the left and right 
spectral factors in Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3. 
Lemma 5.4 : Let (A,G,H,D), (L,B,Voo) and (L,C,Woo) satisfy (5.18) and (5 .19) with 
B, C* having q and q columns respectively. Let L, A, G, H, B, C be partitioned 
as in (5.22), (5 .23). Let U be as in Lemma 5.3 and define 
where 
B 2 = r- '( L 2B 2 + C / U) 
C 2 = (C 2 L 2 + UB / ) 
(n-r)xq 
qx(n-r) 
(5.34a) 
(5 .34b) 
r = [22 - I < 0 by (S.22) 
Then 
H = - V ; * 2 ao'-' 2 
A - - r-'c~ *c 2' - 2 , 
G = - r-'c *w 22 00 
Proof: Solve (S.25) for A, 2 and A 2, in turn: 
A'2 = -C, *C 2 - (-B,B/-A, 2[2)[2 
giving 
A'2 = 
= 
similarly 
Solve (S.27) in tum for H 2, G 2 giving 
Voo(B/[2 + U*C 2)r-' = - v,iJ/ 
r- '([2C/ + B 2U*)Woo = - r- 'C 2 *Woo 
Corollary S.l: 
a) (H,A) observable implies (B 2 * ,A 22) is observable. 
b) (A,G) controllable implies (A 2 2'C 2 *) is controllable . 
c) (A,B) controllable implies (A",B,) and (A 22 ,B 2 ) are controllable. 
d) (C,A) observable implies (C"A,,) and (C 2,B 2) are observable. 
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(S.3S) 
(S.36a) 
(S .36b) 
(S.37a) 
(S.37b) 
o 
e) A 22 +r-'c/c 2 = r-'(A 22 +B 2B/)r (S .38a) 
~ * * Define A22 = - (A 22 +B 2B 2 ) (S .38b) 
f) (A 22 ,.8 2) is controllable if and only if (.8/,A 22) is observable . If UU* = I 
(q ~ <D, then 
A~ t""r-' +t""r-'A *+.8 2.8 2*=0 22"-2 "-2 22 (S .39a) 
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~ 
so (A 22 ,B 2) is controllable if and only if - A 22 is asymptotically stable, as 
~ ~ [r-' < O. Furthermore, (A,B) controllable implies (A 22,B 2) is controllable. 
g) (C 2,A 2 2) is controllable if and only if (A 22 ,C/) is controllable . If u*u = 
(q ~ CD, then 
(5.39b) 
~ 
so (C 2,A 2 2) is observable if and only if A 2 2 is asymptotically stable . 
Furthermore , (C ,A) observable implies (C 2 ,A 2 2) is observable . 
Proof : See Chapter Appendix 5 .A. o 
~ * asymptotic stability of A 22 + B 2B 2 is assured for both q ~ q and q ~ q provided 
(A 22 ,C/) is controllable and (B /,A 22) is observable . 
Remark 5 .4 : 
An implication of Lemma 5.4 for the left spectral factor Yes) is that Yes) can 
be thought of as a product plus feedback decomposit ion as in Figure 5.1 b as 
follows : 
Consider Yes) and let u(t), t ) 0 be an input to the sr stem with transfer 
matrix Yes) and yet), t ~ 0 the output resulting from u(t) and initial condition x o· 
Then yet) can equivalently be generated by the product plus feedback system defined 
by 
y = H,x, + Vrx,y 2 
with initial condition 
Naturally the right spectral factor W(s) can be similarly decomposed. 
(5 .40a) 
(5.40b) 
(5.40c) 
(5 .40d) 
(5.40e) 
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The following theorem is the main result of this section : it decomposes the 
zeros of the spectral factors. 
Theorem 5.2: Let Z{s) be a pxp, positive complex matrix with balanced stochastic 
realization (5 .1). Let (A,G,H,D), (I,B,Voo) and (I,C,Woo) satisfy (5.18) and (5.19) 
with B, C* having q and q columns respectively. Let L, A, G, H , B, C be 
partitioned as in (5.22), (5.23). Let U satisfy (5.32) and (5.33) and define C 2' B 2 
by (5.34). Define balanced spectral factors V(s), W(s) by the realizations (5.9) and 
define V ,(s), W,(s) by 
Then 
1 : 
V, (s) = V 00 + H, (sl - A,,) - , B , 
W,(s) = Woo + C,(sl - A,,)-'G, 
(5.41a) 
(5.41 b) 
a) Yes) and VIes) have the same normal rank and any finite zero of the realization 
(5.41a) of V,(s) is a zero of the realization (5.9a) of Yes). If (H,A,B) is minimal, 
any finite zero of the realization (5.41a) of V,(s) is a finite zero of Yes) (regardless 
of whether or not (5.41a) is minimal) . 
b) If A
22
+B
2
B/ = -A 2 / is asymptotically stable, every zero of the realization 
(5.9a) of Yes) in {s: Re(s) ~ O} is a zero of the realization (5.41a) of V, (s). 
c) If (A,B) is controllable and Yes) is a full rank minimum phase spectral factor 
corresponding to Pmin (Le. Yes) = Vmin(s)) then the realization (5.41b) of W,(s) 
is minimal. 
2: 
a) W(s) and W,(s) have the same normal rank and any finite zero of the 
realization (5.41 b) of W,(s) is a zero of the realization (5.9b) of W(s). If (C,A,G) 
is minimal, any finite zero of the realization (5.41 b) of W 1(S) is a zero of W(s) 
(regardless of whether or not (5 .41 b) is minimal). 
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b) If A2 2 + r- , C /C 2 is asymptotically stable, every zero of the realization (S .9b) 
of W(s) in {s: Re(s) ) O} is a zero of the realization (S.41b) of W,(s) . 
c) If (C ,A) is observable and W(s) is a full rank minimum phase spectral factor 
corresponding to Qmin (i.e . W(s) = Wrnin(s)) then the realization (S.41a) of V ,(s) 
is minimal. 
Proof: We prove part 1 only. The product plus feedback decomposition (5.40) 
written for the system matrix of (5.9a) becomes 
s I -A, , 
-A'2 8, s I -A, , 0 B~1 I r 0 B:1 -A 2, s I -An 8 2 0 In-r -A 2, s I -An 
-H, -H 2 Voo -H, 0 Voo 0 S* Iq 2 
(S.42a) 
or, in obvious notation, 
S(s) = S,(S)S2(S) (S.42b) 
Note that Sand S, are (n +p)x(n +q) and that S 2 is (n +q)x(n +q) . Applying 
Sylvester's inequality to (5.42) we obtain 
rank(S,) + rank(S 2) - (n +q) ~ raok(S) ~ min{raok(S ,) , rank(S 2)} (5.43) 
Observe that S 2(S) is singular if and only if s is an eigenvalue of A 2 2 + B fi /, so, 
except when So is an eigenvalue of 
The result for part 1a follows by Definition 5.6. From the above comments, S 2(S) 
A * is non-singular in {s: Re(s) ) O} when A22+B2B2 is asymptotically stable. Thus 
rank(S(s o) ) = rank(S,(so)) for So € {s: Re(s) ~ O} and the result for part 1b 
follows. 
c) The controllability of (A,B) implies A is asymptotically stable, which implies 
(C,A) is observable and thus (C, ,A,,) is observable by Corollary 3.1 . Thus we 
need to show (A, , ,G,) is controllable . Observe, using (5.24a) and (5.26b), that 
(5.44) 
Suppose 
(sol-A, , *)x = 0 and * G, x = 0 (5.4S) 
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Since (C"A,,) is observable, A,,* is asymptotically stable, so Re(s o) < O. Since 
(S.9a) is a realization of a minimum phase spectral factor and A is asymptotically 
stable (so any unobservable modes are in {s: Re(s) < O}), it follows from part b 
that 
(S.46) 
has normal rank. That is rank(S,(-s o)) = r+rankV(-so) = r + q since Yes) is 
a full rank minimal spectral factor (see Theorem S.l). In other words, S( - s ~ has 
full column rank. Multiplying (S.44) by x (on the right) and using (S.4S) we obtain 
x = O. Thus, by the Popov- Belevich - Hautus test, (A" ,G,) is controllable . 
o 
Theorem S.2 relates the finite zeros of Yes) and V,(s). We would also like to 
relate their zeros at infinity. This is achieved in the following theorem, which 
extends the product plus feedback to a complete product decomposition. 
Theorem S.3 (Product Decomposition): Hypotheses and definitions as for Theorem 
S.2. Define 
Then 
a) 
A * 
= 1- (0, B2 )(sl - A)-'B 
Yes) = V ,(s)V 2(S) 
W(s) = W 2(S)W, (s) 
qxq 
b) V 2(S), W 2(S) are analytic and non-singular in Re(s) > O. 
(S.47a) 
(S .47b) 
(S.48a) 
(S.48b) 
c) If (A,B) is controllable (equivalently (C,A) is observable, or A asymptotically 
stable), then V 2(s), W 2(s) are analytic and non-singular in [1+. 
Proof: see Chapter Appendix S.A. 
~(Sl-A) '~ 
L.-------I01-----J 
Figure 5.1 a Minimal Realization of V(s) 
Figure 5.1 b Product plus Feedback Real izat ion of V(s) (minimal) 
(Remark 5.4 and Theorem 5.2) 
Figure 5.1 c Product Decomposition of V(s) (non-minimal) 
(Theorem 5.3) 
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It follows from Theorem 5.3 part c that when (A,B) is controllable V(s) and 
V,(s) have the same infinite zeros. 
Figure 5.1c. 
Remark 5.5: 
The realization (5.48) of Yes) is shown in 
Observe that the Kalman filter for a process with power spectrum given by 
(5.10) is Vmin(s) - '. Suppose P = Pmin and Q = Qmin' Using the product 
decomposition (5.48) we obtain 
(5.49) 
in which V 2(S) -, is unimodular in H(Xl (Le. V 2:!:' analytic in n +) and V ,(s) - , 
contains the imaginary axis and infinite poles of the filter (by Theorem 5.2/3 and 
Lemma 5.2) . Thus the singular filter (Le. when V (Xl is singular) is a cascade of a 
non - proper filter, containing the imaginary axis (and infinite) poles of the filter , 
and a unimodular filter. Equation (5.49) and the above discussion thus suggests 
there may be some interesting connections between the BSR and the recent cascaded 
filter approach to singular filtering and the dual problem of singular LQ optimal 
control taken in [Wi! , Kit] . 
5.4 Zeros of Minimal Degree Spectral Factors 
We now consider the claim in the introduction that the product decomposition 
can be used to prove directly some results on spectral factors , direct proof of which 
has been hitherto available only for the regular case . It is clear from Theorem 5.2 
that the product decomposition has a great deal to say about zeros. In fact the 
product decomposition can be interpreted as a decomposition according to zeros. 
This subsection thus duplicates the known results of [And2,3 , FCG], but now 
using the product decomposition as the tool. In particular we will see how these 
results can be proved (using the product decomposition) for the singular case without 
reduction to the regular case - [And2] is restricted to the regular case , [And3] 
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discusses only the zeros of minimum and maximum phase spectral factors and [FCG] 
discusses the singular case by performing l\ sequence of transformations which reduce 
the singular case to the regular case. 
Theorem 5.4: Let Z(s) be a pxp, full rank, asymptotically stable, positive complex 
matrix function with minimal realization (5.1). Let (P,B,VeJ be any solution triple 
for the PR equations (5.2) and Yes) the associated left spectral factor defined by 
(5.9a). Let Pmin and Pmax denote the minimal and maximal solutions to (5.2). 
Then 
a) Yes) has dim(ker(Pmax - P)) zeros in {s: Re(s) ) O} U {oo} 
b) Yes) has dim(ker(P - Prnin)) zeros in {s: Re(s) \ O} U {oo} 
c) Yes) has dim(ker(Pmax - Pmin)) zeros in {s: Re(s) = O} U {oo} 
Proof: Firstly note that, by hypothesis, (5.1) is minimal and Z(s) is asymptotically 
stable, so (A,G), (A,B) are controllable and (H,A), (C,A) are observable. 
a) Let Wmin(s) be a full rank minimum phase right spectral factor associated with 
Omin = P
max 
-'. Since Z(s) is full rank, Wrnin(s) is square (q = p). By 
definition Ornin -, - P = Pmax - P ~ 0, so Assumption A.l is satisfied. 
Balance P against Omin' By Theorem 5.2 part 2c, V,(s) has degree r = 
dim(ker(I - POmin)) = dim(ker(Pmax P)) . Since W ,(s) is square and 
non-singular a .e . it follows that W,(s) has the same number, Q, of finite and 
infinite zeros as it has poles (see [Kai] equation 6.5.42). Thus the realization 
(5.41b) of W,(s) has r zeros (the Q zeros of W,(s) plus the r-Q uncontrollable and 
unobservable modes). These are in {s: Re(s) ~ O} U {oo} by Theorem 5.6 part 2a 
(and Theorem 5.7), since Wmin(s) is minimum phase and A" is asymptotically 
stable. It follows, from Lemma 5.2 and the minimality of the realization (5.41a), 
that V,(s) has r zeros in {s: Re(s) ~ O} U {oo}. By Theorem 5.2 parts la,b (and 
Theorem 5.3) it follows that Yes) has r zeros in {s: Re(s) ) O} U {oo}. 
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b) Let Wd(s) be a dual right spectral factor associated with Y(s) , with Q = P- 1 
the associated solution to the DPR equations. By definition 
Q- 1 - Pmin = P - Pmin ) 0, so Assumption A.I is satisfied. Balancing Q 
against P min shows, as in part a, that W des) has dimker(I -QP miu) zeros in {s: 
Re(s) ~ O} u {co}. The result now follows from Lemma 2.2. 
c) From Pmin ( P ~ Pmax and Pmax - Pmin = (Pmax-P) + (P-Pmiu) it 
follows that 
The result follows. 0 
Remark 5 .6 : 
Observe that it is not necessary for P = P min for the spectral factor Yes) 
associated with P to be minimum phase (full rank in Re(s) > 0) . What is 
necessary (and sufficient) is 
dim(ker(P max P)) = dim(ker(P max - P min)) (5 .50) 
For Yes) to be square and minimum phase, it is however necessary that 
P = Pmin. 
S.A Chapter Appendix: 
Proof of Lemma 5.2 for infinite zeros. 
Suppose, for simplicity, that A is non-singular (i.e. Yes) has no poles at the 
origin) . This is certainly the case when A is asymptotically stable. Let A = s - 1 
and yeA) = Y(s), W(A) = W(s) . It is not difficult to show that 
Using (2 .2) , (2.4) it is easy to show that 
[ 
QA-1B] (B*A-*Q 
Vco - HA- 1 B 
(SA.Ia) 
(SA.l b) 
[ 
A-*C* ] (CA- 1 (Wco -CA- 1C)] 
Wco *-C*A-*C* (SA.2) 
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It follows as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 (assuming now q ~ CD that there is a qxq 
matrix X such that xx* = and 
(5A.3) 
It now follows, from (5.2) and (5A.3) , that 
(5A.4) 
Thus, as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 for the finite zeros, V(>,) and W( - ~)* have 
the same finite zeros. In particular they have the same zeros at }.. a = 0, and 
hence Yes) and W( -5)* have the same infinite zeros. o 
Proof of Corollary 5 .1: We prove only parts a, c, e , f, with parts b, d and g 
following similar reasoning. 
a) A * Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that (B 2 ,A 22) is not observable. Then by 
the Popov- Belevich - Hautus test there exists non - zero n - r vector x such that 
A * 
and B 2 x = 0 
Define n vector y by Y = [0 x*]* . Then by Lemma 5.4 
by Lemma 5.4, so (H,A) is not observable , 
contradicting the hypothesis that (H,A) is observable. 
c) Follows from Theorem 3.2 of [Per]: (A,B) is controllable if and only if A is 
asymptotically stable by (5.18a) and Theorem 3 .3 of [Glo1]. Theorem 3.2 of [Per] 
imples then that Aii' i= 1,2 are asymptotically stable . Theorem 3.3 of [Glol] and 
(3.9a,b) now imply (Aii,Bi), i= 1,2 are controllable . 
Note that the controllablility of (Al"B , ) follows directly from Lemma 3 .2 and 
the Popov- Belevich - Hautus test as well. 
I 
I ... 
by (5.34b), (5.35) 
by (5.24c) 
= r-I[A22(L22-I)+B 2(B/L2 +U*C2)] by (5 .24b) 
= r-l(A22+B2B2*)r by (S.34a), (5.35) 
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f) That (A 22 ,B 2) controllable <=> A * (B 2 ,A 22) follows from (5 .38b) and the 
invariance of controllability under state feedback. 
Suppose so uu* = I. Then 
by (5.34a) and (S.24c) 
A * * A * * 
= L2(-A22+B2B2 n + (-A 22 +rB2B2 )L2 L2B2B2 L2 
= L2(-A 22 +B 2B/n + (-A 2/+rB 2B/)L2 + L2(A22L2+L2A2/)L2 
by (5.24b) 
and (5.39a) follows. 
That A22 asymptotically stable is equivalent to (A2 2,B 2) follows from Theorem 
3.3 of [Gloll) . Suppose 
* A * X A22 = AX, A + A = O. 
The (5.39a) implies 
(5 38b) h h 'x* *A  *A * d b (5 26 ) h By . we t en ave" = x 22 = -x 22' an y . a we ave 
-
x* Al / = O. With y* = [0, x*]. it follows that Ax = Ax, contradicting the 
asymptotic stability of A (equiv. (A,B) controllable by (5.18a». o 
..... 
i 
i 
Proof of Theorem S.2: 
A * V,(s)V 2(s) = Voo - (O,VcJ3 2 )(sI-A)-'B + H,(sI-A,,)-'B, 
H,(sI-A,,)-'(O,B,B/)(sI- A) -'B 
= Voo +(O,H 2)(sI-A)-'B+H,(sI-A,, )- ' [(I,O)(sI-A)-' 
+ (O ,A , 2)](sI-A)-'B 
by Lemma S.4 
+ H ,(sl - A, ,) - '[(sI -A , " - A, 2) + (O,A, 2)](sl - A) - , B 
= Yes) by (S .9a) 
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Clearly Yes) is stable, and asymptotically stable with (A,B) controllable by (3.3a) . 
Since V( (0) = I, Yes) is non -singular at 00 and we can use the matrix inversion 
lemma to find a realization for Yes) - '. The state matrix (i.e . the "A" matrix) of 
V(s)-' is A + B(O B/). Now observe that by Lemma S.4 
[
A, , 
A + B( O S/) = 
A 2 , 
A * Thus A+B(O B 2 ) is stable by (S .24a) and (S.39a). When (A,B) is controllable , 
A+B(O 13 / ) is asymptotically stable by Corollary S.l. 0 
; 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONSTRUCTIVE METHODS FOR ALL-PASS FACTORIZATION 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the problem left to us at the end of Chapter 4: 
namely given an all- pass matrix E, find state -space realizations for V, W satisfying 
E = W;:, V. We also consider state -space realizations of Wiener- Hopf 
factorizations of E. 
The approach taken is to use the formulae and theorems of Chapter 5, since 
V, W must satisfy VV* = W* W, and calculate a realization of E = W; IV. We 
then see that the reverse operation, constructing V, W from E, is really quite 
straightforward. The matrix functions V, W we construct are always analytic in n+, 
ordered (see Assumption 5.1), but can have zeros anywhere in [e' and in particular 
are not necessarily minimum phase. We therefore consider conditions which ensure 
that V, Ware non-singular in Re(s) > O. We are considerably helped in this 
regard by the product decomposition of Chapter 5. 
Section 6.2 considers minimal all-pass matrices, thus constituting a constructive 
method for a multivariable phase to gain relation. 
Wiener- Hopf factorization . 
6.2 Factorization of Minimal All-Pass Matrices 
Section 6.3 considers 
Consider V, W given by equations (5.9), where ([,B,Voo) and ([,C,Woo) satisfy 
the balanced positive real equations (5 .18), (5.19). Suppose, at least initially, that 
V, Ware square, full rank and asymptotically stable, with Woo invertible. A 
realization of W;:, can be calculated via the matrix inversion lemma and a 
realization of the product E = W;'V obtained. E must be all-pass, and must in 
fact be a minimal all-pass by Theorem 4.2 since V, Ware analytic in n+. The 
realization thus obtained is precisely that given by Theorem 4.3 with Q = O. This 
gives Theorem 6.1, though Theorem 6.1 is not limited to the square case, with Woo 
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non - singular. 
It is then clear how to go from E to V. W. as the notation in Chapter S 
suggests. This gives us the state-space factorization theorem. Theorem 6.2. 
Conditions which ensure V. Ware minimum phase are then considered. 
Theorem 6 .1 : Let Z(s) be a pxp positive complex matrix . analytic in Il+. with 
minimal balanced realization Z(s) = J + H(sI - A) -'G as in (5 .1). Let 
([,B,V",,), B,V"" having q columns, and ( [ ,C,Woo>, C ,W"" having q rows , [ \ I 
satisfy the balanced PR and DPR equations 
AL + fA * + BB* = 0 (6 .1a) 
rn*= G - BV * 
"" 
(6.1 b) 
= J + J* (6 .1c) 
A * [ + fA + C* C = 0 (6 .2a) 
[ G = H* c*W"" (6 .2b) 
W""*W",, = J + J * (6 .2c) 
and define V , W by 
Yes) = V"" + H(sI - A)-'B (6.3a) 
W(s) = W"" + C(sI - A)- ' G (6 .3b) 
Partition [ as 
(6 .4a) 
with A, G , H , B, C partitioned conformally as in (5.22) , (S.23) . Define U as in 
A A A 
Lemma 5 .3 , r , C 2' B 2 and A 22 
r = [22 - I 
82 = r- '( [2B 2 + C / U) (n-r)xq 
qx(n -r) 
Define A 
E(s) = U + C(sI - A)-'B - C(sI qxq 
(6 .4b) 
(6 .5a) 
(6 .Sb) 
(6 .Sc) 
(6 .5d) 
(6.6) 
I 
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Then 
W( -5)*E(s) = V(s) (6 .7a) 
E(s)V( -5)* = W(s) (6.7b) 
and 
E(s)E( -5)* = Iq if q ( q (6 .8a) 
E( -5)*E(s) = 1-q if q ) q (6.8b) 
E(s) has Hankel singular values GJ., the entries of [, n stable and n - r unstable 
poles (Le. the realization (6.6) is minimal). Furthermore, an internally balanced 
realization of E+(s), with E+(s) denoting the stable strictly proper part of E(s) is 
(6 .9a) 
If q = q, an 'internally balanced' realization of E_(s) is 
(6 .9b) 
Proof: 
Firstly note that by (6 .1a), (6.4b) and (6 .Sa), we see that (6.Sc) is in fact equal to 
(6.Sd). 
W*E = Woo*U + Woo*qsI-A)-1B - Woo*C 2(sl-A 22) - rg 
+ G*(-sl-A*)-1C*U + G*(-sl-A*)-1C*qsl-A)- 1B 
G*(-sl-A*)-1C*C(sl-A) -1B 
+ G*( -sl - A*) - 1[( -sl - A*)[ + [(sl - A)](sl - A) - 1B 
G*( -sl - A*) - 1 [( - A 2 ,.sl - A22)*r+ (O,r)*(sl - A2 2)](sl - A 22) - 1B 2 
where (6.2a), (S.32b), (S .37a) and (6.Sc) have been used 
= Voo + [Woo*C+G*L](sl-A)-1B - [Woo*C+G*(O,r)*](sl-A 22) -1B 2 
+ G*(-sI-A*)[C*U+LB-(O,B/r)*] 
where (6 .2a), (S.32a), (6.Sa) and (S.37b) have been used 
= V(s) 
It is similarly shown that EV* = W 
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To show, for q ) q, that EE. = I, firstly note that 
BB* = (sI-A)[ + [(sI-A*) by (6 .1a) 
828/ = (sl-A22)[2r-' + [2r- ' (-sI-A2/) by (5 .39a) 
" * * * ..... B 2B = (-A'2 ' A22 -A22 ) by (5.26a) and (6.5c) 
+ CC sl - A) - , BB* ( - sl - A *) - , C* + 
..... ...... "" ,.. * ..... * "" C 2(sI-A22)- ' B 2B2 (-sl-A 22 )-'B 2 + {CCsI-A)- ' BU* -
(; 2(sl-A 22)-'13 2B*(-sI-A*)-'C* - (; 2(sl-"\ 22) - '13 2U*} 
+ { ~ 
= + {CCsI-A)- ' [Bu*+[C*-(O,(;)*] + 
(; (sl-A )-'[-13 U*-C *+ [ r-'(; *1} 2 22 2 2 2 j 
+ { ~ 
= I by (5.31a) , (5.34) and (5 .35) 
Similarly E*E = I when q ~ q. 
That (6 .9a) is balanced follows from (6 .1a) and (6 .2a) . It follows from [Glo1] 
that the Hankel singular values of E(s) are CTi , i= l, . .. ,n. That (6.9b) is balanced 
when q = q follows from (5 .39) . 
Now A asymptotically stable implies (A,B) is controllable and (C,A) is 
observable (by (6.1a), (6 .2a) and Theorem 3.3 of [Glol]) , so (6 .9a) is analytic in 
,.. ..... '" ....... 
rT+ and degree n. Also (A 22,B 2) is controllable and (C 2,A 22) is observable by 
Corollary 5.1 , so (6.9b) is degree n-r. Furthermore -A is asymptotically stable , 
by Corollary 5 .1 , so E_(s) given by (6.9b) is indeed completely unstable . Thus 
E(s) has n stable and n-r unstable poles. o 
The main thrust of Theorem 6.1 is that a balanced stochastic realization of 
two spectral factors v, W is equivalent to the realiz ation of E = ¥V;"'V provided 
by Glover as summarized in Theorem 4.3. We can now freely use formulae in 
Chapters 4 and 5 interchangeably. 
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All that remains is to write down this identification in reverse form - the 
multivariable phase/gain relation. 
Theorem 6.2: (Factorization of minimal A all-pass matrix) Let E(s) be a qxq 
minimal all- pass with n, stable poles, r unit Hankel singular values and realization 
~ ~ ~ 
E(s) = U + C(sI-A)-'B - C 2(sI-A 22)- ' B 2 
with A,B,C,I satisfying (6.1a) , (6 .2a) and A22 ,B 2 ,C2 given by (6.4), (6.5). Let G , 
H* be n, xp, Y 00 pxq and Woo qxp be any solutions to 
IG = H* 
rn* = G 
C*w 00 
BY * 00 
Define Y, W by (6.3), i.e. 
Yes) = Yoo + H(sI-A)-'B 
Then Y, Ware analytic in Il+ and satisfy 
Proof: Obvious from Theorem 6 .1 
(6.1 Oa) 
(6 .1 0b) 
(6.10c) 
(6.11) 
(6.11) 
o 
It is not necessary for the realization of E to be as in Theorem 6.2 
(equivalently Theorem 4.3 with Q = 0) for the construction of the theorem to work : 
If P is the controllability gramian and Q is the observability gramian of any 
minimal realization of E +, let G, H, Y 00' W oo sa tisfy QG = H* - C*W 00' 
PH* = G -BYoo* ' and (6.10c). Then the (unbalanced) spectral factors given by 
(6.3) satisfy (6 .11) . 
The real advantage of using the realization provided by Theorem 4.3 for E, or 
equivalently the balanced stochastic realization for Y, W , is the product 
decomposition described in § 5.3. Firstly consider trying to solve (6.10b), (6.10b). 
.... 
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Suppose u*u = I, so q ~ g (resp. UU* = I, q ) CD, let Voo (Woo) be any pxq 
Suppose [ is 
partitioned as in (6 .4) as before, and we use the partition notation from Chapter 
5. Then the subscript 2 blocks G 2' H 2 of G and H are uniquely determined as 
G = - r-' C *W H 2 = - V Q 2 2 2 00' ~
with r = [22 - I by Lemma 5.4. Thus the only remaining non-uniqueness is in 
the subscript 1 blocks, which must satisfy 
G -, H * C *W , - , 00' H * , 
Clearly a solution exists if and only if 
or, using (6.10) 
* = G, - B, Veo 
(C,* + B,u*)Woo = 0 and (B, + C,*U)Voo* = 0 
but by Lemma 5.3 we have 
C,* + B,u* = 0 * and B, + C, U = 0 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
Thus (6.12) is soluble for any V 00 (resp. Wa:J: Let H, (resp. G,) be any pxr (rxp) 
* * * matrix and define G, (resp. H,) by G, = H, - C, WOO (resp . H, = G, -
VooB, *). 
In summary, written for the case q ~ g, we have 
Corollary 6.1: Let A,B,C, [ satisfy (6.1a), (6.2a) and (6.4a). Then equations (6 .10) 
always have a solution. With q ~ q, the solutions of (6 .10) are (uniquely) 
parametrized by two matrix parameters V 00 pxq, H, pxr as follows: 
with 
H2 = -VooB2' B2 = ([22 - I)-'([2B 2 + C 2*U) 
G = rn* + BVoo* 
(6.14) 
(6.15a) 
(6 .15b) 
(6 .16) 
Furthermore, for any choice of parameters Voo' H" Woo, H, G given by (6.14), 
(6.15), (6.16) above is a solution to (6.10) . o 
..... 
! 
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Now consider the zeros of the factors V, W constructed by Theorem 6.2. 
Clearly they will depend on the choice of parameters we make in solving (6.10) . 
Define 
V,(s) = Voo + H,(sI-A,,)-'B, 
W,(s) = Woo + C,(sI-A,,)-'G, 
(6.17a) 
(6.17b) 
As observed in Remark 5.3, V,V,* = W,*W, = Z, + Z,* , Z,(s) = HVooVooJ 
+ H,(sI - A,,)-'G,. By the product decomposition, Theorem 5.2/3 and Lemma 
5.3, V, and W, are dual spectral factors, W, * and V , have the same zeros, any 
zeros of V" W, are zeros of V, W, and in particular, every zero of V, W in n + 
is a zero of V" W, . 
Theorem 6.3 : Let P1 = { P 1: P 1 = P,* ) 0 such that (P 1,K l'X) satisfy (6.1S)} 
A"P, + P,A,,* + K1K,* = 0 (6.1Sa) 
P,H,* = G, - K,x* (6.1Sb) 
xx* = VooVoo* 
and denote by r l' P, the minimal and maximal elements of P. 
Then 
1. V 1(S) , and hence Yes), are full rank in Re(s) > 0 if and only if 
dim(ker(P 1 - I)) = dim(ker(P 1 - r 1)) 
(6.1 Sc) 
(6.19a) 
In this case W,(s) has all its zeros in n+. If r, = I, then W 1 has degree r , i.e. 
(6.17b) is minimal. 
2. W 1(S), and hence W(s) , are full rank in Re(s) > 0 if and only if 
dim(ker(I - r 1)) = dim(ker(P 1 - r 1)) (6.1 9b) 
In this case V 1 (s) has all its zeros in n +. If P 1 = I, then V 1 has degree r , i.e. 
(6.17a) is minimal. 
Proof: Firstly note that a solution to (6 .IS) exists by Definition 5.1 , since Z 1 is 
positive complex. Now V l' W 1 are dual spectral factors. The zero results follow 
from Theorem 5.4 . The minimality results follow from Theorem 5.2 part c). Note 
that (A, l' B 1) is controllable by Corollary 5.1. o 
I' I 
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This is not the only way to ensure V,(s), for instance , is minimum phase. 
Consider the case when we want V,(s), W,(s) to be full rank in Re(s) ) 0 , 
allowing only infinite zeros in n +. Because V , and W, are dual, so the zeros of 
W, * are the same as those of V,. clearly V and W must be full rank everywhere 
in [. It is a not particularly interesting nor enlightening exercise to show how to 
choose Veo . H, in Corollary 6 .1 such that this is the case. The result , based on 
Wolovich's structure theorem [Woll] is in [Gre4]. 
The only question left is how the non-uniqueness obtained through choices of 
Veo, H, relate to the characterization of § 4.2. The characterization in Theorem 
4 .2 is however in terms of Wiener- Hopf factors of E . Thus we consider the 
realization of the Wiener-Hopf factors, H± in §6 .3 . We firstly consider however 
an example of illustrating Theorem 6.2. 
Example 6.1 : Consider the all-pass function e(s) defined by 
e ( s ) ( s - l )( s - 3)( s + 2) ( s + l )( s + 3)( s - 2) (6 .20) 
Clearly e(s) has 2 stable and 1 unstable poles (n, = 2, n 2 = 1), and e(eo) = 1. 
We calculate e+ as 
(6 .21a) 
which has realization c(sI - A) - , b , where 
A = diag( -1 , -3), b = [1, l]t , (6 .21 b) 
The controllability gramian P and observability gramian 0 are calculated as 
[112 1/4] [8/9 4/5] p ~ Q = (6.22) 
1/ 4 1/6 4/ 5 24125 
The Hankel singular values of e are therefore calculated as [A(PO)] ~ . and are 
(J = , 1, (J 2 = 1/15, so 1: = diag(l , 1/15) (6 .23) 
Thus the number of unit Hankel singular values of e is 1 , and e(s) is a minimal 
all- pass since n 2 = 1 = 2 - 1 = n, - r. Note also that, by Theorem 4.4, r 
= Lkj = k" where k, is the factorization index of e, so k, = 1 . 
course be seen directly, since 
This can of 
..... 
! 
e(5) _ ( 5-2) (5-1) (5+3) 
(5-3) (5+1) (5+2) (6.24) 
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is a Wiener - Hopf factorization of e( s) . The state transformation required to 
balance the realization (6 .21 b) is 
This gives 
[
0 . 9258 
T -
-0.6901 
0.9258] 
l. 2421 
internally balanced realization 
e+(s) = <:(s1 - A)- 'b 
[-1.7143 -0.9583] , 
-
A -
-0 . 9583 -2 .2 857 
(6.25) 
of e+ as 
(6 .26a) 
[1 . 8516] , 
-b t b - c - (6.26b) 
0 . 5521 
Note that b, = 1.8516 is full rank, and the controllability index of (A, "b,) is I, 
so again we see from Theorem 4.4 that e(s) has 1 as its factorization index. 
Now consider finding a factor v(s) such that e = ±v; ' v using Theorem 6.2. 
The realization (6.21) is more convenient to use to get transfer function formulae , 
whilst to use Theorem 6.2 we use the balanced realization (6.26). Our function v(s) 
has realization 
v(s) = Voo + h(s1 - A)-'b = Voo + h(s1 
h = hT 
By Theorem 6.2/3 we have to solve 
(6.27a) 
(6.27b) 
(6.28a) 
(6.28b) 
(note that u = e( (0) = I , so Woo = voo), and h" Voo are our free parameters. 
Case 1 (vm = 0): Suppose we choose Voo = 0, so we put a zero of v(s) at 
s = 00. Equations (6.28) then imply h 2 = 0 = g 2' as do equations (5 .36a), 
(5.37a). We therefore have 
h = (h" O)T (6 .29) 
Observing that t, 2 = t" (tij the elements of T in (6.25», we see that h, = 
ii, t" and h2 = h, . Substitution into (6 .27a) gives 
-
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2h, (s + 2) 
yes) - -------- (6.30) 
( s + l)(s + 3) 
The choice of h, in this case therefore is just a scaling parameter, with the one 
possible imaginary axis zero (r = 1) having been placed (at infinity) by the choice 
voo = O. Of course from (6 .28) we have g, = h, and since c = -bt , we see 
that w(s) = -v(s). This gives w;:'v = -v;:'v = e 
Now consider the product decomposition of v(s) in (6.30) . By Theorem 5.3 , 
A 
where b 2 is given from (5.36a) as 
A 
b 2 = «(122 - 1)-'«(12b2 + c2u) 
= 0.5175 
This gives v 2(S) as 
A 
S2 + ( 4 - b 2( t 2,+t 22 )) S + 3 - b 2( 3t 2,-t 22 ) 
v 2 (s) - -----------------------------------------(s+1)( s+3 ) 
( s+2) (s -a,, ) 
( s + l)(s + 3) 
(6 .31a) 
(6 .31 b) 
(6.31c) 
(6.32) 
Since a" = -l.7143, we see that v 2(s) is analytic and non-singular in IT+, as 
expected from Theorem 5.3 . 0 bserving that h, = h , t,,. and b, = 2t", we 
calculate v,(s) as 
v,(s) = 2h,(s - a,,)-'. (6.33) 
which of course has one zero, at 00. 
Case 2 (v = 1) : Suppose we chose v = 1. From (6.28), or (5.36a) and (6.31c), 
we calculate h 2 = - 0.5175. For ease of transfer function calculation, let our 
parameter be h" rather than h" which we calculate from (6 .27b) as 
h, = h, t, , + h 2t2' (6 .34a) 
h 2 = h, + 11 2(t 22 -t 2,) since t, 2 = t, , 
= h, 1 (6 .34b) 
I 
We therefore calculate v(s) from (6 .27a) as 
V( 5) -
52 + (2h,+3)5 + (4h,+2) 
(5+1)(5+3) 
(5 + 2)(5 + 1 + 2h,) 
(5+1)(5+3) 
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(6 .35a) 
(6.35b) 
For the product decomposition, v 2(S) is given by (6.32) as before, and v, (s) is 
calculated as 
5 + 1 + 2h, 
V, ( 5) ~ (6.36) 
(5-a,,) 
with a zero at -1-2h, . We now have to choose where the zero goes, which is to 
say we have to choose h,. Suppose we choose h, = _1 /2, so v(s) in (6.35) has 
a zero at s = O. Then 
and 
5 (5 + 2) 
V( 5) = 
(5+1)(5+3) 
5 
V, (5) ~ 
(5 - a,, ) 
6.3 Realization of Wiener- Hopf Factors of AlI- Pass Matrices 
(6.37) 
(6.38) 
o 
In this section, state -space formulae for a Wiener- Hopf like factorization of 
both minimal and non - minimal all- pass matrices are given. 
minimal all- pass matrices, the factorization constructed is 
E = H_E,H+ 
For the case of 
where H± are analytic, together with their inverses in fI±, and E , is a stable 
all- pass matrix with controllability indices equal to the factorization partial indices of 
E . The difference between this and true Wiener- Hopf factorization as described in 
§ 2.3 is that the central term E, is not required to be diagonal with all poles at 
....... 
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one point. This extra requirement is a matter of taste, and is no more than a 
canonical form for the central term. 
Theorem 6.4: Let E(s) be a qxq minimal all-pass with realization as in Theorem 
4.3 . 
Let H!(s) be given by 
and 
H+(s) = I (0, 8/)(sl - A)-'B 
H_(s) = I + (O,C 2r- ')[ -sl -(A* +C*(O ,C 2r- ')] - 'C* 
= [I - CCsI - A)-'(O,C 2r-')*].' 
E,(s) = U + C,(sl-A,,)- ' B, 
(6.39a) 
(6.39b) 
(6.40) 
Then H! are analytic and non - singular in IT +, E , (s) is a sta ble all- pass whose 
controllability indices are the partial indices of E(s), and 
(6.41) 
Proof: This all follows from Theorem 6.1, the product decomposition, Theorem 5.3 
and Theorem 4.4: H+ = V 2' H_ = [V 2].' and the properties of H! follow from 
Theorem 5.3 part c. That E, is a stable all-pass is obvious, and that kj are its 
controllability indices follows from Theorem 4.4 part lc. 
To show (6.41) is satisfied, we need only show E, = [W,].'Vl' where V" 
W, are as in (6.12), since then E = W;- ' V = [W 2];;'[W , J*1V , V2 = 
[W 2];-' E, V 2 by the product decomposition. 
[W ,]*E, = [Woo* +G, *( -sl-A, , *) - 'C, *][U+C ,(sI-A, ,) -'B,] 
= Voo + Woo*C,(sI-A,,)-'B, + G,*(-sI-A,,*)-'C ,*U + 
G, *(-sI-A" *)-'[(sI-A,,) + (-sI-A" *)](sI-A,,)-'B, by (5.24a) 
= Voo + [Woo*C,+G,*](sl-A,,)-'B, + G,*(-sI-A,,*)-'[C,*U+B,] 
= Voo + H,(sI-A,,)- 'B, 
by (5.26) and (5 .32). o 
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....... 
Going back now to the relationship between the choice available for V"" G, in 
§ 6.2, and the uniqueness characterization given in Theorem 4.2, we see that the 
rational matrix C relating V to H+ is nothing other than V, . Note that V, does 
not have the specific structure of C, namely Cij polynomial in (s+1) -, of degree 
\ kj' but E, has controllability indices kj (by Theorem 4.4) . This is a reflection of 
the fact that E, (s) is not the diagonal matrix D with centralized singularities as in 
(4 .3) . Note that V, has the same poles as E l' and satisfies [W ,]*E , = V" which 
corresponds to (4.7a), and [W,]* can be identified with C_. 
The realization of a minimal all-pass given by Theorem 6.4 is shown in 
Figure 6.1a . 
We now consider a generalization of Theorem 6.4 to arbitrary (not necessarily 
minimal) all- pass matrices. Firstly however we must consider what all-pass is to 
replace the stable all-pass E, in Theorem 6.4, and the required variation is 
contained in the following definition: 
Definition 6.1 : Let E(s) be all-pass and write 
E = E( oo) + E+ + E_ (6 .42) 
with E+(s), E_( -s) strictly proper and analytic in IT+. E will be called a simple 
ail-pass when E(oo) + E+ and E( oo) + E_ are both all-pass. 
Obviously stable, and also completely unstable , all- pass matrices are simple. 
Note also that D(s) in (4 .3) is simple. 
Lemma 6.1 : Let E(s) be a rational all-pass. The following are equivalent 
1 . E(s) is simple. 
2. E+[E_]* = 0, where E± are as in (6.42). 
A A A 
3. E( s) = U + C, (sl - A, , ) - , B , - C, (sl - A 1 1) - 1 B 1 (6.43) . 
where (U ,C, ,A 1 , ,B 1 ) satisfy (S .24a), (S.32a) i.e. 
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A" +A" = -B,B,*= -C,*C, 
* C, U + B, = a 
~ ~ ~ 
and (U,C, ,A" ,B,) satisfy (4.19a) (4 .19b) (4 .1ge), i.e. 
~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ * ~ 
A" + A" = B,B, = C, C, 
~ * ~ 
C, U + B, = ° 
4. The (strictly) positive partial indices of E are the controllability indices of E + 
and the (strictly) negative partial indices are the observability indices of E_. 
Proof: The equivalence of 3 with 1 and 2 follows from Theorem 4.3. The 
equivalence of 3 and 4 follows from Theorem 4.4. 
We can show the equivalence of 1 and 2 directly : 
and we have 
o 
Theorem 6.5: Let E be a rational all- pass with realization as in Theorem 4.3. 
Define 
H+(s) = I + [B, *(sl + A, , *) - '(0,A 2, *) - (O,B 2)](sl - A) - 'B 
~ ~ ~ 
Es( s) :: U + C, (sl - A, ,) - , B , - C, (sl - A, ,) - , B , 
(6.44a) 
(6.44b) 
(6.45) 
Then H ± are analytic, together with their inverses in IT ±, EJs) is a simple all-pass 
and 
(6.46) 
H.(s} E1(s} 
Figure 6.1a Factorization of a Minimal AII·Pass Matrix (Theorem 6.4) 
H.(s} Es(s} 
Figure 6.1 b Factorization of an AII·Pass Matrix (Theorem 6.5) 
HJs} 
HJs} 
o 
...... 
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The realization of E provided by Theorem 6.S is shown in Figure 6.1b . Note 
that the central term Es in Theorem 6.S (or E, in Theorem 6.4)) can be 
diagonalized easily enough - we just need to choose a suitable basis for 0>: The 
~ ~ 
required basis is that which brings (A,,,B,) and (A" ,B , ) to controllability 
~ ~ 
canonical form [Kai]. Note that both (A,,,B,) and (A,,,B,) can be 
sirnulataneously brought to this form since B,B, * = 0 (4.19a). Placing all the 
poles at the one point, as in the Wiener- Hopf factorization (4.3) requires either the 
introduction of pole -zero cancellations to move poles and zeros, thus increasing the 
degree of H± [Gre4], or obtaining a realization of E which has centralized 
singularities as in [BGK2] . 
~ ~ 
Proof : Since A, A,,, - A, - A" are asymptotically stable we see that H ± are 
analytic in n ±. Since H ±< co) = I, we can use the matrix inversion lemma to show 
H±' are analytic in n±. We do this for H_ only: 
Write H_ as 
I
f _A, , * 
- 0 
-r-'A * , 2 
- , - (O,C, :c, ) ['I (6.47) H_ ( s) 
where we have used the formula for triangular block matrix inversion [Kai, page 
6S6]. 
By the matrix inversion lemma, H=' is analytic in n+ if and only if A is 
asymptotically stable, where 
[
-A" * 
A - 0 
-r-'A * , 2 
Now using (4.19a,b,c), (S .37a), (S .38a) and (6.Sc) we observe that 
-A 
Thus 
* -A" 
o 
-r-'A * , 2 
o 
A" 
o 
-A 2 , *rj 
A, 2 
-r-'A *r 22 
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I-A" * - * A-X-' -A , 2 o (6.48) 
for an obvious non-singular X, and we see that - A is stable. Consequently H=' 
is anal ytic in II-. 
From (6.48) and triangular block matrix 
inversion , 
H=' = 1+ [(O,C 2r-') + C,(sl-A,,)- ' (O,A'2 r -')](sl+A*)-'C* (6.49) 
(6.S0a) 
Using (4 .11d) and (4.12), with N as in (4.14e), we have 
(sl+A*)- 'C*CCsI-A)-' = (sl+A*)- '[UsI-A) 
= (sl + A*)[ - UsI - A) 
(sl +A*) - , C*C(sl - A) -, = (sl +A *) - '[(sl + A *)N 
A A 
N(sl - A)](sl - A) - , 
(6.S0b) 
From (6.49) and (4.9), (4.10) we calculate H='E Via (6.50) as 
H='E = E + [(O,C 2r- ') +C ,(sl - A, ,) - '(O,A, 2r- ')][(sl + A *)ill- UsI - A) - 'B 
+(sl + A*) - 'NB- N(sl - A) -'B +(sl + A*) - 'C*U] (6 .51) 
Consider the (sl + A *) -, terms: 
ill + NB + C*U = 0 by (4 .14e). (S.32a). (S.34a) (6.S2a) 
A A 
Consider (sl - A) - , B terms: 
-[C + (O,C 2r- ')N + C,(sl-A,,) - '(O,A, 2r- ')N](sl-A) - 1"8 
= [(C, ,0) + C,(sl-A, ,)- '(O,-A, 2)](sl-A) -,-8 by (4 .14e) 
= C,(sl-A, , ) - '(sl-A, " -A, 2)(sl-A) -'-8 
A A A 
C,(sl-A, ,)- 'B, (6 .S2b) = 
Substituting (6.52) into (6.51) we obtain 
A A A 
H='E = U + CCsI-A)-'B - C,(sl-A,,)-'B, 
[(O'C 2[2 r -') + c,(sl-A,,) - '(o,A, 2[2r- ')](sl-A) -'B 
From (6.44a) and (6.45) we calculate EsH + as 
..... 
[ 
.... 
EsH+= Es + [U+C,(sl-A, ,)-'B,-C,(sl-A,,)-'13,] 
x [13, *(sl +A, , *) - '(O,A 2, *) -(0,13 /)](Sl - A) - 'B 
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= Es - {(O,uB/O+C ,(sl+A, , *) - '(O,A 2, j +C ,(sl-A, ,) - '(0, -A, 2) 
'" . '" " ..... * C,(sl-A,,)-'(O,B,B, ) 
+ C,(sl+A, ,)13,13, *(SI+A" j - '(O,A 2, j}{sl-A) -'B 
where (4.19a,b) and (5.26a) have been used. 
Now by (4 .1ge) we have 
A A A A * (sl - A, ,) - , B , B , (sl + A" ) 
= (sl - A, ,) - '[(sl +A, , *) -(sl - A, ,)](sl + A, , j - , 
A A * 
= (sl - A, ,) -, - (sl + A" ) - , 
Substitute (6.55) into (6.54) and consider the C,(sl-A,,)-' terms: 
C,(sl-A,,)- '[B, +(O,A, 2)(sl-A)-'B] 
= C,(sl-A, ,)-'[(I,O)(sl-A)+(O,A, 2)](sl-A)-'B 
= C,(sI-A, ,)-'(sI-A'l,O)(sI-A)-lB 
= (C"O)(sl-A)-'B 
A A 
Consider the C, (sl - A, ,) -, terms: 
A 
-B, + A A * * _ [(O,B,B 2 ) - (O,A 21 )](sl-A) 'B 
A A 
= -B, - (O,A, 2L2r-')(sl-A)-'B by (4.12b). (4.14) 
A * Consider UB 2 : 
C 2 by (4 .18) 
Substituting (6 .56) into (6.54), we obtain 
A A A 
C , (sl - A, ,) - , B , 
(6 .54) 
(6 .55) 
(6.56a) 
(6 .56c) 
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CHAPTER SEVEN : CANONICAL CORRELATION AND PHASE 
7 .1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the connection between the phase 
matrix. balanced stochastic realization and the canonical correlation analysis of 
stochastic processes. 
Canonical correlation was introduced by Hotelling [Hot]. and is now a standard 
tool of statistical analysis [And12] (not Brian). Given two sets of jointly distributed 
random variables xi and Yi. canonical correlation seeks to select a linear combination 
Qx of xi and a linear combination Qy of Yi of unit length such that Q x and Q yare 
maximally correlated. The correlation () 1 between the maximal Qx and Qy is then 
the (maximal) canonical correlation coefficient. The process can then be repeated 
with linear combinations independent of Qx and Qy. The linear combinations Qx. Qy 
are the canonical variables and the corresponding ()i are the canonical correlation 
coefficients. 
The technique of canonical correlation has connection to the amount of 
information. in the sense of [Gel]. about y contained in x [Gel. Han2], and the 
analysis of sample sequence by canonical correlation was also briefy considered 
[Han2]. 
The two sets of variates of interest in the time series context are the past of a 
process y and the future of the process y. Canonical correlation therefore seeks an 
orthonormal basis for the past and and orthonormal basis for the future such that 
the basis vectors are maximally correlated. 
A stochastic realization approach to the analysis of time series by canonical 
correlation was considered by Akaike [Akal .2] . This leads to a balanced stochastic 
realization of a stationary time series which is essentially that discussed in Chapter 5 
(in [Akal], P = I and Q = [2). The transformation approach to balanced 
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stochastic realizations taken in Chapter 5 was introduced by Desai & Pal [Des2] and 
the entries of [, the CTi, are known to be the canonical correlation coefficients. 
The components of the state vector of a BSR are therefore the canonical variables, 
and their variances are the canonical correlation coefficients . 
Associated with the canonical correlation analysis of time series is the canonical 
correlation operator, which maps the canonical past into the canonical future. This 
operator is in fact very closely related to the Hankel operator associated with the 
phase matrix F = W;:'V. These connections were developed in [Jonl, Harl , 
Jewl,2, Pavl,2, Opd], almost exclusively in discrete time and for the scalar , 
minimum phase case. In the discrete time case there is a certain flexibility about 
whether to include the present in the future or the past which is not an issue in 
the continuous case . Despite this, there is however no essential difference between 
the discrete and continuous cases, and the continuous time, minimum phase , matrix 
case is considered in [Opd]. 
This chapter gives a brief account of the above connections for the continuous 
time, non - minimum phase, multivariable case. Our approach is very close to the 
discrete time development of Pavon [Pavl ,2], which we have found the most clear 
and general work on the subject. 
7 .2 Stochastic Realization 
Consider a stochastic system 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) 
yet) = Hx(t) + Voou(t) 
where the input u e [<l is a normalized white noise, i.e. 
E{u(t)u(r)} = 15(t-r) 
(7.1 a) 
(7.1 b) 
(7 .1 c) 
defined on the probability space (O,F,P) and the eigenvalues of A are in Re(s) < O. 
We see that the state x e [n and the output y e [P are jointly gaussian and y is 
stationary, purely non-deterministic, with rational spectrum ~s) of constant rank ( ~ 
q) on jR U 00 given by 
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(7.2) 
with 
Yes) = Voo + H(sI-A)-'B (7 .3a) 
We assume (7.1) is a minimal stochastic realization , as In Chapter 5. That is, 
(H,A) is observable and (A,G) is controllable, where G = PH* + BV* and P = 
E{xx*} is the variance of x. It folJows that P > 0 , and that the PR equations 
(5.2) are satisfied [F(sG]. Note that u(t) is not necessarily measurable with respect 
to the sigma algebra generated by yet), as this is the case if and only if rank <P = 
q [Ruc]. If til is full rank p, this means q = p, and we assume this is the case . 
We shall call a realization (7 .1) , satisfying the conditions above, a forwards 
stochastic realization (FSR) of y. Note that a forwards stochastic realization of y 
corresponds to a left minimal degree spectral factor V of <P, with <P the spectrum of 
y. 
Let us define the following notation 
closed linear span of {y( T), T < t} 
Ht +(y) = closed linear span of {yeT), T > t} 
where closure is taken with respect to the L 2 norm. We similarly define Ht±(u) , 
and we omit the subscript t for the case t = O. 
Forwards stochastic realizations are not unique , but are essentially uniquely 
defined by the state variance P, which satisfies the PR equations (5.2) (i.e. they are 
specified by P modulo a basis change on u, or equivalently a unitary matrix on V). 
The FSR defined by P min is of particular importance. 
The FSR defined by the minimal solution Pmin is called the forwards 
innovations realization (FIR) of y, and the associated spectral factor V min is 
non -singular in Re(s) > 0 , and V min -, is the steady-state Kalman filter of the 
process y. The state of V min' xmin' has minimum variance P min amongst FSR's. 
That is P Pmin ~ O. The corresponding input umin is the normalized 
innovations process : Let yet) be the innovations 
....... 
I 
Then 
yet) = yet) - E{y(t) 1 Ht -(y)} 
Iy(t) 1 = E{y(t)*y(t)}~ 
Umin(t) = y(t)/Iy(t) 1 
It follows that yet) and umin contain the same information, in that 
Ht -Cumin) = Ht -(y) for all t 
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(7.4a) 
(7.4b) 
(7 .5a) 
(7 .5b) 
Thus the innovations Umin( r ), r < t form an othonormal basis for Ht- (y) · 
Furthermore, xmin has the filter property 
XminCt) = E{x(t) 1 Ht -(y)} 
where x(t) is the state of any other FSR. 
(7.5c) 
Corresponding to a right spectral factorization W* W = <P, with W given by 
WCs) = W + C(sI-A)- lG 
we have a backwards stochastic realization (BKSR) of y, given by 
-xb(t) = A*xbCt) + C*Ub(t) 
yCt) = G*xbCt) + WUbCt) 
C7 .3b) 
(7.5a) 
C7.5b) 
. with state covariance Q = E{xb"b *}. If W is a minimal spectral factor of <P, then 
the DPR equations (5.4) are satisfied and Q > o. We can define a backwards 
innovations realization (BIR) , with minimal state variance Q min, and backwards 
innovations ubmin given by 
%minCt) = Yb(t) 1 YbCt) 1 - 1 
where Yb(t) = yet) - E{y(t) 1 Ht +(y)} 
so that 
Ht +(y) = Ht + (ubmin) for all t 
We also have the backward filter property 
xbmin = E{xbCt) 1 Ht +(y)} 
(7 .6a) 
(7.6b) 
(7 .7b) 
(7.7c) 
It can be shown [Lai, AndlO] that to any FSR with state x of variance P , 
there is a reverse time stochastic realization with the same state x. This reverse time 
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realization is precisely the BKSR defined by Q = P-' (see also (5 .2». with state 
xb = Qx = P-'x (7 .8) 
We will call xb and x dual states. 
7.3 Canonical Correlations of Past Inputs and Future Outputs 
Let H, and H 2 be two separable Hilbert spaces of centred gaussian random 
variables defined on a common probability space . Let K = H, + H 2 be the 
closed linear span of H, and H 2' and let Pi be the operator of orthogonal 
projection of K onto Hi. The canonical correlation operator of (H, ,H 2) is the 
operator C defined by 
C = P,P 2 P, (7.9a) 
Note that C is self-adjoint, positive semi-definite and IICII ~ 1. When C is 
compact, we call the square roots <Ti( C) of its (at most countably many) non - zero 
eigenvalues <Ti 2( C) , where 
1 ) <T, (C) ) <T 2( C) ~ .. . . (7.9b) 
the canonical correlation coefficients of the pair (H"H 2 ) . 
For the analysis of past/future interaction by canonical correlation, consider H, 
= H-(u) and H2 = Ht + . Denote the corresponding canonical correlation operator 
Ct. The following theorem, for the discrete time case, was obtained in [Pav1]. 
Theorem 7.1 : Let H, = H-(u) and H2 = Ht+(y) and Ct be the associated 
canonical correlation operator. Let X = space induced by the components of x(O) 
(x(O) the state vector at time 0 of the FSR corresponding to u). The operators C t 
have rank ~ n. They are zero on H-(u) - X and can be represented on X, with 
respect to the orthonormal basis P- h(O), by the matrix 
P1exp(A*t)Qminexp(At)P 1 (7.10) 
...... 
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Let CTi 2 , i = 1, ... ,n be the eigenvalues of this matrix, in descending order. Then 
CTi = CTi(C) are the canonical correlation coefficients of (H-(u),Ht +(y», as well as 
of (X,X(t)). 
Proof: The observability of (C,A) implies 
which implies H-(u)-X is orthogonal to H 2 ' It follows that Ct(H-(u)-X) = o. 
P,(x(O» = x(O) 
P 2(X(0» = E{x(O) IHt +(y)} 
= E{pxb(O) IHt +(y)} where xb is the dual state of x 
= Pexp(A*t)E{xb(t) IHt +(y)} 
= Pexp(A*t)xbmin(t) by (7.6c) 
P, (xbmin(t» 
Consequently 
proving (7 .10). 
where xmax is the dual state of xbmin 
= Qrninexp(At)E{xmax(O) IH-(u)} 
= Qminexp(A1)x(O) . 
It follows that CTi are the canonical correlation coefficients of (H"H 2)' and of 
(X,X(t)). o 
The canonical correlation operator Ct and the canonical correlation coefficients 
CTi have a nice interpretation in terms of the amount of information I(t) [Gel] about 
{y( 1"), 1" ~ t} contained in {u( 1"), 1" < t}. In terms of Ct , we have [Han2, Pavl], 
I(t) = - ~log[det(l-CJ] (7.11a) 
(7.llb) 
Thus the canonical correlation coefficients of (H-(u), Ht +(y)) are a measure 
of the amount of information about the future output contained in the past input. 
...... 
III 
Observe that I( t) is finite if and only if <Tj < 1 for all i and thus information about 
the future contained in the past is finite if and only if there are no unit canonical 
correlation coefficients. 
Consider the special case t = O. Then <Tj are just the eigenvalues of PQrnin' 
That is, if we balance P against Qmin in Chapter 5, then r: = diag(<Ti ) is a 
diagonal matrix wfwse entries <Ti are the canonical correlation coefficients between 
the past inputs and the future output. The components of the (normalized) state 
vector of the BSR (r:- h = P- h) are the canonical variables [Aka1, Des2]. 
Recalling that (I - PQmin) = (P max - P)Qmin' we see that by Theorem 5.4 
the number of unit canonical correlations between the past input and the future 
output is the number of zeros of y es) in n+. The past input therefore contains a 
finite amount of information about the future output if and only if the FSR V has 
no zeros in n + (which is to say V - 1 is causal). In particular, we must have P( s) 
> 0 for s € jR u "". 
When P = Pmin' so u = timin are the innovations , we see that, by (7.4a), 
the <Ti are the canonical correlations between the past and future output. That is, 
they measure the amount of information about the future of y contained in the past 
of y. The number of unit canonical correlations in this case is the number of zeros 
of V on jR u "" [Han3, Gre2]. The information about the future of y contained in 
the past of y is therefore finite if and only if ¢(s) > 0, s € jR u "" 
We can also consider the dual of Theorem 7.1: Let <Ti 2 be the eigenvalues of 
Q ~exp(At)Pminexp(A*t)Q ~ . Then <Ti are the canonical correlation coefficients 
between the future input and the past output. 
We can, in certain circumstances, consider the case when Q ~ Qmin and 
P ~ Pmin ' To apply canonical correlation analysis, we need ub to be measurable 
with respect to u, which is equivalent to the assumption P - Q - 1 definite that we 
..... 
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made in Chapter 5 (Assumption 5.1). In this case O'"i = . [Ai(PQ)]! are the 
canonical correlations between H-(u) and H+(utJ} . This would not appear to be of 
any particular statistical interest, so when balancing in Chapter 5, we should take 
[ = Q min' or [ = P min' This choice is well motivated for other reasons as well 
(see § 8.3) . 
7.4 Canonical Correlation and Phase 
Consider now cP full rank p, and V, W square. As we know from Chapter 6, 
O'"i = [Ai(PQ)] ! are the Hankel singular values of the phase matrix F = w;.1V, 
where V, Ware minimal degree spectral factors associated with P, Q . Thus the 
canonical correlation coefficients are the Hankel singular values of the phase 
matrix. This connection between the phase matrix and canonical correlation analysis 
is in fact much closer, as shown in [Opd, Pav2]. 
Theorem 7.2: Let cP be full rank, and let V, W be (square) minimal ordered 
spectral factors of cP, F = w;. 1 V be the associated phase matrix, and r eStF the 
Hankel operator associated with estF . Let H 1 = H-(u) and H 2 = Ht +(uj:)) , with 
Ct the corresponding canonical correlation operator. 
equivalent to P 2P l' and (restF)*r eStF is unitarily equivalent to Ct- That is, for 
some unitary operators U, U 
P 2 P 1 = U[e-strestF]U 
Ct = U- 1 [(restF)*restF]U 
(7.l2a) 
(7.12b) 
Proof: Let y have spectrum cP and u, ub be the inputs to the FSR, BKSR defined 
by V and W. Let H(y) = closed span {yet) I -00 < t < oo}, and similarly define 
H(u), H(ub) ' It follows from [Ruc] that H(u) = H(y) = H(ub)' 
Let y have spectral representation [Hanl, Roz] 
(7.13a) 
...... 
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where the (vector) spectral measure dy satisfies 
(7 .13b) 
Since y = Vu, it follows that 
dy = Vdu (7 .14) 
where du is the spectral measure of u. The inputs ub to be BKSR defIned by W 
are then given by 
(7.1 Sa) 
(7.ISb) 
Note that W;-l(jW)V(jw) is analytic and non-singular, w e R U 00 by Theorem 6.1, 
so (7.15) is well defined. It follows that 
dUb = Fdu (7.1 6) 
Let x e H(u). Then x admits the representation 
1 fOO A * A X - -2 x(jw) du(w) 
/ 7r -00 
(7.I7a) 
Let Tube the unitary operator defined by 
(Tu)x = x (7.17b) 
and similarly define Tub' Note that T u is unitary since E{dudu*} = I. 
Let P + be the operator of orthogonal projection from L 2 to H 2' That is, 
P +(F) = F +, the stable part of F . We then have 
and 
P 2 = (Tub)-le-st(I-P+)estTub 
Let MF denote multiplication by F, and it follows form (7.16), that 
Thus 
where 
P
2
P
1 
= (Tub)-le-st(I-P+)MestFP+Tu 
= UrestFU 
(7.I Sb) 
(7.19) 
..... 
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u = (Tub) - 1 , U = T u 
and 
r = (1- P +)MestFP + = Hankel operator associated with estF 
This proves (7 .12a), and of course (7 .12b) follows from (7.12a). 0 
Theorem 7.2 has been proved in various forms by several authors [JonI , Had , 
Jew!, Opd , Pav2], usually in discrete time with t = 0 and the assumption that ub 
= ubmin (W defines the B1R associated with Qmin) and u = umin (V defines the 
FIR associated with P min) ' Pavon [Pav2] considers the discrete time situation for 
general u and t. 
Theorem 7 .2 allows the Hankel singular values of Y to be related to the 
canonical correlation coefficients, as observed in [PavI]: 
Theorem 7 .3 [Pavl]: Let Y, W , analytic in 11+ be minimal degree ordered spectral 
factors of q, and F = W;:1 V the associated phase matrix. Then 
11q, - 1 II - 1 CTi{F) \ CTi{V) \ IIq,II00 1 CTi{F) i = 1, . . . ,n (7 .13) 
Proof : CTi{V) = infilY - Rlloo , R+ of degree ( i-I 
\ infllW*(F - R)IIoo, R+ of degree \ i-I , since [W*]+ = 0 
\ IIW*IIooinfilF 
= IIq,II00 1 CTi(F) 
Rlloo, R+ of degree \ i-I 
CTi(F) = infllW;:lV - Rlloo, R+ of degree \ i - I 
\ infllW;:l(V - R)IIoo R+ of degree \ i-I , since [W*]+ = 0 
~ IIq,- 11100 - 1CTi{V) 0 
From Theorem 7.3 , it appears that the canonical correlation coefficients are 
normalized Hankel singular values of V. As we will see in Chapter 8, model 
reduction schemes based on the canonical correlation coefficients are very closely 
related to approximation in the relative error , or normalized error, sense . 
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CHAPTER EIGHT : THE APPROXIMATION OF SPECTRA BY PHASE MATCHING 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the phase matching approach to the the approximation 
of (power) spectra. The theory of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 was in fact developed to 
cope with problems encountered in the multi variable formulation of the phase 
matching approach, and will be extensively used. 
The phase matching approach, particularly in the multivariable case, has a 
number of parameters (U, G l' V <Xl in the notation of Chapters 5 & 6) and 
particular choices lead to specific algorithms for spectrum approximation. Two 
major algorithms, balanced stochastic truncation and the relative error method, are 
discussed. Thus phase matching is a paradigm for spectrum approximation which 
encompasses a number of specific algorithms. 
The justification for a model reduction based on phase is twofold. Firstly 
consider the stable minimum phase case . The transfer matrix is determined by the 
phase (up to a multiplicative constant) by either the Bode relations or factorization 
techniques as discussed in Chapter 2. The approximation of phase should therefore 
give good magnitude approximation as well, a conjecture which will be quantified 
with the error bounds given in this chapter, and developed more generally in 
Chapter 9. Secondly, the connection between phase and canonical correlation 
analysis provides a statistical and information theoretic justification for a focus of 
attention on the phase matrix, and the canonical correlation coefficients, as a 
rational basis upon which to base the decision to fit an approximation to a 
stochastic realization. Moreover, by Theorem 7.3, the canonical correlation 
coefficients can be interpreted as normalized Hankel singular values. This 
interpretation is strengthened by the connection between phase matching and the 
relative error approximation method of [Gl02]. 
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Section 8.2 introduces the phase matching approach with a discussion of the 
scalar case as developed by J onckheere et. al. [J onl, Harl, Opd]. Included also is 
a look at how a multi variable version of the algorithm might work, raising the 
problems addressed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, the answers to which are now at hand . 
Section 8.3 is the multivariable phase matching paradigm. It includes a 
discussion of what parameters have to be chosen and the issues that are related to 
these parameters. The essential problem left is not how a multivariable phase 
matching algorithm might work, but how to choose amongst the myriad of possible 
algorithms. 
One approach to the choices available is normalization, and this is pursued in 
§ 8.4. The resulting algorithms will be called normalization algorithms, the major 
normalization algorithm being balanced stochastic truncation. The other 
normalization algorithm, considered in § 8.5, is a one-step-at-a-time Hankel 
norm method . The presentation of the one-step normalization algorithm is 
essentially to show that Hankel norm model reduction (whether one - step or optimal) 
is incompatible with normalization, although it can be made to work for the case 
when the phase matrix has distinct Hankel singular values [1on2] . These 
normalization algorithms satisfy phase error bounds which are simply derived from 
those in [Glol] and are presented in § 8.6. These phase error bounds can be used 
to obtain relative error bounds between the full and reduced order systems, and this 
will be considered in Chapter 9. 
Section 8.7 considers the relative error approach to the approximation of 
spectra developed by Glover [Gl02l. The main contribution of this section is to 
show that the relative error method is in fact a phase matching algorithm, and 
provides, quite incidentally, state space formulae for the relative error method. 
Some of the connections between the two were explored by Glover and Jonckheere 
in [Gl03], but these were rather unclear, esspecially in the multivariable case , 
probably due to the phase matching paradigm being inadequately understood at the 
time . 
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Finally, § 8.8 considers two simple academic examples to illustrate some of the 
features of phase matching algorithm, and a digital filter approximation example. 
8.2 The Scalar Case 
Stage 1 
Strictly proper spectrum 
~( s) , with ~(jw) > O. 
Strictly proper, stable minimum 
phase spectral factor y (s): 
1 
Phase function f ( s ) : 
f ~ y;ly 
1 
Stable , strictly proper part of 
phase function f+ 
Stage 2 
Reduced order spectrum ~: 
~ - w* 
Stable minimum phase factor y of 
reduced order phase function : 
f = y*l y 
i 
Reduced order phase function f : 
f = Nehari extension of f+ 
Stable approximant of f+, 
call it f+ 
i 
______________________ ~M~o~d~e~I~R~e~d~u~c~t~io~n~ _______________________ t . 
Figure 8.1 : The Scalar Algorithm 
This section is a brief description of the phase matching algorithm as developed 
by Jonckheere et. al. [Jonl, Harl, Opd] . Their work preceded the development of 
the theory of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 and this section is accordingly entitled the scalar 
case, although even this situation was not well understood prior to the consideration 
of a multivariable generalization. In addition to being scalar and rational, it is 
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required by [Jonl, Harl, Opd] that the spectrum <,C(s) satisfy a number of 
conditions, some of which appear to be, and are, complete red herrings, with the 
assumption that <,C( co) = 0 being the prime example. 
Specifically, the assumptions which hold in this section are: 
1. <,C(s) is a strictly proper , rational spectrum (tp = '(>*, <,C(jw) ) 0, and <,C(co) = 0). 
2. <,C(s) has no imaginary axis zeros (<,C(jw) > 0, w € R) . 
3 . We consider only spectral factors v of tp which are analytic in 11 + and 
non-zero in Re(s) ~ o. 
The phase matching algorithm is schematically described in Figure 8.1 , which 
we now explain. 
As indicated, the algorithm can be viewed as two stages, the second of which 
is the inverse of the first. 
Stage 1 is the process of obtaining the (stable part) of the phase function of a 
stochastic process from its spectrum and is described in § 2.2. The phase function 
f is uniquely determined from p via the spectral factor v provided we take v 
analytic in 11+ and non -singular in Re(s) > O. 
minimum phase spectral factors v. 
Thus we only consider stable 
Consider now approximating the phase function f: It is however unstable , and 
the standard model reduction techniques of balanced truncation [Moo] or Hankel 
norm approximation [Glol] apply only to stable functions. The 'solution I to this 
quandary given in [Jonl , Harl, Opd] is the following: If <,C(co) is zero, then the 
maximum Hankel singular value of f, denoted (T 1 (f), is 1. It follows that f is a 
Nehari extension of f +, which is unique because f is scalar. This is the origin of 
the strict properness assumption on 'P. Thus, provided <,C(co) = 0, f is uniquely 
determined by f + via Nehari extension. To approximate f, we therefore take the 
stable part of f and approximate it using balanced truncation, Hankel norm methods 
etc. by f + and take f to be the (unique) Nehari extension of f +. 
Stage 2 is the process of obtaining a spectrum from a phase function and is 
described in § 2.2 as a factorization approach to the construction of gain from 
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phase. Firstly we obtain our approximate phase function f as the (unique) Nehari 
extension of f +, and f is all- pass provided CT 1 cf +) = 1. It is known [G 10 1] that 
this is the case for one-step Hankel or balanced truncation . We now have to 
recover an approximate spectral factor v from f. Considering the discussion of the 
smooth phase and the factorization approach the construction of gain from phase in 
§ 2.2, we cannot hope to do this unless there are no imaginary axis zeros. This 
gives us the condition ~jw) > 0, w € R. It is known [AAKl] that a Nehari 
extension f is all- pass, has fewer unstable poles than stable poles, and hence can 
always be factored as f ·= :!: v.'v with v analytic in IT+, non-zero in Re(s) > 0 
and zero at infinity. The approximate spectral factor v is unique up to a constant 
factor, which we can choose such that v(0) = V(O), or by some other method 
(relative error criterion) . 
In this very restricted form, for a particular model reduction method (balanced 
truncation or one-step-at-a-time Hankel), the phase matching paradigm thus 
provides only one parameter to adjust - the constant gain resulting from the 
factorization f = v.' v. The approximate spectrum ~ is unique up to a positive 
constant gain. The main reason for this is that most of the other parameters arise 
from ~s) being non-scalar, having imaginary axis zeros and from considering 
non - minimum phase spectral factors v. 
Consider now removing the assumption that ~ 00) = 0, but applying the same 
algorithm. Now of course CT, (f) < 1, and f is not a Nehari extension of f +. 
When we take f to be the Nehari extension of f +, f will not be all- pass 
(although f / CT , (f) is). When we factor f = v. ' v we will have v and p strictly 
proper, even though v and p are not. In particular if we do no model reduction at 
the bottom of stage 1, we will not recover the original spectrum cp. In short , stage 
2 is no longer the inverse of stage 1. Some ad hoc rescue measures are suggested 
in [Harl], but are hard to justify because they do not restore the inverse 
relationship between stages 1 and 2. The problem when r.p(oo) ;c 0 is the Nehari 
extension. As far a phase matching is concerned, Nehari extension is just a tool 
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which, in certain circumstances, allows us to relate f and f + . When f and f + are 
not related via Nehari extension, the use of the Nehari extension is not justifiable 
within the overall architecture of phase matching, and is not consistent with stage 2 
being the inverse of stage 1. The · way to relate f and f + is with minimal all-pass 
extension, which is also a Nehari extension when Ilf + IIH = 1. 
It would appear that the scalar algorithm described above has a number of 
difficulties in a multivariable situation. The first is the definition of a phase matrix. 
The multivariable phase matrix was introduced in [Opd] and is discussed in § 2.2. 
The most obvious problem after that is that a Nehari extension is not in general 
unique. Thus the phase matrix cannot (prior to Chapter 4) be assumed to be 
related in a remotely unique way to F +, and furthermore we are faced with a 
considerable choice for our approximate phase matrix F given F + . Finally the 
existence of a factorization F = ~'V with V, W proper, stable, and minimum 
phase is unknown, although its existence is asserted without proof in [Opd]. On top 
of that, all the scalar issues of strictly proper spectra, no imaginary axis zeros and 
so on are still there, and are apparently more complicated. 
As we now know, however, the problems of the multivariable situation can be 
solved. In particular, the connection between the factorization problem F = W;'V 
and the extension properties of all-pass matrices provided by Theorem 4.5 at least 
implies that a multivariable phase matching is feasible, even if the detail of 
implementation is still unclear. 
8 .3 The Phase Matching Paradigm 
Central to the resolution of the question raised in § 8.2 about multivariable 
phase matching, and phase matching in general, is a focus of attention on all- pass 
matrices. First and foremost a phase matrix is an all- pass matrix, with the two 
paramount concerns being the extension and factorization properties of all-pass 
matrices. 
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The issue of extension is primarily one of limiting the infmite number of 
extensions of F + . - -The first limitation is that F, an extension of F +, must be 
all-pass. All-pass extension can be done if and only if CT,(F+) = IIF+II ~ I, 
there exist state space and transfer matrix characterizations of all all- pass extensions 
[AAK2, Glol], and they can be easily calculated [Glol], this problem being one of 
the major concerns of [Glo1]. The second limit is that phase matrices F must have 
a factorization F = W*'V, with V, W anaLytic in Il+, and (possibly) non-singular 
in Re(s) ) O. By the results of Chapter 4 (see Theorem 4.5). this now limits us to 
minimal all- pass matrices, which can be determined uniquely by their stable part 
and their evaluation at infinity (Theorem 4.5). We therefore have the following 
paradigm for spectrum approximation: 
Stage 1 Stage 2 
-Rational spectrum ¢ Reduced order spectrum P: 
with ¢(jw) finite for w E Ruoo. 
1 i 
- -Left and Right spectral factors All-pass factors V, W, analytic 
v, W analytic in Il+ satisfying in Il+ of F satisfying F = W;,V . 
1 i 
Minimal all-pass matrix Reduced order minimal all-pass 
( phase matrix) F = W;'V matrix, F - Minimal all-pass 
extension of F+ 
1 i 
stable, strictly proper Stable Approximant of F+, 
part of F . call it F +. 
______________________ ~M~o~d~eul~R~e~d~u~c~t~io~n ______________________ _ "'I 
Figure 8.2: The Phase Matching Paradigm 
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Figure 8.2 schematically describes the phase matching paradigm in the large, 
but includes a considerable amount of flexibility . Firstly Jet us make two simplifying 
assumptions which will hold throughout this chapter unless otherwise specifically 
indicated. 
Assumption 8.1 : The pxp spectrum <P is full rank. 
Assumption 8.2: The spectral factors V, W of <P are minimal degree, ordered and 
square (and so by Assumption 8.1 non-singular almost everywhere) and analytic in 
£l+ . 
(Note: V, W being ordered means that the associated solutions P, Q to the PR 
and DPR equations satisfy Assumption 5.1.) 
Assumption 8.2 simplifies things considerably. For example, it means that the 
phase matrix F is square, and U in Chapter 5 is unitary. 
The first thing to note about the phase matching paradigm of Figure 8.2 is that 
it does in fact reduce the degree : Suppose <P has degree 2n, so V, W have degree 
n, and F + has degree n, by Theorem 6.1. Now suppose F + is a kth order 
approximant to F +, k ~ n. Then V, W have degree at most k, by Theorem 4.6, 
and <P has degree at most 2k. 
Let us now consider the choices available to us within the paradigm of Figure 
8.2, and the issues related to each choice: 
1. Choice of spectral factors V, W: If we are given the problem of 
approximating <P, we can choose essentially any spectral factors V, W. In practice, 
since we ate interested in model reduction, we would certainly want to choose 
minimal degree spectral factors V, W, and this will be the case from now on 
(Assumption 8.2) unless indicated otherwise , Alternatively, we may be given the 
spectral factor V (analytic £l+) and we have W to choose. 
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The choice of Wand or V directly affects the minimal all- pass matrix F . In 
particular, it affects the Hankel singular values of F . Since the model reduction 
techniques envisaged (balanced truncation and one - step Hankel) have error bounds 
related to the Hankel singular values of F , we should perhaps choose V I W to 
minimize the Hankel singular values of F. This minimizes the phase error bound 
given in § 8.6, though whether actual performance is correspondingly improved 
remains to be seen. By Theorem 6.1, O"i(F) = [ Ai(PQ)] ~, where P, Q are solutions 
to the positive real and dual positive real equations associated with the minimal 
degree spectral factors V, W as in Chapter 5. The natural choice is therefore P = 
Pmin and Q = Qmin' i.e. V, W the minimum phase spectral factors of ct(s) 
described by part a of Theorem 2.2. If we are given V, and therefore P, we 
choose Q = Qmin' The choice of Q = Qmin also has good statistical motivation 
as discussed in Cha pter 7. 
There are other choices for P, Q however, which can be motivated on the 
basis of how they effect the zeros of V, W in particular algorithms. These will be 
mentioned as part of the discussion of specific algorithms. 
2. Choice of model reduction algorithm : Naturally, the choice involved here 
affects all aspects of the approximation scheme. There are two properties which are 
necessary. Firstly the model reduction algorithm must preserve stability, since it 
must lead to a stable F + . Secondly, it must be a Hankel norm 'contraction' , in 
the sense that IIF +IIH ~ 1 must imply IIF +IIH ~ 1. These two conditions are 
known to hold for the balanced truncation and one-step/optimal Hankel methods. 
In addition to these basic properties we would however like to preserve r, the 
number of unit Hankel singular values of F + . The motivation for this is twofold : 
Firstly, when we take the minimum phase spectral factors, there are r zeros of 
ct(s) on jR U 00 (Theorem 5.4), and we should preserve at least the number of 
imaginary axis zeros, if not the zeros themselves (we will see that the latter is the 
case for all the specific algorithms considered). Furthermore, if we want to preserve 
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the actual zero structure, we must preserve the factorization partial indices of F, not 
just their sum r (r = [ kj for a minimal all-pass). Considering Theorem 4.4 , 
these requirements correspond to preserving the controllability indices of (A", B,) 
in the realization ' of F given by Theorem 4.3 . 
Secondly, unit Hankel singular values of F correspond to unit canonical 
correlation coefficients, and thus states corresponding to unit Hankel singular values 
of F contain an infinite amount of information about the future output (see Chapter 
7). If r is not preserved, some aspect of the future which is perfectly predictable 
in the canonical correlations sense, will no longer be so. 
Optimal Hankel norm approximation does not necessarily preserve r or the 
controllability indices of (A" ,B , ), so effectively we are left with balanced truncation 
or one - step Hankel as our model reduction methods. The easy exception to this is 
when r = 0 (Le . IIF +"H < 1), a special case we consider later in this section. If 
we are not particularly concerned to preserve the number of imaginary axis zeros of 
<P, then optimal Hankel norm approximations could be used. Such algorithms, with 
the exception of the special case IIF + II < 1 , will not be considered in this thesis. 
3. Choice of all-pass extension: Suppose we have obtained F + and want to 
extend to F. Let F + have internally balanced realization 
qxq (S .la) 
with controllability/observability gramian [ partitioned as 
(S .l b) 
with A, E, C partitioned conformally. We have a qxq matrix U to choose such 
that 
- * - -C, U + B, = 0 (S.2a) 
UU* = I (S .2b) 
The choice of U affects the poles of F in IT +, and therefore the zeros of V, W in 
IT_. It also of course determines the phase error at infinity, since F(oo) - F( oo) = 
U - U . 
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The two approaches to phase approximation mentioned in § 8 .1 are defined by 
how they approach the choice of U. 
The normalization approach takes the view that F( co) = U is essentially 
arbitrary, and thus we normalize so that F( co) = 1. We are thus defming phase 
matrices to be the identity matrix at co (as we did in § 2.2). Consequently, to be 
a phase matrix, F(co) should also be the identity matrix. Considering (8.2) this 
means that if C,* + B, = 0 (i.e . F(co) = I) then (: ,* + B , = 0 (F(co) = I) . 
Balanced truncation satisfies this condition, but one -step Hankel does not in general, 
which will be proved shortly. Normalization algorithms also satisfy Lco phase error 
bounds (i.e. Lco bounds on F - F), considered in § 8.6 . 
The non - normalization approach takes the view that F( co) = U is essentially 
arbitrary, and therefore we should not be too concerned about its preservation. 
Normalization is really just a way of choosing the parameter U in the absence of 
any other well motivated choice. Requiring F( co) and F( co) to be the identity 
requires that the phase error at co be zero , and this may mean a sacrifice on the 
overall phase error between F and F . In addition it places a constraint on the 
model reduction method used which effectively limits us to balanced truncation. 
Thus we choose U to satisfy (8.2) and some independent criterion. One criterion 
which dictates a choice of U is Glover's relative error criterion [GI02]. which will 
be considered in § 8 .7. 
4. Choice of all- pass factors: We now have a minimal all- pass matrix F and 
have to choose all-pass factors V, W such that F = if; ,V. That is , we have to 
choose a C matrix function in Theorem 4.2, or equivalently we have to choose V COl 
H, in Theorem 6.2/3 . Essentially, we have to decide where to put the zeros of V, 
W in IT +, and in particular where to put imaginary axis zeros. In § 2.2 we said 
that one could not hope to recover imaginary axis zeros from a phase matrix alone, 
one just has to know (independently) where they are. Fortunately in this phase 
approximation problem, we do know where they are. That is, we still have our 
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original V, W, so we can place the n+ zeros of V, W at the n + zeros of V, W. 
The one proviso here is that F and F must have the same factorization partial 
indices. All the specific algorithms considered preserve the n+ zeros of V, W in 
V, W . 
Note that a phase matching algorithm based on optimal Hankel norm 
approximation will not in general enable the n+ zeros of V, W to be preserved . 
Before going on to specific algorithms, it is worth noting that a phase matching 
algorithm as not as computationally demanding as it might appear. Theorems 6.1 
and 6.2 enable closed form state-space formulae for V, W to be given almost 
directly from V, W. Given a realization <P = Z + Z*, with Z = J + 
H(sI - A) - , G, with the realization of Z minimal, the computational requirements are 
as follows : 
What we need to compute : 
1. Compute solutions (P,B,V",,) and (Q ,C,W",,) to the PR and DPR equations (5 .2) 
(5.4) . Note that if J + J* > 0 (<PC "") > 0), the PR and DPR equations reduce to 
Riccati equations. This is the most computationally expensive step , particularly when 
<P has imaginary axis zeros. 
2. Internally balance F + = CCsI - A) - , B (Equivalently, use a balanced stochastic 
realization in 1) . 
- - -3. Calculate an approximation to F + , call it F + = CCsI - A) - ' B, easily done via 
internally balanced truncation [Moo] or one-step-at-a-time Hankel methods 
[Glol] . We assume (C,A,B) is internally balanced with contlobs gramian L 
4. Partition [ = (IP [2)' with [2 < I. Partition A, B, C conformally. Choose 
a unitary matrix U to satisfy 
- * - B, 0 C, U + = 
and choose matrices H" V"". Define G , H, W"" by 
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[(} = Ii* 
- * -ill = G BV * 00 
Note that formulae for G, H are given in Theorem 6.3 . 
- - - C(sl-A) - '(} . 5. Define Yes) = V + H(sl-A)-'B, W(s) = W + Note that 
V, Ware analytic in IT+ and satisfy [iT;:, V] + = F+. 
Other properties of V, W are affected by the particular choices for P, Q , 
model reduction method, U, H" V 00 as we discussed above. The properties of 
specific algorithms will be discussed in the following sections. 
The above computational algorithm is considerably simplified when <t(jw) > 0 , 
W E R U 00. We now consider this simple case: 
The Definite Case: Consider the case when the power spectrum <P satisfies ct(jw) 
> 0, W E R U 00. In Chapter 5 this is equivalent to Qmin -, - P min> 0, or L 
< I for the balanced situation, by Theorem 5.4. Take V, W to be the stable, 
minimum phase spectral factors associated with Pmin, Qmin, so V, Ware analytic 
and non - singular in IT + . The phase matrix F = W;'V satisfies IIFIIH < 1 
(r = 0) and F has all partial indices zero. The subscript 1 blocks of the 
realization of F as in Theorem 4.3 do not appear (r = 0 = Q). Using balanced 
truncation, one-step Hankel , optimal Hankel norm , or any other model reduction 
method, calculate F + with IIF + IIH < 1. - * -Then C, and B , have no rows, so we 
can choose U to be any unitary matrix. The reduced order minimal all-pass 
- --
matrix F has all partial indices zero, and the factorization F = W;'V with V, W 
analytic and non-singular in IT+, is unique up to a non-singular constant matrix 
V 00 . This gives the following: 
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Theorem S .1 : Let ¢(jw) be (positive) definite ( > 0, W E R U (0), with ¢(s) of 
degree 2n, and have balanced stochastic realization (J ,H,A,G) as ;n Chapter 5 with 
o < [< I. Let V(s) = Voo + H(sl-A)-lB and W(s) = Woo + C(sl-A)-lG 
be the corresponding minimal degree (Le. degree n) balanced spectral factors . Then 
F + = C(sl - A) - 1 B and is internally balanced and has degree n. Let F + be 
- - - -degree k, and F + = C(sl - A) - lB be an internally balanced realization of F +, 
with cont/obs gramian [ < I. 
Then allY, W such that V, Ware analytic and non-singular in n+ with 
have degree k and are given by 
Yes) = 'I all + R(sl (S .3a) 
(S.3b) 
where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix, V 00 is an arbitrary non -singular matrix, and 
H, G are given by 
H= 
G= 
(B*[ + U*C)(I: 2 I) - 1 
([2 - 1)- 1 (IC" + BU*) 
(S.4a) 
(S.4b) 
Proof: Follows from Theorem 6.2, Theorem 4.2 and the product decomposition, 
Theorem 5.2/3. o 
Notice that the choice of V 00 is just an arbitrary constant gain, and has no 
effect on either poles or zeros of V, W. The choice of U does not effect the 
poles of V, W, but does effect their zeros. This is because U affects the 
placement of unstable poles (and stable zeros) of F. The normalization approach is 
-* -to take U = U :: Woo V 00 (= I) and then V 00 = V 00 say. This gives exact 
matching between F and F, and between V, Wand V, W at infinity. 
If F + is calculated from F + by internally balanced truncation the algorithm 
given by Theorem S.l with the choice U = U and V 00 = V 00 is the balanced 
stochastic truncation algorithm introduced by Desai & Pal [Des2], although the fact 
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that V. Ware non-singular in n+. and that (B .3) are minimal realizations. was not 
Froved in [Des2]. We now consider the generalization of Desai & Pal's algorithm 
to the case where ct(jw) can be singular. w E R u "". 
B.4 Balanced Stochastic Truncation 
In this section we generalize the stochastic model reduction method introduced 
by Desai and Pal [Des2]. which we call balanced stochastic truncation. Balanced 
stochastic truncation (BST) has been considered in several papers [Des1 .2, Har2 , 
Opd], always under the assumption that ct( "") > 0. The product decomposition 
developed in Chapter 5 enables this condition to be removed. Additionally only the 
minimal solutions Pmin and Omin to the PR and DPR equations (5.2) and (5.4) 
have been balanced [Des1,2, Har2 , Opd]. Furthermore, that BST preserves the 
minimum phase property of the minimum phase spectral factor V(s) associated with 
Pmin (see (5.9a» has only been proved when ct(jw) > 0, w E R u "" [Des1, Har1, 
Gre3] (Le. the definite case discussed in § B.3) . 
We now remove all the above restrictions. We do not assume ct(jw) > 0, 
jw E R u "" and we do not assume that V(s) , W(s) are the minimum phase spectral 
factors associated with Pmin' Omin' When V(s) , W(s) are not the minimum phase 
spectral factors associated with P min' 0min we show that the right half plane zeros 
of V(s), W(s) are preserved by BST . 
Definition B.1 (Balanced Stochastic Truncation): Let Z(s) be positive complex with a 
balanced stochastic realization (A,H,G ,J) satisfying (5 .1) . Let (L,B,V",,) and 
(L,C,W",,), with L ~ I (Assumption 5.1), be solutions to the balanced PR and DPR 
equations (5.1B). (5 .19) and V(s), W(s) the associated balanced spectral factors given 
by (5 .9). Partition L as 
L = block diag(lpL21 ,L 2 2) 
L21 = diag(<Tr + 1 ,···.<Tk) 
L22 = diag( <Tk + 1 •. .. ,<Tn) 
(B .5a) 
(B .5b) 
(B.5c) 
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with L2 l' L22 < I and such that L2" L22 have no diagonal entries in common. 
Partition A, B, e and G, H conformally 
Define 
Define 
A 1 , A12 A 13 
A - A21 A22 A 2 3 G -
A 3 1 A32 A 33 
Z(s) = J + H(sI A)-'G 
Yes) = V + H(sI - A)-'B 
W(s) = W + C(sI - A)- 1G 
as 
G, 8, 
G21 8 - 8 2 , (8.6a) 
G22 8 22 
(8.6b) 
(8.7a) 
(8.7b) 
(8.8) 
(8.9a) 
(8.9b) 
Then 2:(s) , Yes) and W(s) are the (L, k) balanced stochastic truncations of Z(s) , Yes) 
and W(s). 
The qualifier (L,k) is introduced because to specify 2:(s), Yes) and W(s) we 
need to know which balanced stochastic realization of Z is being truncated, this 
being specified by L, and the order of the truncation, being k. Note it is always 
assumed that <Tk > <Tk + 1 - the definition precludes forming a kth order truncation 
if <Tk = <Tk + , . In particular it precludes choosing k < r. 
Observe (from (S.18a), (S.19a)) that F + = C(sI A) -'B is internally 
balanced, with conUobs gramian L given by 
(8.10) 
We are now in a position to prove the promised results on balanced stochastic 
truncation. 
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Theorem 8 .2: Let Z(s) be a pxp positive complex matrix, analytic in £1+ , with [ 
balanced realization (A,H,G,J) satisfying (S .l). Let V(s), W(s), satisfying Assumption 
8.2, be the associated balanced spectral factors defined by (S .9) , and V,(s). W,(s) 
be given by (S.29). Let Zcs), Y(s) , W(s) be the ([,k) balanced stochastic 
truncations of Z, V, W defined by (8.8), (8.9) . 
Then: 
a) Y(s) , W(s) and Z(s) are analytic in £1+, Z(s) is positive complex and 
Zcs) + Zc -5)* = Y(s)Y( -5)* = W( -5)*W(s) (8 .11) 
b) The zeros of the realization (S.29a) of V,(s) are zeros of the realization (8.9a) 
of Yes) and of Yes). In particular , the zeros of the realization (8 .9a) of Yes) in 
IT + are precisely the same as the zeros of V( s) in £1 + . 
b') The zeros of the realization (S.29b) of W,(s) are zeros of the realization (8.9b) 
of W(s) and of W(s). In particular, the zeros of the realization (8.9b) of W(s) in 
£1+ are precisely the same as the zeros of W(s) in IT+. 
c) If [ = Qmin' then the realization (8.9a) of Yes) is minimal - Yes) has 
McMillan degree k - and W(s) is full rank in Re( s) > O. 
c') If [ = Pmin' then the realization (8.9b) of W(s) is minimal - W(s) has 
McMillan degree k - and Yes) is full rank in Re(s) > O. 
d) If Pmin = [= Qmin then the realizations (8.9), (8 .8) are minimal - Zcs), 
Y(s) , W(s) have McMillan degree k - Y(s) , W(s) are full rank in Re(s) > 0 and 
the zeros of Yes) (resp. W(s» on the jR U 00 are the same as the zeros of Yes) 
(resp . W(s» on jR U 00. 
-
Proof : With [ given by (8.10), A, B, C, G, H, V, W satisfy the balanced PR and 
DPR equations (S .18). (S.19), so Zcs) is positive complex and (8 .10) holds. 
Furthermore Theorem 3.2 of [Perl] applied to (S.18a) and (S .19a) implies A is 
asymptotically stable, proving part a. Thus (A,B) is controllable and (C,A) is 
observable. 
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Partition A, B etc . as in Chapter 5, so B 2 = B 2 l' A 2 2 = A G - G 22' 2 - 21 
etc. Note that by C 2 for example we mean [C 21, C 22 ]. 
Now consider (5 .39), which can be balanced by the trivial scaling transformation 
r ~ (see also Theorem 6.1). By Corollary 5.1, A 22+B 2B/ and A 22 +r- 1C/c 2 
are asymptotically stable. Thus it again follows from Theorem 3.2 of [Perl], that 
[2 = [ 21 and r= [2 2 - I (8 .1 2) 
-;:. 
- - - - * 
B2 = r- 1 ([ 2B 2 + B 2 U) (8 .13a) 
C 2 
- - - * 
= (C 2[2+UB 2 ) (8.13b) 
Since C 1' All ' B 1, K 1, L 1, V, Ware preserved , parts band b' now follow 
from Theorem 5 .617 . 
Since W(s) is full rank in Re(s) > 0 for [ = Qmin' it follows from part b' 
that W(s) is full rank in Re(s) > O. It is easily observed , using (5.19a ,b) , that 
(8 .14) 
Suppose (s oI-A)x = 0 and Hx = o. Since A is asymptotically stable, 
Re(s o) < O. Since W(s) is full rank in Re(s) > 0 , it follows from part b' that 
5 (s ) ~ [ 
sI-A* -C*] 
c* w* 
(8.15) 
has normal rank at 
-s o· By Theorem 5.6 part 2a, normal rank S(s) = k + 
normal rank WI (s) = k + normal rank W(s) = k + q , since W(s) is a full rank 
minimal right spectral factor. Thus S( -s 0) has full column rank. Multiplying 
(8 .14) by x then gives x = 0, so (H,A) is controllable by the 
Popov - Belevich - Hautus test. Similarly for part c'. 
For part d: parts c and c' give the minimality of (8 .9) , which implies the 
minimality of (8 .8), and that Y(s) , W(s) are full rank in Re(s) > O. Furthermore 
Lemma 5.2 implies all the zeros of V I(S) and W I(S) are on jR u <Xl and the result 
follows from parts band b' of this theorem. o 
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Remark 8.1: 
C(lnsider a left spectral factor Yes) associated with a solution [ to the balanced 
PR and DPR equations, and consider the ([,k) balanced stochastic truncation Yes) of 
Yes). Yes) has the same IT+ zeros as yes) - not just the same number , the same 
zeros. 
Unless [ = o min , V I(S) can contain zeros of Yes) in Re(s) < O. For 
example, in the case where Yes) and W(s) are dual, we have [ = I, giving 
V 1 (s) = V(s), so every zero is in V 1 (s) and no reduction is possible. The choice 
of 0 to balance P against can be used to determine which zeros are to be 
preserved . In particular it may be desirable to preserve zeros which are in the left 
half plane but are close to the imaginary axis. 
Remark 8 .2 (Approximation of non -minimum phase stochastic systems by BST) : 
As far as power spectrum approximation is concerned, one can consider 
balancing any solutions P , 0 to the PR and DPR equations and performing ([,k) 
BST. Choosing different P, 0 lead to different spectral factors and thus different 
reduced order models and different reduced order spectra. The power spectrum of 
a process however conveys only the second order statistics of the process and thus is 
phase insensitive. Since the phase is important in signal estimation and control 
system analysis [Fre] it is important that the model reflects the phase characteristics 
of the process. If these characteristics are known, or if some higher order statistics 
of the process are known, this can be used to choose a solution P to the PR 
equations which adequately allows for this information. In particular if the process 
is known to be non -minimum phase, it would be senseless to model it by the 
minimum phase spectral factor associated with P min. Since the previous literature 
on BST [Desl,2, Har2, Opd] deals only with BST with Pmin = [= Omin' its 
use has rightly been considered limited [Tug]. Now however we are not limited to 
this case, so BST can be used for the order reduction of non - minimum phase 
systems. The suggestion is that P be chosen to reflect the non - minimum phase 
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characteristics of the process (known a priori or from higher order statistics) and 
then Q chosen according to what zeros one wants to preserve . If only the 
non - minimum phase zeros are desired, one should choose Q = Q min' which would 
also be a good default choice (see "Choice of spectral factors" in § 8.3). One can 
then do ([,k) BST to get a reduced order model which is analytic in IT +, degree k 
and has the same non - minimum phase zeros as the full order model. 
Remark 8.3 (BST and Phase Matching): 
BST is the simplest phase matching algorithm. To specify it as a phase 
matching algorithm, we need to say exactly what choices are made in 1,2,3 and 4 
in § 8.3 . 
1. (Choice of spectral factors): Any ordered minimal degree spectral factors (Le. 
Assumption 8.2 is satisfied). 
2. (Choice of model reduction algorithm) : Internally balanced truncation [Moo]. 
3. (Choice of all-pass extension): Internally balanced truncation preserves Bland 
C 1 , so simply choose U = U. Thus BST is a normalization algorithm, and has 
zero phase error at 00 (F( 00) - F( 00) = 0) . 
It is easy to see that 2 and 3 mean that the reduced order phase matrix F in 
Fig 8.2 is just the truncation of the realizations of E + and E _ given by (6.5) in 
Theorem 6.l. 
4. (Choice of all- pass factors): Choose H 1 = H 1 and Y 00 = Y 00. It follows that 
G 1 = Gland W oo = Woo· 
match exactly at 00. 
Thus IT+ zeros are preserved , and Yes) and Yes) 
A look at Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 will show that this phase matching algorithm 
is in fact just BST . 
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8.5 The One-Step Hankel Method and Normalization 
What we would like to do here is to see if the phase matching algorithm 
described in Remark 8.3 (Le. BST) can be modified to allow the one-step-at-
a - time Hankel model reduction method to be used. Essentially what we are 
interested in is whether the one - step Hankel norm algorithm preserves; 
a) r = D<j = the number of unit Hankel singular values of F (this is trivial). 
b) rankE 1 = the number of strictly positive parial indices of F . 
c) the controllability indices of (A 1 1,B 1) = the partial indices of F. 
In addition , we would like to know whether a normalization algorithm is possible . 
That is, whether U satisfies C 1 * + 13 1 u* = O. 
Definition 8.2 (One-Step Hankel Method) ; Let A be asymptotically stable and 
(C , A, B) be internally balanced with controllability/observability gramian 0 < 2: ~ 
I. Partition L, A, B, C as in (8 .5), (8.6) with L22 = <Tnl (Le . 
Let A, B, C be the k th order internally balanced 
truncations of A, B, C (Le. A is given by (8.7a)), and 2: = diag(lpL21)' Define 
where 
A = n- 1 (<Tn 2.;\* + tAI: - <TnC*uhsj 
B = n- 1(I:B + <TnC·Uh) 
n = (P - <Tn 21) 
UhUh* = I, and B2 2 + C 2/Uh = 0 
(8.16a) 
(8.16b) 
(8.16c) 
(8.16d) 
(8 .17) 
(8.18) 
Then D + C(sI - A)B is degree k, analytic in rI+ and is called a one-step 
Hankel approximation to D + C(sI - A) - 1 B. The observability gramian of C,A is 
ill and the controllability gramian of (A,B) is ill- 1, so is + C(sl - A) - 113 has 
Hankel singular values <T 1 , . . . ,<Tk' 
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Note: Definition 8 .2 comes from Theorem 6.3 of [Glol]. Note that (C,..\,B) is 
not internally balanced, but this is essentially irrelevant as the balancing 
transformation is just the scaling n- L This introduces n!!, or n! 1 from time to 
time in the following, and these adjustments will not be explained further. 
The one-step-at-a-time Hankel norm method is to use the one-step method 
over and over again. This implies that only approximants of certain order are 
allowed. Let Ti be the multiplicities of the Hankel singular values of F +. The 
one-step-at-a -time method can only produce approximants F + to F + of degree 
k, where k = r 1 + ... + r Q for some Q. 
Lemma 8.1: Let A, B, C & [ be as in DefInition 8.2 and let A, B, C be defIned 
by (8 .16) . Then 
- - -
a) C(sI - A) - 1 Band C(sI - A) - 1 B have the same number of unit Hankel singular 
values. 
Partition [ as in (8.5a) and [ as t = (Ip [21)' 0 < [21 < I. Also partition 
- - -A, B, C as in (8.6) and A, B, C conformally with L Then 
b) rankB 1 = rankB l' 
c) (All,B l) and (All ,B l ) have the same controllabilty indices. 
d) Let Cl*U + Bl = 0, U unitary. Then Cl*u + Bl(1-<Tn 2) = 0 if and 
only if Uh*U - U*Uh € kerB 1 , where Uh satisfies (8.18). 
Proof : 
a) Obvious from Definition 8 .2 . 
b) Follows from c 
c) Note that All,Bl,C l satisfy 
* * *C All + All = -B1B l = - C l 1 (8.18a) 
and it follows (Lemma 3.5 of [Glol]) that there exists a unitary matrix U such that 
C l *U + Bl = 0 (8.l8b) 
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A" = (1-CTn 2)-'[CTn 2A,,· + A" - CTne,·UhB,·] by (B .16a) 
= A" + B,(u*Uh-CTnI)B,·CTn(1-CTn2)-' = A" + B,X (B.19a) 
by (B .1B) . It follows by the feedback invariance of controllability indices that 
A, , ,B, and A" ,B, have the same controllability indices. Now observe that 
B, = (B, + CTne,·Uh)(1-CTn 2)-' 
= B, (I - CTn U·Uh)(l - CTn 2) - , (B .19b) 
by (B .1Bb). Now since U·Uh is unitary and CTn < 1, we have ICTnU*uhl < 1, 
which implies I - CTnu*Uh is invertible. It follows that the controllability indices 
of A" ,B, are the same as those of A" ,B " which we have shown to be the same 
as those of A, , ,B,. 
d) C, = (e, + CTnUhB,·) 
Using (B.1Bb) it follows that 
C,·U + B,(1-CTn 2) = [e,·u + CTnB,Uh·U + B, - CTnB,U·Uh] 
= B,(Uh*U - u*Uh) 
and the result follows. o 
The significance of Lemma B.3 for a normalization phase matching algorithm 
based on the one - step Hankel method is the following 
Theorem B. 3 : Let F and F be minimal all- pass rna trices such that F + is a 
one - step Hankel a pproxima tion of F + . Then 
a) F and F have the same total factorization index r (= number of unit Hankel 
singular values of F and F). 
b) F and F have the same number of strictly positive partial indices. 
c) F and F have the same partial indices. 
Let F + = C( sl - A) - , B be a balanced realization of F + and U = F( (0). Then 
d) F( (0) - F( (0) = 0 only if there exists a unitary matrix Uh such that 
(B.20a) 
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(8 .20b) 
Proof: Parts a,b,c follow from Lemma 8.1, Theorem 4.4 and Definitions 4.1, 8.2. 
Part d follows from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 8.1 . . o 
Part d above shows that the one-step method is not really suited to the 
normalization approach to phase matching. A non-normalization one-step method 
will be considered in § 8.7 . There are however a number of cases where (8 .20) 
has solutions for Uh. 
The most obvious situation for which (8.20) has solutions for Uh is when B 1 
has no rows (r = 0), so (8.20b) is vacuous. This is the simple case of <t{jw) > 0, 
W € R U 00 described in § 8.3. 
The scalar case is also straightforward. For the case of real , scalar spectra, U 
and Uh have to be orthogonal scalars, i.e. ± 1. It is easy to see (8.20) will always 
be satisfied in this case. 
Finally, as recognized in [Jon2], (8.20) can also be solved if B 2 2' C 2 / have 
only one row. That is, <Tn has multiplicity 1. Suppose we normalize our phase 
matrix F so that F( (0) = U = 1. Then (8.20) amounts to finding a symmetric, 
unitary matrix Uh to satisfy (8 .20a) . When <Tn has multiplicity 1, this can be done 
by the Housholder transformation 
Uh = I - 2xx* 
X = (C 22 + B 2 /)( IC 22 +B 2 / 1)-1 
(8.21a) 
(8 .21 b) 
We will not pursue this algorithm further here , since it is in fact a special case 
of the algorithm described in the next section. The main conclusion to be drawn 
from the above investigation of a one-step based phase matching algorithm is that 
a normalization approach to phase matching is not naturally compatible with the 
one-step Hankel norm algorithm. 
An alternative way to use the one-step algorithm is considered in § 8.7. 
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S.6 Phase Error Bounds for Normalization Algorithms 
In this section we derive error bounds between F and F. where F + is obtained 
from F + by internally balanced truncation or the one -step Hankel method. 
Theorem S.4 : Let F and F be minimal all-pass matrices with F + of degree nand 
F( 00) = F( 00) . Let <Ti. with multiplicity rio i = 1 •.. .• N. be the Hankel singular 
values of F+ (i.e. <Ti(F+) = <T,. i = 1 •. ..• r,). Let k = r, + r
2 
+ .. . + rQ. 
some Q ~ N. 
l. If F + is a kth order internally balanced truncation of F +. then 
IIF(s) 
- F(S)IIH ( 2(<TQ+, + ... <TN) (S.22a) 
IIF :t(jw) 
- F :t(jw) 1100 ( 2(<TQ +, + + <TN) (S .22b) 
IIF(jw) - F(jw)lloo ( 4(<TQ+ , + ... + <TN) (S.22e) 
2. If F+ is a kth order one-step-at-a-time Hankel a pproxima tion of F +. such 
that at each step (S.20) admits a solution Uh, then 
IIF(s) - F(s)IIH ( (<TQ+, + . .. <TN) (S.23a) 
(S.23b) 
IIF(jw) - F(jw)lloo ( 2(<TQ+, + ... + <TN) (S.23c) 
Proof: 
1 . Let F have realization as in (6.5), so F + and F _( -s) are internally balanced. 
- -Note that IIF - FIIH :: IIF + - F +IIH' so (S.22a) follows from Theorem 9.6 of 
[Glo1], as does (S.22b) for the + sign case. It follows from (6.5b) and (5 .34), 
(5.3Sb) that F _( -s) is an internally balanced truncation of F _( -s), and so (S.22b) 
follows. Equation (S.22c) of course follows from (S .22b) and the triangle inequality. 
2. Consider the one-step method. Then, by Theorem 6.3 of [Gl01], 
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From Theorem 6.1, it follows that F _( -s) has the same Hankel singular values 
as F +, omitting the unit Hankel singular values of F + . Thus what we have to do 
is show that F _( -s) is a one-step approximation of F _( -s) provided F(",) = 
F( "'). As this notationally messy, but straight forward calculation is perfonned in 
[J on2], Theorem 8, we omit it. This gives IIF _ - F -II", ( ON. Hence 
IIF - FII", = IIF+ - F+ + F_ - F_ + F(",) - F("') II", 
~ IIF + - F + II", + IIF _ - F _II 
( 20N 
Applying the one-step method over and over (Le. the one-step-at-a -time 
method), we obtain (8.23). o 
The error bound described in part 1 was observed independently and 
simultaneously by myself and U & Jonckheere [U] . The one-step-at-a-time 
normalization algorithm was introduced in [Jon2], and the error bound in part 2 is 
in [Jon2], although for some reason [Jon2] considers only the case where ct(jw) > 
0, W E R (as far as the phase matrix is concerned, this condition makes no 
difference) . 
Note that the phase error bounds in Theorem 8.4 depend crucially on the 
assumption F( "') = F( "'). That is, they only apply to normalization phase matching 
methods. This is because, unless F(",) = F(",), F_(-s) and F(-s) are not 
necessarily related by the truncation/one -step algorithms , so the bounds of [Glo1] 
cannot be used. 
In the next chapter, we will show that the phase error bounds of Theorem 8.4 
can be used to obtain a relative error bound between V and V I and between Wand 
W. We now however consider a non-nonnalization algorithm which derives from 
considering the problem of approximating V with minimum L", relative error directly. 
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8.7 The Relative Error Criterion 
The relative error approach to model reduction was developed by Glover in 
[Gl02]. Its application to spectrum approximation was considered in [Gl03], where 
its relation to phase matching was also discussed. The basic connection between the 
two is that both are based on the model reduction of the stable part of the phase 
matrix (F + in Figure 8 .2), as observed in [Gl03]. Recall that in the situation 
described in § 8.2 (scalar, strictly proper .,c(s) , with ;C(jw) > 0) the reduced order 
spectrum ~ is unique up to a constant scaling factor. The relative error method 
was seen to provide an alternative way of choosing this scalaing parameter (the way 
originally proposed by 10nckheere was to choose it so that .,c(0) = ~O)) . 
In this section, we are interested in the connection between the relative error 
method and phase matching in the general case . It is not to difficult now to see, 
given the results of [Gl02], that the relative error method is a phase matching 
algorithm as described by Figure 8.2 . What is less clear is what particular choices 
of parameters the relative error criterion produces. This will be shown in this 
section. We firstly however summarize the approach of [Gl02] . 
PI The Relative Error Problem: Given V(s), analytic in 11+, of degree n, find V 
analytic in 11+ and degree k such that 
a) V = V(I- ~) 
b) II~II<XJ is minimized 
The relative error problem as formulated by Glover in [Gl02] does not require 
V to be analytic in 11+. Since we are interested in the connection with phase 
matching, where only stable V are considered, we make this assumption from the 
start . 
In [Gl02] it is shown that the relative error problem is equivalent to the 
following: 
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P2 Equivalent Relative Error Problem: Given V(s) , analytic in n + and of degree n, 
and W(s) , analytic in n+ with VV. = W.W, find V analytic in n+ and degree k 
such that IIW*'(V V) I leo is minimized. 
Minimum Relative Error [Gl02] : Let V, W be analytic in n+, with V of degree n 
and such that VV. = W* W. Let V be analytic in n+ of degree k. Then 
(8.24) 
That is the relative error is bounded below by the Hankel singular values of 
the phase matrix F = W;-, V. 
Note, as we discussed in § 8.3, that (Jtvr;'V) are dependent on the choice of 
Wand are minimized by taking W to be the full rank, non -singular in Re(s) > 0, 
right spectral factor of VV.. This is assumed to be the case in [Gl02]. 
As with the case of the conventional Leo optimal model reduction problem (i.e. 
- -
minimizing IIV - V1leo , V of degree k) no closed form solution is available except 
when k = n - multiplicity of (J n' where V is degree n. In this case the solution 
is provided by Glover's one-step method described in Definition 8.2. We can then 
get good approximants of lower order by applying the one-step method over and 
over, i.e. the one-step-at-a-time Hankel method . In [Gl02J, a similar approach 
is taken to the 'solution' of problem P2. 
Construction of V [Gl02]: Let V, W be analytic in n+, V of degree n, W 
non-singular in Re(s) > 0 and such that VV. = W.W. Let F = W-;'V and Fc 
= F + + F(eo) (i.e. Fc is the stable part of F, including the constant term) and 
note that F + has degree n. Let k = n - multiplicity of (In(F) , and L of degree 
k be a one-step approximation of Fc (see Definition 8.2) . Define 
E = Fc - L (8.25) 
and 
v = V 
Then V is analytic in n+, has degree k and satisfies 
"w;"'(V - V)IIoo = (Tm(w;"'V) 
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(8.26a) 
(8.27) 
In the conventional one - step - at - a - time algorithm, we can obtain an 
approximant of any order simply by applying the one-step algorithm over and over 
again. We can predict the accuracy of this procedure since the one-step algorithm 
preserves Hankel singular values. 
The relative error situation is however more complicated . Firstly we have to 
find an Fc on which to use the one-step method the second time. This apparently 
means we have to do a spectral factorization W* = W* Wand form F c = 
[W;;:' V]C at each step. In order to predict the accuracy of such a procedure we 
would also like to know how (Ti(F c> relate to (Ti(F C>. These problems are resolved 
by the following : 
Choice of W [Gl02]: Let V, W , E be as above and define W by 
VI = W - Ev* 
Then W is analytic in n+, non-singular in Re(s) > 0 and satisfies 
W*W = vv* 
Let 
F = W;;:'V 
Then 
F+ 
- rw*'V] + = L - L( (0) 
which implies 
(Ti(F) = (Ti(F) , = 1, ... ,k 
(8.26b) 
(8.28) 
(8.29) 
(8.30) 
(8.31) 
This essentially means we can just iterate the one -step method, without doing 
a spectral factorization at each step and without having to 'calculate' F c' 
Furthermore, the Hankel singular values of F at each stage are just the first k 
Hankel singular values of F. This gives the following relative error bound . 
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Theorem 8.3 [Gl02l: Let V. W be analytic in fl+. W non-singular in Re(s) > O. 
Let CTj. i = 1 •. ..• N with multiplicity q be the Hankel singular values of F = 
'W;"' V. That is 
CTi('W;"'V) = CT,. i = 1 •. .. • r, etc. 
Let k = r, + + rQ for some Q ( N and V be a kth order matrix function 
calculated by the one - step - step - at - a - time relative error method. Then 
Note that for small CTi. the right hand side of (8.32) is approximately LCTi. 
Thus the one-step-at-a-time relative error method provides a good. if not 
optimal. approximant in the Leo relative error sense. 
The Relative Error Method and Phase Matching: 
The relative error method described above clearly has close connections with 
phase matching. Both are based on the approximation of the stable part of W; 'v. 
where V. W satisfy VV. = W. W. To see that the relative error method is a 
phase matching algorithm. let V. W be calculated by the one-step-at-a-time 
relative error method. Then 
a) V. Ware analytic in fl+ . 
- - -b) Consequently F = W;:'V is a minimal all-pass matrix (Theorem 4.5). 
c) F+ is a one-step-at-a-time Hankel approximation of F+ = ['W;"'V]+. 
Thus the relative error method is a phase matching algorithm. What remains 
is to show exactly what phase matching algorithm it is. That is. how do we specify 
choices for 1.2.3 and 4 of § 8.3 so as to come up with the same V. W as the 
relative error method. 
In order for a complete comparison to be made. we now make slightly different 
assumptions to those used so far in this section. Firstly. we do not assume W is 
non -singular in Re(s) > O. We do however assume that V. Ware minimal 
degree. ordered spectral factors of VV. (i .e. they satisfy Assumptions 8.1 and 8.2) . 
For V. the additional assumption is that o(VV.) = 2o(V) . 
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Theorem B.4: Let cP, V, W satisfy Assumptions B.1, B.2 and let V, W have 
balanced stochastic realizations 
Yes) = Voo + H(sI - A)- IB (B .33a) 
W(s) = Woo + C(sI - A)- IG (B.33b) 
as in Chapter 5. Let F = W* - IV, U = F(oo) , note that 
(B .34) 
and (B.34) is internally balanced. 
Let L be a kth order (k = n - rn> one-step Hankel approximation of F +, 
Uh the associated solution to (B.1B), and let L+ have realization as in Definition 
B.2 
L+ = L - L(oo) = C(sI 
Define the error system E as 
1. Define 
Voo = Voo(I-nmU*Uh) 
Woo = (I-O"nUhU*)Woo 
A)-I13 
2. Let 0 be any unitary matrix such that 
CI *0 + 13 I(l-O"n 2) = 0 
Note that a particular solution is given by 
(B.35a) 
(B.35b) 
(B.36a) 
(B.36b) 
(B.37a) 
(B.37b) 
(B.3B) 
3. Let F be the unique minimal all- pass matrix such that F + = L - L( (0) and 
F(oo) = O. (Exists by Theorem 4.3 and (B .37a) . 
4. Define 
HI * - G I *(1-O"n 2) = WooC I + (B.39a) 
(]I - * HI) (or = BIVoo + (B.39b) 
and let G, H be the corresponding solutions to 
toG Ii* -* -= C Woo (B.40a) 
ill-lIi* = (] - BVoo* (B.40b) 
That is, 
H= 
G= BV * + ii* oo 
4. Define V, W by 
V( s) = V", + H( sl A)-IB 
Then: 
a) V, Ware analytic in IT+ and satisfy 
F = W.'V . 
F and F have the same partial indices. 
V = V - W*E 
W = W - EV* 
b) Let V" W, be as in (5.29) and 
V , (s) = V", + <3 ,(sl - A ,, )B , 
W , (s) = Woo + (: , (sl - A,, )G , 
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(8.41a) 
(8 .41 b) 
(8.42a) 
(8.42b) 
(8.43) 
(8 .44a) 
(8.44b) 
(8 .45a) 
(8.45a) 
Then the realizations (8.43) of V I(S), W I(S) have the same zeros as the 
realizations (5.29) of V , (s), W , (s) . Furthermore, any zero of V, (resp W,) is a 
- -zero of V, (resp. W). In particular, V and W have precisely the same zeros as 
c) If L = Qmin (W is non-singular in Re(s) > 0), then the realization (8 .39a) is 
minimal - V is degree k - and W is non -singular in Re(s) > O. 
If L = Pmin (V is non-singular in Re(s) > 0), then the realization (8.39b) is 
minimal - W is degree k - and V is non -singular in Re(s) > O. 
d) V, W satisfy the relative error equalities 
IIW*'(V - V)lloo = <Tn(F) 
II(W - Vi)V;-llloo = <Tn(F) 
(8.46a) 
(8.46b) 
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Proof: See Chapter Appendix 8.A o 
Theorem 8.4 describes exactly how to choose the various parameters in the 
phase matching paradigm so as to achieve the minimum Lco relative error between V 
and V. That is, it gives state-space formulae for Glover's one-step relative error 
method and shows the precise connection with phase matching. One new property 
proved for the one-step relative error method is that it preserves the zeros of V I 
in V. In particular, V and V have the same n+ zeros. 
The phase matching algorithm described by Theorem 8.4 has an unusual 
feature : it defines V co' W co and uses them to 'determine' aU. (The 'normal' phase 
- - -
rna tching approach would be to choose V co and U, and define W from V co and U.) 
In fact, we do not have to calculate U at all - part 2 is only in the theorem to 
show the connection to phase matching. This in effect completely by-passes the 
approximate phase matrix F, although it is still in the background. 
8.8 Examples 
In this section we consider the academic problem of approximating the two 
factors of the phase matrix e(s) given by 
e (5) _ (5 - 1) (5 - 3)(5 + 2) 
(5 + 1)(5 + 3)(5 - 2) (8.47) 
which we calculated in example 6.1, and a digital filter approximation example. 
Example 1 : Consider the stable, minimum phase transfer function v(s) given by 
S(5 + 2) 
V(5) - (5+1)(5+3) (8.48) 
which satisfies V;IV = e, e as in (8.47), and considered as case 2, example 6.1. 
Note that this simple low-pass system has a zero on the imaginary axis, at s = 0, 
and thus could not be handled by the primitive phase matching algorithm described 
in § 8.2. The Hankel singular values of e are 1, 1/15 , and the Hankel singular 
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values of v are 0.4665, 0.0335 . Since e + has degree two and 1 unit Hankel 
singular value, we can only approximate it by a first order system. This means that 
the balanced stochastic truncation of v is just v " where v = v, V 2 is the product 
decomposition of v, calculated in § 6.2 as 
s 
v, ( s) - s + 1 . 71 43 
The relative error approximation of v is easily calculated as 
s \ vre ( s ) - 0 . 9333 
s + 1. 5 
(8.49a) 
(8.49b) 
For comparison, we consider the (internally) balanced truncation of v, calculated as 
_ ( ) s + O. 1340 
Vbt S - S + 2 (8.49c) 
Clearly we see that BST and the relative error method preserve the zero at s = 0, 
whilst balanced truncation, although it produces a minimum phase approximation, 
does not preserve this zero . The phase and gain Bode plots of v, v ,. v re and Vbt 
are shown in Figure 8.3. The gain plot , Figure 8.3a clearly shows the poor 
matching produced by balanced truncation below 0.1 rad/sec. The phase 
matching/relative error methods by contrast match the gain ro11- off very well , 
essentially because they retain the zero at the origin. More dramatic is the phase 
comparison provided by Figure 8.3b. Both phase matching algorithms match the 
phase well, whilst balanced truncation has large and increasing phase error below 5 
rad/sec, culminating in a 900 phase error at 0 rad/sec. This is because the phase 
of v at 0 rad/sec has a 180 degree discontinuity, caused by the zero at s = 0, 
which balanced truncation, because it does not preserve this zero , must match with a 
continuous phase. 
Whether such accurate matching is required at such low gain is of course 
application dependent. In filter design in particular, approximating the filter v by 
its balanced truncation would seriously degrade StOP - band attenuation , whilst BST 
and the relative error method do not degrade performance noticeably. In this 
context it is however irrelevant whether the stop - band phase is accurately matched. 
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Example 2: The problem with balanced truncation in the previous example is that 
it does not preserve zeros, and hence phase discontinuities , on Re(s) = 0 U 00. 
Balanced truncation does however, in certain circumstances, preserve zeros at 
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infinity. Consider the stable, minimum phase transfer function v(s) discussed in 
Example 6 .1, case and given by 
(5 + 2 ) 
y es) - (5+1 )( 5+3 ) (8 .50) 
The phase and gain Bode plots of v(s), and its 1 st order approximants calculated by 
BST, the relative error method, and internally balanced truncation , are shown in 
Figure 8.4 . The performance of the various methods is clearly comparable . 
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Example 3 (Digital Filter Approximation): We now consider the application of 
phase matching/relative error methods to a real system, namely the low pass 
recursive digital (i.e . discrete time) filter considered in [Cha]. The fliter design 
consists of a 6th ' order, low-pass, elliptic, digital filter in series with an 8th order, 
stable, all-pass function , the specifications of which can be obtained from [Cha]. 
The gain characteristic is given by that of the elliptic fliter (since all-pass functions 
have unit gain), and is specified as 50.1 db stop band attenuation, 0.2 db 
pass - band ripple. The all- pass section is used to improve the phase response of 
the fliter . In particular, it is desired that the phase be linear in the pass - band of 
the filter. The phase charateristic of fliters is usually expressed via the group delay 
which is the negative of the derivative of phase with respect to frequency : 
group delay(w) = - d8(w)/dw (6 .S1a) 
To produce a continuous function the group delay is however expressed in terms of 
the smooth phase (see § 2.2) 
group delay(w) = _d8 o(w)/dw (6.51 b) 
Clearly a linear phase characteristic corresponds to a constant group delay. 
The elliptic filter is stable, and has all 6 zeros (3 complex conjugate pairs) on 
the unit circle. The all-pass section is stable, and therefore has all-zeros outside 
the unit circle (non - minimum phase). 
The gain and group delay responses of the filter (as well as two approximations 
of it) are shown in Figures 8.5, 8.6. Note that frequency is specified simply around 
the unit circle (i.e. from ° to 11"), whilst the frequency in actual implementation will 
depend on the sample frequency. 
Consider approximating the 14th order digital filter fez) by one of lower order. 
We firstly consider the one-step Hankel norm approximation . The Hankel singular 
values of fez) are: 
.9961, .9951 , .9893, .9890, .9854 , .9838, .9800, 
.9598, .8442, .5910, .2994, .1089, .0298, .0063. 
1S2 
To apply the one-step Hankel norm algorithm we map the unit circle in to 
the left half plane via the bilinear transformation (see e.g. [Gl01]) , obtain a l3 th 
order one -step Hankel approximation (also optimal Leo norm approximation), and 
map back into the unit circle to obtain a l3 th order digital filter, fH<z). The · 
performance of this l3 th order approximation is shown in Figures 8.S and 8.6. 
Note that in the pass - band, where the filter gain is close to 1, the Hankel norm 
approximation performs well, both in gain and group delay. In the stop - band, 
where the filter gain is below - SOdb, the approximation is unacceptable, resulting in 
a 10db loss of stop - band attenuation. The group delay is also poorly matched in 
the transition and stop - bands, since the unit circle zeros are not matched, but this 
is not particularly important at such low gain. 
What appears to be needed to obtain a better approximation to that given by 
the above Hankel norm method is a frequency weighting. The poor performance of 
the Hankel norm method in the stop-band is because one step Hankel reduction 
gives the minimum Leo linear error (Ilf - fHlleo minimized) . What is needed is some 
form of relative error approximation. 
error approach: 
Let us consider the phase matching/relative 
Write the filter fez) as 
fez) = h(z)e(z) 
where 
h( z) = 6th order elliptic filter 
e(z) = 8th order stable all-pass 
(8.S2a) 
(8.S2b)" 
(8.S2c) 
Observe that ff* = f(z)f(z- 1) = h(z)h(z- 1) = ~z) since e is all-pass. We see 
that ~z) has degree 12 = 2 o(h), and so h(z) is a minimal degree spectral factor of 
<p = ff*. In particular, we see that I is not a minimaL degree spectraL lactor 01 
11*. This rules out balanced stochastic truncation, and other phase matching 
algorithms which rely on Assumption 8.2. The only possibility left is the relative 
error method. Now observe that h(z) is stable, and has all its zeros on the unit 
circle, so it is the minimum phase spectral factor we need for the relative error 
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method . The fact that h(z) has only unit circle zeros causes a problem however , 
since it implies that 11;"' (he) is a stable all- pass, which have only unit Hankel 
singular values, and cannot sensibly be approximated [Glol] . This problem stumps 
the relative error method as well. 
Something can however be done akin to the relative error method . The elliptic 
filter h is made up of three 2nd order sections, each containing a pair of unit circle 
zeros. We could pick one (or two) of these sections, call it h" and consider the 
a pproxima tion of h, ;-, (he) instead of h;-' ( he) . This will preserve the zeros of 
f = he on the unit circle which correspond to h,. The h, we picked is the one 
which has the first unit circle zero in the stop-band, i.e. at 1.4040 rad/sec . The 
function h,(z) has poles 0.3842 ± 0.8675j, zeros 0.1660 ± 0.9861j , with absolute 
values 0 .9488 and 1 respectively. The gain characteristic of h, (z) is shown below in 
Figure 8.7. 
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Note that the weighting function h,.' under weights the pass band by about 4.5db 
at low frequency, and by about 15db approaching cut-off, relative to the stop band 
weighting. At the zero at 1.404 rad/sec we of course have an infinite weighting 
(infinity showing up as 30db in Figure 8.7). 
Following the relative error method, we calculate an approximant f as 
(8 .53a) 
Where k is a one-step Hankel approximant of [h,.'f]c' the causal part of h,. ' f 
(calculated in continuous time via bilinear transformation). Since f is stable and 
h,.' has only unit circle poles (which cancel unit circle zeros of f) , we see that 
h,.' f = [h,.' f]c' so f is given simply from (8 .53a) as 
(8.53b) 
This gives f of degree 13, with a pair of unit circle zeros at the unit circle zeros 
of h,. The gain and group delay characteristics of f are shown on Figures 8.5, 
8.6. Note, as expected, the zero at 1.404 rads/sec is matched, the stop-band 
I 
performance is improved, especially below 1.9 rad/sec and the massive group delay 
i 
error of of the linear Hankel norm method (as opposed to relative or weighted 
l Hankel norm method) around 1.404 rad/sec has been eliminated. Also, as expected 
I given the 4.Sdb de-weighting on the pass band, the pass band gain error is larger 
than is the case for the linear method, especially towards cut-off. 
The above experiment shows that some trade-off between stop band and pass 
band performance is possible using frequency weighted Hankel norm approximation. 
The particular weighting suggested here by the relative error method (h,) however 
I 
'. 
may not be the most appropriate. It is not imperative that any unit circle zeros 
are matched in the reduction, provided that acceptable stop - band attenuation is 
achieved. The compromise between acceptable stop - band and pass - band 
performance does however appear to be very severe, with any improvement in 
stop-band perfomance requiring a significant degradation in the pass-band. 
; 
I 
I 
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8 .A Chapter Appendix (Proof of Theorem 8.4) : 
Preliminaries: We fIrstly prove the statements in parts 2 and 4. That is, that a 
solution to (8.37) exists, with a particular solution being (8.38) and that (8.39) and 
(8.40) are equivalent. 
2. Let U be given by (8.38). Note that U is of the form Y-*YU, U unitary. 
Thus UU- - * -- y-*yuu*y- ly* I pro' g U 's nl'ta =, vm 1 U ry. Recall C 1 *u + B 1 = 
O. Now 
c1*-o- + -8,(1-O'n 2) = (C 1+O'nUhB ljU + B 1+O'nC l*Uh 
= C 1 *(I-O'nUhu*)*(I-O'nUhU*) -*(I-O'nUhUjU + B l(I-O'nUUh) 
= Bl U[I-O'nUhU*]U + B1(I-O'nUUh) 
= 0 
proving (8.37a) . Recall Wa:U = Voo 
WooU = Woo*(I 
= Woo*(I 
O'nUhuj*(I-O'nUhUj -*(I-O'nUhUjU 
O'nUhU*)U 
= Woo*U(I-O'nU*UW 
= Voo(I-O'nU*Uh) 
proving (8 .37b). 
4. Clearly with H, G given by (8.41) , HI' Glare given by (8.39). What we 
need to show is that (8.41) satisfy (8.40). 
if* - C*w= C*W + nG - c*W by (8.41a) 
= C*(W - W) + D(m* + BV*) by (5.18b) 
= [O'n(IC*Uh +O'nBUh *)Uh +ru3]V* + nm* 
by (8.16c), (8.36b) and Woo 
= nf:[n- 1 (I:S+ O'nC*Uh)V* + Ii*) 
= flI:(-8v* +Ii* by (8.16b)) 
= m:G by (8 .37b) 
proving (8.40a). Similarly for (8.41 b), (8.40b). 
= UV * 00 
I 
; 
I 
: 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
! 
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Proof of part a): We now prove (8.43) and (8.44) . This is the guts of the proof. 
Let F be defined as in 3. It follows from (8.42), (8.40) , (8.37b) and Theorem 
6.2 that V, W satisfy (8.43) . 
For (8.44), 
WE = [Weo* + G*(-sI-A*)-'C*][<TnUh + CCsI-A)-'B - C(sI-A)- 1"8] 
Now observe (yet again) 
(-sI - A*) - , C*CCsI - A) = [(sI - A) + (-sI - A*)[ by (5 .19a) 
Also, by (6.44) and (6.45) of [Glo1], 
(-s1-A*)-'C*C(s1-A)-' = [12,O]*(s1-A) + (-s1-Aj-'[12,o]* 
Thus 
WE = <TnWeo*Uh + [Weo*C + G*I](s1-A)-'B 
+ G*( -s1 - A*)[<TnC*Uh + LB-[13*12,0]*] 
[Weo*c+G*[12,O]*](s1-A) -'B 
By (5.19b), Weo*C+G*[ = H and by (8.l6b), (8.18) [<TnC*Uh+LB-[B*12,O]] = 0, 
so 
Thus 
V - WR= Veo - Weo*<TnUh + [Weo*c+G*12](s1-A) -'B 
= Veo(I-<TnU*Uh) + [Weo*c+G*12](s1-A) -'B 
- - -
= Veo + H(s1-A)- ' B 1)y (8.37b) and (8.4la) 
= V 
It is similarly shown that W defined by (8.40b) is given by (8 .39b) . 
Proof of part b) : What needs to be proved is that V, and V, have the same zeros. 
The rest follows from the product decomposition as in the proof of Theorem 8.2 
B, = (1-<Tn 2)-'(B,+<TnC,*Uh) by (8.l6b) 
= B,(1 -<TnU*Uh)(l-<Tn 2) -, since C, *U + B,= 0 
A, 1 = (l-<Tn) - '(<Tn 2A, , * +A, , -<TnB, U*UhB, *) 
= (l-<Tn) - '[<Tn 2( -B,B, * -A, ,) +A, , +<TnB, U*UhB, *] by (5 .24a) 
I 
I 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i r 
\ 
,~ 
! 
I 
! 
: 
~ 
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H , = vi" C, + G, *(1 - CT n 2) 
= vu*(C,+CTnUhB,*) + (H,+VB,*)(1-CTn 2) by (8.16c) and (5.26b) 
combining these with (8 .38a), 
- -[ SI~A" ~']_ [I 0] [51-A" 
-H, V 0 I -CTn2 -H, 
It follows from Definition 5.6 and the non -singularity of (1- CT nU*U hl that the 
realizations of V, and V, have the same zeros. Similarly for W, and W, . 
Proof of part c): When [ = Qmin. so W is non-singular in Re(s) > 0, we are 
in the case considered by Glover, and it is shown in [Gl02] that V has degree k. 
Alternatively this can be shown as in the proof of Theorem 8.2 using the product 
decomposition. 
Proof of part d): Obvious from (8.44) and Theorem 6.3 of [Glol]. 
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CHAPTER NINE: Leo CONTINUITY OF PHASE/GAIN RELATIONS AND 
WIENER-HOPF FACTORIZATIONS 
9 .1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the Leo continuity properties of the phase/gain 
relations, the Hilbert transform, and Wiener- Hopf factorization. 
Consider the construction of gain from phase. In general, given the limits of 
data acquisition, the phase will not be known exactly. It is therefore important to 
establish how errors in the phase affect the gain computed via the phase/gain 
relations. This problem clearly also has implications for the phase matching 
paradigm, since normalization algorithms satisfy phase error bounds. Part of the 
motivation for phase matched model reduction is that good phase matching should 
produce good transfer function matching since, in the minimum phase case , the gain 
and phase are connectred via the Bode relations. This will not necessarily be the 
case however if the Bode phase/gain relation is not continuous. 
It is quite easy to see (§ 9.2) that the Hilbert transform, and the gain/ phase 
relations are continuous in L 2 norm. The L 2 norm is not however particularly 
helpful in many contexts, since it measures the average squared error. A small L2 
error can still mean a very large error at some frequencies. To ensure the error is 
contained at all frequencies, it is the Leo norm that is required . Unfortunately the 
Hilbert transform and the phase/gain relations are not continuous in Leo norm (§ 
9.2) . That is, an arbitrarily small phase error can produce an infinitely large gain 
error, a very undesirable circumstance . For real rational functions however, it is 
possible to give an error bound for the Hilbert transform and the phase/gain 
relations. Note that the condition of rationality destroys the connection between the 
Hilbert transform and the phase/gain relations, since a function and its logarithm 
cannot both be rational. The Hilbert transform is considered in § 9.2, and the 
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bound obtained is linear (affine) in the McMillan degree. Section 9.3 considers 
the phase/gain relation, where a relative error bound is obtained, also dependent on 
the McMillan degree. Section 9.4 similarly considers the gain/phase relation. 
In the errors - in - variables problem discussed in Chapter 3, the transfer 
function of the system is given in terms of the Wiener- Hopf factors of the 
cross-spectrum matrix. Since this cross-spectrum will not be known exactly, we 
must assess the continuity properties of the Wiener- Hopf factorization. This is also 
of importance for control design, since the construction of an LQG controller can be 
viewed as two spectral factorizations, spectral factorization being an important special 
case of Wiener- Hopf factorization. The Wiener- Hopf factorization is however also 
not continuous in La) norm [And6], though again it is in L2 [Cia]. In § 9.4 we 
consider the La) continuity and establish that Wiener- Hopf factorization is La) 
continuous, provided the derivatives are controlled [Gre6]. The derivative condition 
is automatically satisfied for rational functions. 
9.2 Error Bounds for the Hilbert Transform 
Given an La) bound on the real part of a rational transfer matrix on the 
imaginary axis we consider in this section the problem of obtaining an La) bound on 
the transfer matrix itself. This calculation is envisaged as primarily applicable in the 
context of errors. That is, given the real parts of two transfer matrices on the 
imaginary axis and the La) error between them, we find a bound on the La) error 
between the transfer matrices themselves. 
As far as L 2 , or square integral, errors are concerned, the situation is easily 
analysed for the Hilbert transform. Consider the construction of a real function t(s), 
analytic in n+, from its real part r(jw) = Ht(jw) + t(-jw)]. The construction can 
be achieved by inverse Fourier transformation, truncation of the resulting symmetric 
time function, and then Fourier transformation of the truncated time function - this 
is equivalent to the frequency domain convolution involved in a Hilbert transform of 
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§ 2.2. Suppose that r(jw) e L2 and denote by ret) the inverse Fourier transform 
of r(jw). Notice that by Parseval's theorem, Ilr(t)11 2 = IIr(jw)II 2(21r)- L Now form 
t(t) = 2r(t)1(t), where 1(-) is the unit step function. Obviously IIt(t) II 2 = IIr(t) II 2" 
The transfer function t(jw) is obtained as the Fourier transform of t(t) and again by 
Parseval's theorem we have IIt(jw) II 2 = (211")!IIt(t)112 = IIr(jw)II2" Since the 
construction of t(jw) from r(jw) is linear, it follows that an L 2 error of e in r(jw) 
will induce an L 2 error of e in t( j w). 
The same is, however, not true for the Loo norm, as the following example 
shows. 
Example 9 .1 : ([Gui, page 298-299] To illustrate the kind of discontinuity that can 
occur with the Hilbert transform when applied to non - rational functions, consider 
the real function defined by 
r(j w) = e for w e [- wo' wo] and zero otherwise (9.1) 
The imaginary part of a strictly proper function, analytic in 11 + with real part r(jw) 
is then given via the Hilbert transform as 
i(jw) - - ~ J r(ji) di 
11" -00 W - i (9.2) 
e 1 n I w - Wg I 
11" W + Wo (9.3) 
Evidently, i(jw) is unbounded at ± WOo Thus, with t(jw) = r(jw) + ji(jw) , IIt(jw)IIoo 
= 00, whilst IIr(jw)lIoo = e, for any e > 0 and any Wo > O. This means that 
although r(jw) is arbitrarily close to the zero function, which has Hilbert transform 
zero, the Hilbert transform of r(jw) is unbounded. The Hilbert transform cannot 
therefore be continuous in Leo norm. 
The situation is not as bad for rational functions, as we will show. 
Definition 9 .1: Let Rn denote real rational matrix functions, analytic in 11+, with 
McMillan degree n. We will say feR if feRn for some unspecified n. 
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The following simple lemma is the basis for calculations in this and subsequent 
sections, the results of which are only as good as this lemma. 
Lemma 9 .1: Let T(s) e Rn with er ,(T) its maximum Hankel singular value. Then 
er,(T) ( IIT(jw) t T(-jw)lIoo (9.4) 
IIT(jw) - T(OO)lIoo ( 2ner,(T) (9.5) 
IITOw) 1100 ~ 2ner, (T) + I T( (0) I (9.6) 
Proof: By Nehari's theorem, 
er ,(T) = inf IIT(jw) + F(jW)lloo 
F(s) e~ 
( IIT(jw) t T(-jw)lIoo since tT(-s) e ~ 
IIT(jw) - T(OO)lloo ( 2(er,(T) + + ern(T» by Corollary 9 .3 of [Glo1] 
~ 2ner, (T) 
I IT(jw) I 100 = IIT(jw) - T(oo) + T(OO)lloo 
( IIT(jw) - T(OO)lloo + IT(oo) I 
~ 2ner,(T) + IT(oo) I 0 
Definition 9 .2: Let T(s) be a real matrix function. Then R(s) and I(s) given by 
R(s) = (T(s) + T(S)/2 (9.7a) 
I(s) = (T(s) - T(S) /(2j) (9.7b) 
are respectively the real part and the imaginary part of T(s) . 
Combining the defintion with Lemma 9.1, we have the Hilbert transform error 
bound for rational matrix function : 
Theon::m 9 .1 : Let T(s) eRn· and let R(s), I(s) denote the real and imaginary parts 
of T(s). Suppose R(s) satisfies 
IIROw)lIoo ~ e . (9.8) 
Then 
Then 
I IT(jw) I I a:> < 4nE + IT( a» I 
< (4n + 1) E 
Suppose I(s) satisfies 
III(j w) 1Ia> < E 
IIT(jW)IIa:> \ 4nE + IT(a:» I 
Proof : CT,(T) ~ IIT(jw) + T(-jw)lla:> by (9.4) 
= 2I1R(jw)lIa:> by (9.7a) 
\ 2 E 
Substituting into (9 .6) gives (9 .9a) . Observe that 
IT( a:» I = I (T(a:» + T(-a»)J21 = IR( a:» I \ E 
from which (9.9b) follows. 
CT,(T) = IIT(jw) - T(-jw)lla:> by (9.4) 
= 2I1I(jW)lloo by (9.7b) 
\ 2 E 
Substituting into (9 .6) gives (9.11). 
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(9.9a) 
(9 .9b) 
(9 .10) 
(9.1 1 ) 
o 
Notice that the bounds obtained are affine in n, so that for high order 
functions the Hilbert transform relating the real and imaginary parts of a function in 
Rn may be increasingly sensitive to errors. Rational approximations to (9 .1) could 
be found with increasing accuracy for higher and higher degree. Theorem 9.1 is 
thus consistent with the conclusion established in Example 9.1. This is not to say 
that Theorem 9.1 gives the best possible bound, nor even that a bound affine in n 
is the best possible. 
9 .3 Phase Error Bound to Transfer Matrix Error Bounds 
In this section we develop an La:> bound on the relative error of a stable, 
minimum phase, rational function matrix given a bound on its phase error. As for 
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the Hilbert transform, this bound depends on the McMillan degree of the rational 
function. In [And6] an example of essentially the same type as given in § 9.2 
shows that the bound must become infinite as the degree goes to infinity, and this 
is indeed the case for the bound obtained. 
We firstly consider the scalar case. 
Lemma 9 .2 : Let t(s) eRn' scalar satisfy 
111 - t(-jw)-lt(jW)IICXl \ e 
for some e < (2n) - I. Then 
Ilt(jw) - t(CXl)IICXl \ 2ne(1-2ne)-llt(CXl) I 
Proof: <TI(t) \ Ilt( - jw) - t(jW)IICXl by (9.4) 
\ Ilt(-jw)(l - t(-jw)-lt(jw))IICXl 
\ ellt(jw)IICXl by (9 .12) 
\ e(2n<T I (t) + It(CXl) I) by (9.6) 
Thus 
<TI(t) \ e(l - 2ne)-llt(CXl)1 
Substituting into (9.6) gives (9.13) 
(9 .12) 
(9.13) 
o 
The Lemma says that if the phase of a rational transfer function is close to 
zero at all frequencies (Le. the phase function is close to 1, so (9.12) is satisfied), 
then the transfer function is almost constant, i.e. Ilt(jW) - t( CXl)IICXl is small. This 
is not of much apparent use in this form, but Lemma 9.2 can be used to derive an 
error bound between two transfer functions given an error bound between their 
phase functions. Before we do this however we consider some examples. 
It is first of all important to note that the condition e < (2n) - I of Lemma 
9.2 cannot possibly hold unless t(CXl) is non-zero and t(s) is minimum phase: Let 
t(s) have n (stable) poles, z+ stable zeros, Zo imaginary axis zeros and z_ unstable 
zeros. The total phase change from w = 0 to w = cxl of the phase function of 
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t(jw) is then (z+ + Zo z_ - n)1I" . Then, unless z~ = 0 (i.e . t(s) is 
minimum phase) and z+ + Zo = n (Le . t(",) non-zero), the phase is q1l" at 
some frequency Wo (with Wo = '" allowed as a possibility). The phase function 
t(-S)-lt(S) is therefore -1 at jw o' so 111 - t(-jw)-lt(jw)ll", ~ 2 if t(",) = 0 or 
t(s) non-minimum phase . 
In light of this it is natural to ask whether the conditions of the lemma can be 
true for any t(s). 
Example 9.2: Consider toes) defined by 
toes) = (s + 1 + o)(s + 1)-1 
From (9 .14) it is not difficult to show that 
11 - t(_jW)-lt(jW)I = 2Isin(8(w))I 
A little algebra gives 
o > 0 
sin8 0(w) = -0u{(w 2 +1)(w 2 +1+0 2 +20)]- t 
~ - ou.(w 2 +1)- 1 
with the inequality tending to equality as 0 -+ O. It follows that 
Ilsin8 0(W)II", ~ 0/2 (approx = for small 0) 
(9 .14) 
Thus we can take € = 0 in Lemma 9.2. So for any E, it is possible to find a 
transfer function (which is not constant) such that (9.12) is satisfed. Applying now 
Lemma 9.2 we get 
Ilto(jW) - 111", ~ 20(1-20)-1 
However to(jw) -1 = o(jW+l)-I, so that 
Ilto(jW) - 111", = 0 
Thus the error bound is, for this example, conservative by about a factor of 2. 
The main application of Lemma 9.2 is to show that two stable, minimum 
phase, rational functions with similar phase must be similar. 
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Theorem 9.2: Let v,(s) and v 2(s) be such that tCs) - v,(s)-'v 2(s) f R n, t( oo) = 1 
and satisfy, for some f < (2n)-' 
Ilv,(-jw)-'v,(jw) - v 2(-jw)-'v 2(jW)lIoo ~ f (9.15) 
Then 
(9.16) 
Proof: 
IIv, (- jw) - , v, (jw) - v 2( - jw) - , v 2(jW) 1100 
= IIv ,(-jw)-'v,(jw)(l - t(-jw)-'t(jW»lIoo 
= 111 - t( - jw) - , t(jw)lloo (9.17) 
since v,(-s)-'v,(s) is all-pass. By (9.17) and (9 .15) we see that (9.12) is 
satisfied for t(s) . Thus 
IIv ,(jW)-'(v,(jw) - v 2(jW»lIoo 
= 11(1 - t(jw»lIoo 
~ 2nc(1-2nc)-' by Lemma 9.2. o 
There are several points to note about the error bound derived this section. 
The results are applicable only to rational fuctions. The condition c < (2n) -, can 
of course be rewritten as n < (2 c) - ' . This therefore, for given c, puts a definite 
degree bound on the functions t(s) to which the results are applicable. 
Theorem 9.2 gives a reLative error bound on v,(s) - v 2(s) . Thus if v,(jwJ 
is (close to) zero for some wO' one cannot get good phase matching between v ,(s) 
and v 2(S) unless v 2(jW O) is also (close to) zero. That is, if v 2(jW) satisfies (9 .15) 
(and the theorem conditions) , then (9 .16a) implies v 2(jW O) must be (close to) zero 
when v, (jwo) is (close to) zero. 
The condition t(s) c Rn is satisfied when vies) c Rm ' some m and v, (s) is 
minimum phase , or more generally if the zeros of v, (s) in (s: Re(s) ~ OJ are the 
same as those of vis) in (s: Re(s) ~ OJ . 
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Consider now the multivariable case. We generalize Lemma 9.2 as follows 
Lemma 9 .3 : Let T(s) E Rn and G(s) € R satisfy 
III - T(-jw)-tG(jw)IIoo ( 0 
for some 0 < 0 < (2n) - , . Then 
IIT(jw) - T(oo)IIoo ~ 2no(1-2n o)-'IT(00)1 
Proof: as for Lemma 9.2 
(9 .18) 
(9.19) 
o 
Theorem 9 .3: Let Y,(s). W,(s) and Y 2(S) . W 2(S) satisfy YiYi* = Wi*Wi and 
suppose T(s) = W ,(s)-'W 2(S) € Rn with T( oo) = I and G(s) = Y ,(s) - ' Y 2(S) E R. 
Suppose 
IIW, (- jw) -ty, (jw) - W 2( - jw) -tv 2(jW) 1100 ( € 
with 0 < (2n) - '. where 
o = EIIW(jW)IIoollW(jw) - , 1100 
Then 
Proof : 
III - W,(-jw)twi-jw)-tY 2(jw)Y,(jw)-'IIoo 
= "W, ( - jw)t[W , ( - jw) - ty , (jw) - W 2( - jw) - ty 2(jW)]Y 20W) - , 1100 
~ €liW, (jW)IIoollW, (jw) - , 1100 by (9 .20) 
(9.20) 
(9 .21) 
(9 .22) 
Let T(s) = W ,(s) -'w is) and G(s) = Y 2(S)Y ,(s) - ' . Then by Lemma 9.3, with 
o = €IIW, (jw)IIoollW(jw) - , 11 00, we have 
IIW, (jw) - , [W , Ow) - W 2(jw)] 1100 = III - T(jw)IIoo 
( 2n o(1-2no)-' o 
Note that the bound is 'degraded' somewhat by the condition number factor 
IIW(jw) 110011 W(j w) - , 11 00, which certainly means that W(s) must be non -singular on 
the imaginary axis. and at infinity. This restriction did not appear in the scalar 
case. since in the proof we can commute W,(-jw)-t across next to Y ,(j w), and 
then omit it since W,(-s)-ty,(s) is all-pass. 
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It is to be observed that the theorem is non -symmetric with respect to the 
V's and the W's. This is to enable less restrictive assumptions than would otherwise 
be the case - we could impose the same restrictions on the V's as on the W's and 
get a corresponding result for the V's. The result for the the V's can in fact be 
obtained straight from Theorem 9.3, since for E, (s) all-pass, 
IIE,(jw) - E2(jW)1I00 = IIE,(-jw)t - E 2(-jw)t1100 
= IIE,(jw)-' - E 2(jW) - '1100 
This swaps the roles of the V's and the W's in Theorem 9.3. 
Note also of course that normalization phase matching algorithms, in particular 
BST, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 9.2 in the scalar case, and satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 9.3 in the definite case cf:(jw) > 0, w € R U 00 considered in 
§ 8.3. 
9.4 Gain Error Bound to Transfer Matrix Error Bound 
This section considers the problem of obtaining a bound on the error between 
two stable, rational transfer matrices given a bound on their gain error. 
Theorem 9.4: Let T(s) € Rn, minimum phase and T( oo) invertible (Le. T(s) € Rn 
and T(s)-' € R). Let B = T(oo)T(oo)* and suppose 
IIT(jw)T(jw)* - T(oo)T(oo)*lloo ~ € 
with € < 1 B - , 1 - , . Let 
a = {I B - , 1 [1 - € 1 B - , I] - , } i 
Then 
(9 .22) 
(9.23) 
IIT(jw) - T(oo)lloo ~ 2na€ (9 .24) 
Let G(s) € Rn. minimum phase with G(oo) = T(oo)t satisfy 
G( -s)tQ(s) = T(s)T( -s)t (9 .25) 
Then the phase matrix G(-s)-tT(s) satisfies 
(9 .26) 
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Proof: Firstly observe 
IIT(jw)-111 00 = II[T(jw)T(jw)*]-11100 ~ 
~ {IB- 1 1[1 - €IB- 1 1]-1} t (9 .27) 
by (9 .22) and a standard theorem (see [Goh2], page 70). Thus 
IIT(jw) - BT(jw)-*lloo = II(T(jw)T(jw)* - B)T(jw)-*lloo 
(€IIT(jw)-*ll oo by (9.22) 
\ € 0 by (9.27), (9.23) (9.28) 
Now BT(jw)-* = BT(-jw)-t € floo, so by Nehari's Theorem 
<T 1(T) ( IIT(jw) - BT(jw)-*lloo (9.29) 
The result (9.23) now follows from (9.28), (9.29) and (9.5) . 
III - G(-jw)-tT(jw)lloo ( 1IG(jW)-11100IlG(-jW)t T(jw)lloo 
\ o[IIT(jw) - T(oo)lloo + IIG(jw)t - G( oo) tlloo] (9 .30) 
by (6.27) and the triangle inequality. Now 
IIG(jw)~G(jw)t]* - G( oo)t{}(oo)ll oo = IIG(jw)t{}(-jw) - Blloo 
= IIG(-jw)t{}(jw) - Blloo 
= IIT(jw)T(jw)* - Blloo by (9.25) 
\ E by (6.1) 
Thus (9.22) and (9.24), with T(jw) replaced with G(jw)t, give 
IIG(jw)t - G(oo)tlloo ~ 2no€ (9.31 ) 
Combining (9.25), (9 .30) and (9 .31) gives the result. o 
Theorem 9.4 says that if a transfer matrix has almost constant gain, then the 
transfer function is almost constant. This can be used to derive a bound on the 
relative error between two transfer matrices given an error bound on their gains. 
Theorem 9 .5: Let V 1(s), V 2(s) be such that T(s) = V 1(S)-1V 2(S) € Rn, minimum 
phase and T( (0) = I. Suppose 
IIV 1(S)V 1(s)* - V 2(S)V 2 (S)*1100 ~ € 
Let 'Y = €IIV 1 (jw) - 11100 2 and suppose 'Y < 1. Then 
IIV 1(jW)-1[V 1(jW) - V 2 (jW)]1100 ~ 2n-y(1 - 'Y)-~ 
IIV 1 (jw) - V 2(jW) 1100 ~ 2n-y(1 - 'Y) - ~ IIV 1 (jW)lloo 
(9 .32) 
(9 .33a) 
(9 .33b» 
Proof : 
Hence. by Theorem 9.1 
IIV 1 (jw) - 1 [V 1 (jw) - V 2(jw)]1100 = IIT(jw) - 11100 
\ 2nJ{1-'Y)- ~ 
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o 
Notice that the conditions on T(s) are satisfied for Vies) f Rn/2' non -singular 
in Re(s) > 0 and having the same zero structure at on jR U 00. 
Theorems 9.4 and 9.5 apply to scalar transfer functions without improvement of 
the various bounding constants. 
9.5 Generalized Wiener- Hopf Factorization in Lm 
In order to consider the Loo continuity properties of Wiener- Hopf 
factorizations. we first have to extend factorization to the space Loo. which we do in 
this section. 
Define the spaces Lp. 1 ~ P ~ 00 of matrix functions on the unit circle as 
follows: For 1 ~ P < 00. let 
IIMlloo = ess sup IM(~W) I 
w 
(9 .34a) 
(9.34b) 
Lp is the space of matrix functions whose corresponding norm is finite. i.e. 
M € Lp if and only if IIMllp < 00. The Lp spaces are Banach spaces. and L 2 is 
a Hilbert space. Moreover Lj C Li for i < 
can write the Fourier series. convergent in II · lip 
00 
M(~W) = [ Mkejkw 
k= -00 
where Mk € [nxn. 
and for M f Lp. 1 ~ P < 00 we 
(9.35) 
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Let C denote the space of continuous matrix functions and W the Wiener 
algebra (see § 3.3). That is W consists of matrix functions of the form (9.35) for 
which 
eo 
IIMIIW = [ IMkl 
k= -eo 
is finite. It is easy to see that W C C cLeo. 
For any matrix function M of the form (2.2) , define the projection operator 
P+ by 
eo 
P +(M)(ej"" = [Mkejwk 
k= 0 
and the projection P _ by 
(9 .36a) 
(9 .36b) 
For a linear operator Q on a Banach space (B ,II'IIB), IIQII denotes the 
ooperator norm induced by II'IIB' That is that is norm of Q, denoted "Q" is 
defined by 
IIQII = sup IIQxIIB 
x EB IIxliB 
(9.37) 
We shall use the fact later that P +, P _ are bounded linear operators on W 
and on Lp, 1 < P < eo (see e.g. [GohI]) . 
Let S be any of the spaces Lp, W , C and define S + (resp.S -) to be the 
image space of P + (resp . P _) acting on S. Also define GW , GW+ , GW- to be 
the group of elements in W, W+ , W- @ I which have inverses. 
The Wiener algebra is however not a suitable space in which to consider Leo 
continuity, since M E W 11M - Nlleo small does not imply N E W . We can more 
generally, and more conveniently from a continuity point of view, consider what is 
called [CIa] factorization in Lp. We enlarge the space of matrix functions M 
which can be factored from GW to GLeo, and correspondingly enlarge the space in 
which the factors lie from G W ± to M + E L q, 
M= 1 E Lq where p- 1 +q- 1 = 1 and 1 < P < eo. 
M -l L+ + E p ' 
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We then have: 
Theorem 9.6 [Gohl]: Every M f GC admits a generalized W-H factorization M 
= M+DM_ in r" for every r < p < 00 (with D as in § 2.3). The partial 
indices are uniquely determined by M. and in particular are independent of p .. 
Recall (§ 2.3) that matrix function M is said to admit a (left) canonical 
factorization in case 
(9.38a) 
The factors M± are unique up to a constant matrix (Theorem 2.3), and we 
normalize so that 
M_(oo) = I 
Define the following linear operators: 
TM<X) = p +(XM) + p -(X) 
RM<X) = P +(X) + P -(MX) 
TM<X) = P +(M- lX) + P -(X) 
(9.38b) 
(9.39a) 
(9 .39b) 
(9.39c) 
(9 .39d) 
Theorem 9.7 [Cia]: A matrix function M f GLoo admits a generalized canonical 
factorization M = M+M_ in r" if and only if TM. RM are invertible on Lp. Lq. 
h h 
In this case T M. RM are also invertible and the canonical factors M ± are given by 
M+ = TM 1(1) 
M_ = RM1(I) 
M;l = TM 1(1) 
M=l = RM 1(1) 
where I is the identify matrix function. 
If M f GLoo admits a canonical factorization in 
(9AOa) 
(9 AOb) 
(9AOc) 
(9AOd) 
for some P. 
I < P < 00. it admits a canonical factorization in Lr. for all I < r < 00. That 
o 
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Note that the operators used in [Des3, And6] are X - P +(XZ), X - p -(zX) 
with M = I - Z. These operators are entirely equivalent to TM, RM. 
In light of Theorem 9.7 we need to examine the continuity of the operators 
9.6 Continuity of Canonical Factorization in Lp 
In tills section we consider the continuity properties of canonical factorizations. 
Canonical Wiener- Hopf factorization is known to be r" continuous, 1 < P < 00, 
[CIa], but is not continuous in Loo norm in general, as shown by example in [And6]. 
For the special case of spectral factorization , the L 2 continuity is discussed in 
[AndS], and an Loo continuity result is established in [And6], which requires the 
derivatives to be in L 2 • This section generalizes the approach of [And6] to 
canonical factorization, after first reviewing r" continuity, 1 < P < 00. 
Theorem 9.S [CIa] : Let M t GLoo admit a canonical factorization in Lp for some 
1 < P < 00. Then for any e; > 0 there exists a 0 = o( t, p,IIMII) > 0 such that 
11M - Nlloo < 0 implies N has a canonical factorization in r" and 
IIM+ - N+llq < e;, IIM=1 - N=ll1q < e; 
11M:;: 1 - N:;: 1 lip < ,e; IIM_ - N _lip < e; 
where p - 1 + q - 1 = 1. 
(9.4la) 
(9.4lb) 
This theorem is known [CIa], but we will give the proof to note some facts about 
the operators T, R which will be useful later. 
Lemma 9.4: Let T 1 be an invertible operator and liT 1 - T 211 < liT ~ 111- 1 . 
Then T 2 is invertible and 
In particular, if liT 1 - T 2" ~ (211T ~ 1 II) - 1 then 
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liT, -, - T 2 - '11 ( 211T~ '11 21IT, - T 211 . 
Proof : The result is standard; see, for example, [Goh2] . o 
Lemma 9.5: Let M, N E GL", and 1 < P < "'. Then IITM - TNII ( 
'" '" ...... ...... 
sufficiently small, IITM - TNII < K , IIM - Nil"" IIRM - RNII < K 211M - Nil"" 
where K" K 2 are constants (dependent on M, N , p), and 11 '11 denotes the operator 
norm induced by Lp or Lq as appropriate . 
~ ~ 
Proof : We give the proof for T, T as the argument for R, R is almost identical. 
IITMCX) - TN(X)llp = liP +(XM - XN)llp 
~ liP +IIIIX(M - Nllp 
~ liP +IIIIXllpIIM - Nil", 
Set K, = liP +11 and recall K, < '" as P + is bounded on Lp. 
~ ~ 
IITMCX) - TN(X)llp = IIP+(M-' - N-')Xllp 
~ liP +IIIIXllpIIM-' - N-' II", 
~ K 311XllpliM - Nil", 
provided 11M - Nil", is sufficiently small, by Lemma 9.4. o 
Proof of Theorem 9.8 : We give details only for IIM=' - N=' II, the others 
following almost identical arguments. Fix € > O. By Lemma 9.4, RN is invertible 
Note RM is invertible by Theorem 9.7. 
By (3.40), 
IIM=' - N=' Ilq = IIRM '(1) - RN '(I)llq 
~ IIRM' RN'II 
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So choose {) -, 1 min(l , -_1:._). 
IIRM'II 
From a control systems viewpoint, Theorem 9.8 is of limited value. Consider 
for example the problem of controller design using LQG methods. The transfer 
matrix of a plant is given and from this one calculates a controller transfer function 
matrix. The controller is implemented, perhaps on a computer, and connected to 
the plant. Among the various requirements on the interconnected (closed loop) 
system is stability (freedom from unbounded signals) . The calculation procedure 
leading to the controller uses two spectral factorizations, the "spectra" being 
determined by the plant transfer matrix. However, the transfer function is never 
known exactly and it is only in some wayan approximation to the physical plant. 
It follows that the controller can be in error. 
The stability requirement for the plant-controller interconnection is one which, 
at least in the scalar case (Le. 1x1 case) has a graphical interpretation. One 
defines from the plant and controller a loop gain transfer function and studies, for 
the purpose of assessing stability, the number of encirclements of the point -1 in 
the complex plane of the graph of this transfer function, viewed as a mapping from 
the unit circle to the complex plane. If the overall mapping from plant to loop 
gain transfer function is such that a small Loo variation in the plant can lead to a 
small Lp ' P ~ 00, variation in the loop gain (but sizeable Loo varjation), then a small 
perturbation in the plant can change a stable situation to an unstable one, through a 
change in the number of encirclememts of the -1 point. Because the loop gain in 
part depends on two spectral factorizations, Theorem 9.8 leaves open this possibility. 
This motivates the study of Loo continuity, which is the subject of Theorem 9.9 
The example of [And6] however shows that Theorem 9.8 is tight. That is, one 
cannot extend to the case p = 00 without assumptions on M and N in addition to 
those imposed in Theorem 9.8. The condition we impose is absolute continuity, or 
equivalently that M and N are indefinite integrals (see eg [Roy]). 
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Let Sa be the "phase shift by a" operator on the space of matrix functions. 
That is, if M is a matrix function, 
(9.42) 
Now let dM be the matrix function defined by the pointwise limit, where it exists 
(9.43) 
If M is absolutely continuous, then dM exists everywhere, is in L, and the 
fundamental theorem of calculus holds [Roy] . 
The following theorem establishes the L<Xl continuity of canonical Wiener- Hopf 
factorization under the condition that the matrix functions M, N have Lr derivatives, 
some r > 1 . 
Theorem 9.9: Let M 
€ GC C GL<Xl and suppose M has a canonical factorization in 
Lp, 1 < P < <Xl. Further suppose M is absolutely continuous and dM € Lp for 
some r > l. Then for any e > 0 and any K< <Xl, there exists a 
D = D(K,e,M) > Osuch that N € L<Xl and absolutely continuous, 11M - NII<Xl < D, 
dN € Lr and IldM - dNllr < K implies M±, N ±, M±"', N±"' € GC. 
Furthermore 
(9.44) 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 9.9, we establish that, under the 
theorem conditions, th~ canonical factors also have Lr derivatives. 
Lemma 9.6: Let A € GC admit a canonical factorization in Lp, 1 < P < <Xl and 
suppose dA € Lr, r > 1. Then 
(9.45) 
Furthermore 
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dA:;l = -TA 1p +CA:; 1dA) C9.46a) 
dA=l = -RA 1P_CdAA= 1) C9.46b) 
dA+ = -TA 1p +CdA - 1A+) C9.46c) 
dA_ = -RA 1P_CA_dA -1) C9.46d) 
Proof: The four cases are almost identical, so we given the argument only for 
A:; 1, Le. for (9.46a) . 
Note that (9 .45) follows from (9.46), since by minor variation on Holder's 
inequality A:; 1dA c 4, 1 < < r provided dA c Lr and A:; 1 c Lp where 
p = rt(r-t)-l . By Theorem 9.7, A:; 1 c Lp, for all 1 < P < 00, P + is 
bounded on 4 and TA is invertible on 4. Thus, with dA:; 1 given by C9.46a), 
dA:; 1 c 4 for any 1 < t < r . However, this implies A:; 1 is continous, and 
hence, since continuous functions are bounded on finite intervals, A:; 1 Loo. 
Repeating the above argument allowing p = 00 gives dA:; 1 c Lr. We now prove 
(9.46a): 
By Theorem 9.7, TA(A::; 1) = I. Also , since Sow is a rigid rotation of the 
unit circle, 
Subtracting this from T A(A::; 1) = I and using (9.39a) we obtain, after a trivial 
manipulation 
equivalently 
Hence 
(9.47) 
provided T AS is invertible. 
oW However, by Lemma 9.4 we know that for 
liT AS
ow 
- TAli sufficiently small, T AS
ow 
is invertible, and 
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Now by Lemma 9.5, IITAS - TAli ~ CIIAS~w - Alloo -+ 0 as ~ -+ 0 by the 
~w 
-, -, 
continuity of A. Thus II (TAS ) - (TA) II -+ 0 as ~ -+ 0, and letting "'W -+ 0 in 
~ 
(9.47) we obtain (9.46a). 
o 
Remarks: 
1. If A;' is differentiable, we can obtain (9.46a) by differentiating the equation 
T A(A;') = I. The main task of the proof is to show A;' is differentiable. 
This amounts to showing 
2. The restriction r > I, rather than r ) I, is because P + is not bounded on 
L" and T A is not invertible on L, . 
Proof of Theorem 9.9: By Theorem 9.8, we know that for 0 sufficiently small, N 
has a generalized canonical factorization in Lp, for all I < P < 00. Applying 
Lemma 9.6 to M and N we find that their canonical factors are in GL oo (indeed 
GC) . 
Again, the argument is almost identical for M+, M_, etc., so we give the 
details only for 11M;' - N; '1100 • 
Let W = M;' - N;' . By the equivalence of norms on [nxn, there are 
constants K" K2 such that 
I 
Hence 
w 
~ K,trf ~T[w(ejT)w(ejT )* ]dT + K,trW (ej8 )W(e j8 )* 
8 
since W is absolutely continuous. Now let t E (l,r) and p -, = I - t - ' . 
--
Choose 0 such that 
It is trivial to verify by contradiction that such a 0 exists. Hence we obtain 
w 
IW(ejW)1 2 \ K,f tr[dW(ejT)W (ejT )* ]dT 
o 
w 
+ K,f tr [W(ejT ) dW (ejT )*) dT + K,K 21I Wllp 
o 
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(9 .49) 
Now dW. dW € Ly.. hence € Lt and W € Lp. ¥p > 1. so by Holder's Inequality 
applied to (9 .49) we obtain, with p -, = 1 - t - , 
w t 1 W P , 
IW (ejW)1 2 ~ 2K, (f tr[dW( ejT ) dW (e j T)*)2dT) f (f tr[W(ejT ) W(ejT )*)2dT ) P 
o 0 
w , w , 
~ 2K,K2 (fldW (ejT ) ltdT)f <fIW (ejT )I PdT ) P + K, K21I Wll p 
o 0 
(9.50) 
Provided IldWllt is bounded, the result will follow from Theorem 9.8 by choosing 0 
such that IIWllp is small enough to make the right hand side of (9.50) less than f:. 
The boundedness of IldWllt follows from Lemma 9.6 as follows: 
~ IITM'IIIIP +1 II 1M::; ' 1lqlldMllr + IITN 'I IIIP +IIIIN::; '1 lqlldNllr 
where q = rt(r-t)-' . Hence 
by Theorem 9.8. Note C depends on 11M::; 'Ilq• 11M::;' - N::; '11q (bounded by 
Theorem 9.8), IldMllr and IldM - dNllr « K by hypothesis) . o 
........ 
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Remarks: 
1 . The Theorem does not impose a smallness assumption on IldM - dNll r. That 
is, K is not dependent on c. Naturally a smaller K will lead to a more generous 
6. In other words, for a given c, c5( c,K) is a decreasing function of K. 
2. If M,N are positive definite Hermitian, it is easy to show that M + = M ~ 
[Goh3], and then Theorems 9.8 and 9.9 specialize to the corresponding spectral 
factorization results in [And6]. 
3. Any rational matrix function with no poles on the unit circle is absolutely 
continuous on the unit circle and has Lr derivative for all 1 ~ r ( 00. 
9.7 Lm Continuity of Generalized Wiener-Hopf Factorization in kp 
In this section we generalize, as far as is possible, the results of § 9.6 to 
Wiener- Hopf factorization. The major limitation is that the partial indices are not 
in general 'stable', in that 11M Nlloo < €, any € > 0 does not in general imply 
that M and N have the same partial indices. We thus cannot hope to have Loo 
continuity except when M has stable indices. We thus review when this is the case. 
A matrix function M € GC will be said to have stable indices if there is a 
6 > 0 such that for any N E GC satisfying 11M - Nlloo < 6, M and N have the 
same partial indices. 
Let Sn denote the set of ordered sequences {kJ of n integers with ki ~ ki + 1, 
= 1, ... ,n -1. Suppose {ki} and {ki} € Sn. Define a partial order > by 
i 
(ki) > (ki) j f I kj ) I kj , i-I, . . ,n-l j-l j-l 
and 
n n 
I kj - I kj j-l j-l 
Further, define the "average" of an element {ki} of Sn. denoted {ki} 
k· I = q+1 i= 1, ... ,r 
h 
ki = q i= r+1 , ... ,n 
(9 .S1a) 
(9 .S1b) 
(9 .S2a) 
(9.S2b) 
where 
n 
2: kj ~ nq+r 
j-l 
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o ~ r < n ( 9 . S3c ) 
The average has the "minimality" property that if {kj} € Sn and {kj} > {kj}. then 
Theorem 9 .10 [CIa): Let M € GLoo (or GC) admit a generalized W-H factorization 
in Lp. some 1 < P < 00. Then there exists a (; > 0 such that for any 
N f GLoo• 11M - Nlloo < (; the following "inequality" holds: 
A 
{kj(M)} > {kj(N)} > {kj(M)} (9.54) 
where {ki(A)} denotes the partial indices of a matrix function A. Conversely. let 
{ki} be arbitrary in Sn with {ki(M)} > {kJ. Then. for any (; > O. there exists an 
N f GLoo (GC). such that 11M - Nil < (; and ki(N) = ki. i = 1 •.. . • n. 
The difficulty in extending the theorems of § 9.6 to the general W - H factorization 
are because of the extremely undesirable propeties of partial indices - c.f. the 
converse statement in Theorem 9 .10. 
It is very easy to deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary 9.1 : M € GLoo has stable indices if and only if ki(M) = ki(M). 
i = 1 •...• n. Equivalently. k 1 ~ kn + 1. i.e. there is a difference of 1 or 0 between 
the largest and smallest indices. 
If all the indices of M are zero (i .e. M has a canonical factorization) then 
obviously M has stable indices. 
In the light of Theorem 9.10. it is unreasonable to expect the factorization 
operation to be continuous (in any norm) unless one has a matrix with stable 
indices. Note that by Theorem 9.10. there is a matrix function with stable indices 
arbitrarily close (in Loo norm) to any factorizable matrix function. Stable indices are 
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the generic case, indeed matrix functions with stable indices are dense in GL= with 
Loo norm. Thus we generalize below Theorem 9.9 to matrix functions M e GC 
with stable indices. 
Theorem 9.11: Let M e GC be absolutely continuous and suppose dM e Lr for 
some r > 1 . Further suppose M has stable partial indices. Then for any €. > 0 
and any K < 00, there exists a 0 = Ii(K,€.,M) such that if N is absolutely 
continuous, dN e Lr, 11M - Nlloo < 0, and IldM - dNllr < K, then M!, N. 
-, 
Mt" 1, Nt" 1 e GC. Furthermore 
(9.55) 
To prove Theorem 9.11, we shall make use of the following result of [Glo]. 
Theorem 9 .12 [CIa] : Every element A e GC can be factored in the form 
A = DoAo, where Ao e GC admits a left canonical factorization in Lp, 
1 < P < 00, and Do(t) = diag(z'Tj , j = 1, ... ,n) with 'Ti a permutation of the set 
{kj(A)} of partial indices of A. Moreover if A = A+DA_, Ao may be factored as 
Proof of Theorem 9.11: That N has a factorization for Ii sufficiently small follows 
from Theorem 9.6, since N e C and 11M - Nlloo sufficiently small implies N e GC. 
Also, since M has stable partial indices, we can choose Ii small enough for N to 
have the same indices as M, by Theorem 9.10. Then 
We must now show that for Ii sufficiently small, D 1 = Do . This depends on an 
analysis of the proof of Theorem 9.12 (see [Cia], pp . 128-131). Briefly, the 
indices are reordered in going from D to D 1 (or Do) on the basis of certain minors 
of N+(oo) (resp. M+(oo)) being non-zero, and on the solution of linear equations 
derived from M+(oo) (resp . N +)). Thus if 0 is sufficiently small, the reordering 
can be chosen to be the same for Nand M, i.e. we may choose Do = D 1 
provided 0 is sufficiently small. Then 
liMo - NOlioo = liDo l(M - N)1100 
( liDo llloollM - Noo 
( KIIM - Nlloo since IID- 11100 = K < 00 . 
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Thus we can make liM o - N all as small as we like . Moreover , Mo and No are 
clearly absolutely continuous, since M, N and Do are , and their derivatives are in 
Lr· Thus by Theorem 9.9 applied to M 0 ' N o' for 6 sufficiently small , 
IIM_ N-lloo < g, IIM=' - N=llloo < g . 
Furthermore, 
IIM+ - N+lloo = II(MM=' - NN= 1)D- 111 00 
( IIMM=' - NN= l)llooIID-' lloo 
\ [IIM(M=l - N=llloo + II(M - N)N= 111 00]IID- 111 00 
~ [IIMllooIIM= 1 - N= 11100 + 11M - NlloollN= lII00]IID- 11100 
and it follows that 11M + - N + 1100 < g for 6 sufficiently small. Also 
IIM;l - N;lll= IIDM_M-l - DN_M- 11100 
= IID[(M_ - N_)M-l + N_ (M- l - N-l )]lloo 
\ IIDII~IIM_ - N_llooIIM-llloo + IIN_llooIIM-l - N- 111 00] 
so 11M; 1 - N; 11100 < g for 6 sufficiently small. The theorem is proved . 0 
Remark: Let S be an algebra of functions . If every F € GS has a W - H 
factorization, with the spaces S ± containing the factors F ± subsets of S, the 
factorization is called [CIa] proper (this is called canonical factorization in [GohI]) . 
Factorization in the Wiener algebra W is proper, since W:!: C W . Generalized 
factorization of GLoo or GC functions in Lp is not proper ( Lp ,q 'f Loo, q - 1 + 
p- 1 = 1 , 1 < P < 00). If we define Cr = {A e C such that A is absolutely 
continuous and dA e Lr, r > I}, then Lemma 9.6 and Theorem 9.12 give the 
following: 
Corollary 9.2: Factorization of matrix functions in GCr is proper. 
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Proof: Reduce to the canonical case using Theorem 9.12 and the result foll~ws 
from Lemma 9.6 and elementary manipulations. Remember o± 1 € Cr. 0 
It is known that if A C C is a Banach algebra, then factorization in GA is 
proper if and only if A is decomposing, or equivalently if P + is bounded on A 
[Gohl, Cia] . W is decomposing, since W = W + ffi W _, but C and Leo are not 
(P + is not bounded in Leo). In a decomposing algebra, the continuity of the 
factorization follows directly from the boundedness (hence continuity) of P + . 
However Cr is not decomposing and P + is not bounded on Cr (in Leo norm), even 
though factorization is proper in Cr. The problem is that Cr, with Leo norm, is not 
a Banach algebra. In fact it is a non-closed sub-algebra of the Banach algebra C. 
The bound IIdM - dNll r < K in Theorems 9.9, and 9.11 is to counter the 
non-closed nature of Cr. It prevents the situation of a sequence {No} in Cr such 
that 11M - Nnlleo < () '+n, but IldM - dNnll r ~ eo as n ~ eo from being 
considered by Theorems 9.9 and 9.11. In this case {No} is escaping from Cr: it 
has a limit point in Leo but not in Cr. This is the situation in the example in 
[And6]. If Cr is equipped with the norm IIMII = IIMlleo + IldMllr , it becomes a 
Banach algebra. Hence it is decomposing and P + is bounded, since factorization is 
proper in Cr. This leads to a different continuity result, namely: 
Corollary 9 .3: Let M € GCr, some r > 1, have a W - H factorization with stable 
partial indices. Then for any € > 0 there exist a () > 0 such that if N € Cr and 
11M - Nil < () then 
where for A € Cr, IIAII = IIAlleo + IldAllr · 
Proof: (Cr, 11·11) is a Banach sub-algebra of C. Factorization is proper in Cr. 
~ 
Thus P+ is continuous on (Cr,II·II) and consequently so are the operators T, R, T, 
R defined in Section 9 .6. The result follows. o 
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Remarks : 
1 : This result requires the derivatives dM and dN to be close, and implies that 
. dM+ and dN + are close. It thus has more restrictive assumptions and a stronger 
conclusion than Theorems 9.9 and 9.11 . 
2: The continuity of P + on Cr can be proved without reference to factorization 
ideas. However, the essential ideas for an independent proof are contained in the 
proofs of Lemma 9.6 and Theorem 9.9. 
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CHAPTER TEN : CONCLUSION 
10.1 Conclusions 
We have been concerned in this thesis with the development of a concept of 
multivariable phase which enables the construction of a stable, minimum phase 
transfer function from its phase via the Bode phase/gain relation to be extended to 
multivariable systems. This has been achieved through the extension of the 
factorization approach to relations between phase and gain developed by Belevitch 
[Bel] to multivariable systems using the techniques of Wiener - Hopf factorization . 
The Wiener- Hopf factorization approach was shown to provide a finite 
dimensional parametrization of the solution set to a certain multivariable , dynamic, 
errors - in - variables problem in terms of the Wiener - Hopf factors of the 
input-output cross-spectrum matrix Lyx. In particular, it was shown that a causal 
solution to the errors - in - variables problem exists if and only if Lyx has no 
(strictly) negative Wiener- Hopf factorization partial indices, and that a minimum 
phase solution exists if and only if all the partial indices are zero . This generalized 
the scalar solution, constructed via the Bode phase/gain relation, given in [AndS] to 
the multivariable case. 
The multivariable phase matching algorithm required however a much more 
extensive investigation of multivariable phase , and the development of a constructive 
technique for the gain/phase relation. 
The basis of the multivariable phase/gain relation was shown to be the all-pass 
factorization problem E = W;lV, where E is all-pass and W, V are analytic in 
Il+. In Chapter 4 it was shown that for the above factorization to exist it is 
necessary and sufficient that the all-pass matrix E have no (strictly) negative 
Wiener- Hopf factorization partial indices. Using the state space Wiener- Hopf 
factorization methods of [BGKl,2], the partial indices of an all-pass matrix E were 
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rela ted to the realization of E described by G lover in [G 10 1] . This exposed some 
interesting connections between the Hankel singular values, the partial indices and 
the extension properties of ail- pass matrices. In particular, it permitted a state 
space charaterization of ail-pass matrices E which have no (strictly) negative partial 
indices, and hence a factorization E = 'W; 1 V with V, W analytic in n +, to be 
given. 
Still required however, was a constructive technique for calculating W, V from 
E, which would constitute a multivariable phase/gain relation. This was approached 
indirectly via the balanced stochastic realization of minimal degree spectral factors, 
since E = 'W; 1 V with E ail- pass is equivalent to W * W = V * V. The balanced 
stochastic realization and its connection with phase matching had been observed in 
[Opd, Gre3] for the special case when V, Ware minimum phase and have no 
imaginary axis (or infinite) zeros, which corresponds to E = 'W;lV having only 
zero partial indices. The balanced stochastic realization was generalized to include 
the case where V is not minimum phase and can have imaginary axis and inflnite 
zeros. In particular, the balanced stochastic realization was seen to lead to a 
·product decomposition of V, V = V 1 V 2' where V 1 contains the non - minimum 
phase and imaginary axis zeros of V, and V~ 1 are analytic in n+ (unimodular in 
H",). Using balanced stochastic realizations of V, W we then showed that the 
realization of E = W;lV obtained by direct calculation is in fact the same as that 
given by Glover [Glol]. Using this identiflcation between the Glover all-pass 
realization and the balanced stochastic realization in reverse form then provided the 
desired multivariable phase/gain construction. For completeness, realizations of the 
Wiener- Hopf factors of all-pass matrices were also given. 
Both the scalar phase matching algorithm, and the balanced stochastic 
realization are also known to be related to the analysis of stationary time series by 
canonical correlation [Akal ,2, Des2, Jonl] and this connection was extended, in the 
continuous time framework, to include non - minimum phase systems. 
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With the factorization approach to phase and the multivariable phase/gain 
relation at hand, the multivariable phase matching algorithm was considered. It was 
shown that the architecture of phase matching permits are large number of choices, 
particularly in the case of non - minimum phase multivariable systems, and thus 
phase matching is more properly considered as a paradigm for spectrum 
approximation, rather than an algorithm. The balanced stochastic truncation (BST) 
algorithm of [Des2] was generalized, and it was shown that BST preserves the 
non - minimum phase and imaginary axis zeros of the system using the product 
decomposition. The minimalily of the reduced order system was established under a 
certain condition, which can be assumed to hold in practice (Le . the condition is 
something under our control). Furthermore, BST was shown to satisfy an Leo norm 
bound on the phase error. 
The relative error model reduction method of Glover [Gl02] was then 
considered, and shown to be a phase matching algorithm, developing the connections 
initially considered in [Gl03]. The relative error method was also seen, using the 
product decomposition, to preserve the non-minimum phase and imaginary axis 
'zeros of the system. 
Two academic examples were then considered, comparing the performance of 
balanced stochastic truncation, the relative error method, and internally balanced 
truncation [Moo] . Both examples have imaginary axis or infinite zeros. It was seen 
that with the zero at infinity, all algorithms performed well , and essentially 
indistinguishably. On the other hand, with the zero at the origin, internally 
balanced truncation performed poorly, the phase performance being particularly bad. 
The phase matching algorithms (BST and relative error) both performed well, and 
again essentially indistinguishably, though the relative error method appears to offer 
mariginally better performance compared with BST. This is also reflected in the 
fact that the phase error bound for BST is twice the phase error bound for the 
relative error method. 
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The relative error method and (unweighted) Hankel norm model reduction 
[Glol] were applied to a 14th order digital filter, which has 6 zeros (3 complex 
conjugate pairs) on the unit circle. The Hankel norm method was seen to result in 
unacceptable stop - band performance, with some form of frequency weighting clearly 
required. The frequency weighting implied by the relative error method gave an 
improvement in stop-band performance, but involved a significant degradation in the 
pass-band. 
In summary, the phase matching paradigm can be viewed as a frequency 
weighted model reduction procedure, with some flexibilty in the weight selection , 
such that imaginary axis zeros (and consequently phase discontinuities) are preserved. 
The method is seen as particularly usesful when the system to be reduced has 
imaginary axis, or near imaginary axis, zeros and consequently large differences in 
magnitude at different frequencies. Of the phase matching algorithms, the relative 
error method appears the best theoretically motivated and offers the best 
performance. Balanced stochastic truncation however performs similarly and is easier 
to calculate. 
Finally, we considered the 
Hilbert transform, phase/gain 
Loo continuity, or robustness, properties of the 
relations and the underlying Wiener- Hopf 
factorizations. It was shown that the Hilbert transform and the gain phase relations 
are Loo continuous for rational functions, and in fact satisfy Loo error bounds which 
depend in an affine way on the McMillan degree. We also showed that 
Wiener - Hopf factorization is Loo continuous provided the to be factored matrix has 
Lp derivative, I < P ~ 00, a condition satisfied for rational matrices. 
10.2 Directions for Future Research 
We outline our thoughts about possible avenues for future research in 4 parts: 
Errors - in - variables, the general factorization properties of all-pass matrices, phase 
matching, and the continuity properties of gain/phase relations and Wiener- Hopf 
factorizations. 
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Errors - in - varia bles: The multi variable solution provided in Chapter 3 was 
conditional upon our being given a vector called the input and a vector called the 
output. We were then able to tell whether a causal relationship existed between 
these inputs and outputs. If no causal relation exists (the cross-spectrum has a 
(strictly) negative partial index), we were not able to offer any assistance as to if or 
how our selection of input and output vectors could be changed to admit a causal 
solution. In the static errors - in - variables literature, the problem of the selection 
of dependent (output) and independent (input) variables is of fundamental importance 
and is known as the (maximal) corank identification problem. 
Considerable progress on the corank identification problem in the case of static 
errors - in - variables problems has been made with the geometrical approach of De 
Moor and Vandewalle [DeM]. Extending the approach of [DeM] to the dynamic 
case would involve : 
i) Generalizing to the complex case. 
ii) Applying the complex case at all frequencies around the unit circle. 
This approach has been adopted in the case of three variables in [Dei], where the 
static results of [Kal] were extended. 
Factorization of all-pass matrices: The state of knowledge about the 
factorization and extension properties of all- pass matrices appears now close to 
complete, with [AAKl,2, Glol, Dyml,2, Gre4,5, Sch]. The work of [Dyml ,2] 
considers infinite dimensional , as well as non -square systems, whilst the approach of 
[Gre4,5] could be extended to non -square systems either following [Dyml ,2], or 
using the imbedding techniques of Glover [Glol,2]. One possibility is the extension 
of the factorization approach to sub-optimal Hco control and model reduction 
problems [Ball ,2] to the optimal case. 
Phase Matching: There are several issues related to phase matching algorithms 
which are still to be addressed. Extensive simulation evidence on the relative 
preformance of various phase matching algorithms, as well as their performance 
relative to other algorithms [Aru], needs to be obtained. The outstanding theoretical 
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problem is probably the derivation of a tight Leo relative error bound for balanced 
stochastic truncation. That such a bound exists is conjectured on the basis of the 
connections between relative error, phase and canonical correlation analysis discussed 
in this thesis, and it is probably true to say that all phase matching algorithms 
satisfy relative error bounds. Phase matching could also be extended to non -square 
systems along the lines of Glover's extension of the relative error method to 
non-square systems [Gl02]. The relative error method is applicable to unstable 
systems [Gl02], and we could also consider generalizing balanced stochastic truncation 
and phase matching algorithms in general to the case of unstable systems. This 
would involve considerable complexity, and it is doubtful that the effort would be 
worthwhile considering that the relative error method, the most well motivated phase 
matching algorithm, can already be applied to unstable systems. 
Finally, the question of a direct discrete time theory for multivariable phase 
matching, and particularly balanced stochastic truncation could be addressed. As 
discussed in [Jon1], in discrete time we have to decide whether the present is to be 
in the future, or in the past and the future . Contrary to [Jon1] we believe that it 
does not particularly matter which is chosen , provided the all- pass factorization 
problem is posed accordingly. It does seem however that the most natural choice is 
that in [Jon1], also chosen in [Pavl,2] . The all-pass factorization theory of 
Chapter 4 transfers directly into discrete time , as described in [Dym1,2], but a 
complete discrete time theory would require the state space factorization theorems in 
Chapter 6 to be duplicated in discrete time. As far as balanced stochastic 
truncation in concerned, the algorithm was considered in [Des2] for the when the 
spectral factor is stable , minumum phase and has no zeros on the unit circle and 
can be easily generalized (just truncate the balanced discrete positive real and dual 
positive real equations). Establishing the properties of this algorithm is more 
difficult than in the continuous case because the truncated system does not satisfy 
the truncated PR and DPR equations. 
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Continuity properties: Although the bounds obtained for the phase/gain relations 
could be tight in the sense that there exist cases for which they hold with equality, 
they are for practical purposes considered quite weak. As they stand, we consider 
the problem of obtaining an La> error bound on the relative error V- I(V - V) 
from an La> bound on the phase error F - F . In order to improve the bound, 
more specific assumptions on the relationship between F and F could be made. 
One extreme would be to consider F to be calculated from F via a specific 
algorithm (such as Glover's relative error method, for which there is a relative error 
bound [Gl02], or balanced stochastic truncation). Somewhat more general would be 
to suppose that F and F have the same Wiener - Hopf factorization partial indices, 
and that V and V have the same zeros on Re(s) = O. This approach would 
provide a relative error bound for a large class of the most well motivated phase 
matching algorithms (Le . those that preserve the partial indices of F and the 
imaginary axis zeros of V, W). 
As far as the La> continuity of Wiener- Hopf factorization is concerned, two 
avenues of investigation spring to mind. Our results inform us that under certain 
conditions the factorization operation is continuous, but this is not quantified. That 
is, our results do not give an error bound. Additionally we would like to know 
whether the errors are 'localized' . That is, if H - H is very small except at high 
frequency say and H = H+H_, H = H+H_ are canonical factorizations of H, H, 
then is H + - H + small except at high frequency. It is conjectured that this is 
the case on the basis of scalar evidence (see [Gre7]) , and a proof would essentially 
involve a frequency weighted approach. 
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APPENDIX: HANKEL OPERATORS, HANKEL SINGULAR VALUES AND 
NEHARI EXTENSION 
This appendix summarises some basic deflntions and facts about Hankel 
operators, Hankel singular values and Nehari extensions, such as can be found in 
[Pow, AAKl,2, Glol]. 
Consider the proper, rational matrix function G(s), analytic in I1+, with 
minimal realization 
G(s) = D + C(sI - A)-'B (AI) 
with A asyptotically stable. The Hankel operator associated with G(s) , denoted rG 
is the mapping from L 2[ -00,0] to L 2[O,oo] defined by 
( rcu) ( t) - f~ooCexp[A(t-T)BU(T ) dT t ) 0 (A2) 
When G(s) is not analytic in I1+, the Hankel operator associated with G is defined 
as the Hankel operator associated with G +, the asymptotically stable projection of 
G. 
Consider the Laplace transform of u(t) , which we simply denote by the use of 
the argument s instead of t, and defined by 
u(s) - f:ooe-stu(t)dt 
Clearly then, 
(rGu)(s) = [(I-P+)MGP+]u(s) 
(A3) 
(A4) 
where (rGu)(s) denotes the Laplace transform of (rGu)(t), MG denotes the operator 
of multiplication by G, and P + is the projection operator from Loo to the subspace 
Hoo 0 of Loo spanned by e -st, t < O. 
The Hankel singular values of G are denoted O"i(G) and are the non-zero 
singular values of rG. That is 
O"i(G) = [Ai(rG*rG)] ~ i = l, ... n (A5a) 
where n is the McMillan degree of G + = P +(G). The Hankel singular values are 
ordered by convention so that 
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aiG) ) £1i + , (G) i = 1, ... ,n-1 (ASb) 
Let G(s) have minimal realization as in (A.I) , and P, Q, with P = P* , Q = Q. 
be the unique positive definite solutions to the Lyapunov equations 
AP + P A* + BB* = 0 
QA + A*Q + C*C = 0 
Then the Hankel singular values of G are also given by 
(A.6a) 
(A.6b) 
£1i(G) = [>-j{PQ)] ~ (A.7) 
The realization (AI) will be called i nternall y balanced, or balanced, when 
P = Q = [= diag(£1i(G», and such a realization can always be obtained [Moo]. 
Let G(s), strictly proper, be analytic in n+ and E(s) be any matrix function 
such that E+ = G. Then E is called an extension of G. The Nehari problem 
[Neh] is to find extensions of G of minimum Leo norm. 
Nehari Problem : Given strictly proper G, analytic in n+, find extensions E opt of G 
such that 
IIEopt(jW)lIeo = infIIE(jw)lIeo, E an extension of G (A8) 
The infinum is in fact reached (i.e. E opt exists), and the minimum norm achieved 
is given by Nehari's theorem [Neh]: 
Nehari's Theorem: Let G be analytic in n+. Then 
£1,(G) = infllElleo, E an extension of G 
Any Eopt satisfying (A8) will be called a Nehari extension of G. 
(A9) 
Suppose E is all-pass (EE* = I = E*E). Then IIE11eo = 1, so an all-pass 
matrix E is a Nehari extension of E+ if and only if £1,(E) = £1,(E+) = 1. 
In the scalar case (G(s) is Ix!), G(s) has a unique Nehari extension [AAKIJ, 
but does not in general have a unique Nehari extension if G is not scalar. All 
Nehari extensions have been characterized, both with a linear factional map 
parametrization [AAK2J, and with state space techniques [GIol]. They can therefore 
be easily calculated [Glol] . 
R. C 
>,< 
I 
det A 
>-(A) 
1' 1 
Yes) 
V*(s) 
0( ' ) 
11'lleo 
Leo 
Heo, H; 
proper 
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T ABLE OF SYMBOLS 
real and complex number fields . 
extended real and complex number fields (one point 
compactification) . 
space of n dimensional column vectors with elements in R, c. 
space of pxq matrices with elements in R, C. 
strictly greater (less) than. Of a matrix, P > Q (equiv. Q < P) 
means P - Q positive definite. 
greater (less) than. Of a matrix , P ) Q (equiv Q ~ P) means P - Q 
non - negative definite. 
identity matrix or operator. 
half spaces {Re(s) ) O} u eo and {Re(s) ~ O} u eo in ICe. 
imaginary number : j2 = -1 
complex conjugate of s. 
inverse of A € Cnxn . 
transpose and Hermitian conjugate of A € ICPxq, or adjoint of a 
real or complex operator. 
determinant of A. 
eigenvalue(s) of A € ICPxq. 
norm: of a vector x € I[tl IXI = (x* x) ~ 
of a matrix IAI = ( >-maX<A*A)) ~ 
transfer matrix: (matrix function of complex variable s) . 
V(-S)* . 
McMillan degree. 
IIV(jW)lIeo = ess sup I V(jw) I 
w 
space of matrix functions for which 11'lIeo is finite. 
V € Heo (H;) when V € Leo and Yes) is analytic in n+ (n_) . 
bounded at infinity. Strictly proper: zero at infinity. 
H,., O 
MF 
rF 
<1i(F) 
II · IIH 
stable 
minimum 
all-pass 
phase 
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{Y(S) E Hoo : V( (0) = a}. 
P + projection of Loo onto H oo o. P _ = 1 - P + . 
P±(F) . Note that A±, H± also refer to Wiener-Hopf factors of 
A. H. 
operator of multiplication by F. 
Hankel operator associated with F : rF = (1-P + )MFP + . 
Hankel singular values of F (<1i ~ <1i + 1). 
Hankel norm : IIGIIH = max Hankel singular value of G . 
A E [axn is stable if Ai(A) E [1- and asymptotically stable if 
Re(Ai(A)) < O. i = 1 •...• n •. Of a matrix function. analytic in 
Re(s) > o. 
without zeros in Re(s) > o. 
E(s) is all- pass if EE. = 1 = E.E. 
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